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Abstract
Prior studies in sociology and human-computer interaction indicate that persons
from different countries and cultural origins tend to have their preferences in real-life
communication and the usage of web and social media applications. With Twitter
data, statistical and machine learning tools, this study advances our understand-
ing of microblogging in respect of cultural differences and demonstrates possible
solutions of inferring and exploiting cultural origins for building adaptive web ap-
plications. Our findings reveal statistically significant differences in Twitter feature
usage in respect of geographic locations of users. These differences in microblogger
behaviour and user language defined in user profiles enabled us to infer user country
origins with an accuracy of more than 90%. Other user origin predictive solutions
we proposed do not require other data sources and human involvement for training
the models, enabling the high accuracy of user country inference when exploiting
information extracted from a user followers’ network, or with data derived from
Twitter profiles. With origin predictive models, we analysed communication and
privacy preferences and built a culture-aware recommender system. Our analysis of
friend responses shows that Twitter users tend to communicate mostly within their
cultural regions. Usage of privacy settings showed that privacy perceptions differ
across cultures. Finally, we created and evaluated movie recommendation strategies
considering user cultural groups, and addressed a cold-start scenario with a new
user. We believe that the findings discussed give insights into the sociological and
web research, in particular on cultural differences in online communication.
Preface
User participation is the cornerstone of the Web today. Social networking sites
facilitate the creation of real-life content reflecting user life experiences around the
globe. Microblogs, as a useful tool of communication, provide an outlook into peo-
ple’s lives, needs, and inspirations. Knowledge about web users and their traits is
invaluable for building responsive, intelligent web systems contributing to a more
interesting, free for everyone and open, World Wide Web.
My work and life experience of living in a fast-paced digital world has changed
drastically with the development and constant evolution of the Internet. The Net-
work is a very intriguing and fascinating subject to study and work. The continuous
demand for new applications, discoveries and exciting new possibilities to learn new
things offer excellent sources of inspiration for many IT professionals, researchers,
and Web users.
The primary focus of the work lies in the area of social networking sites, partic-
ularly microblogs. Microblogs are a tremendous source of user-generated content.
To what extent can microblogs inform us about user context, which reflects user
personality, cultural origins, and related preferences? These questions inspired me
to investigate how cultural cues could be derived from microblogs, and how could
we further exploit this information for building state-of-the-art applications tailored
to user cultural needs.
The thesis comprises ten chapters, which can be read independently. However,
for a more in-depth understanding of the main findings and the overall research
quest, I would suggest starting with the first two parts which set the scene by
providing the motivation and background work for building up this research. My
contributions in the third part resulted in several publications, which would not have
been possible without the great comments and hard work of my dear co-authors and
anonymous peer reviewers’ advice helping me in bringing my ideas forward.
I am very grateful for your interest in my research. I wish you happy reading!
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Glossary
API “is an Application Programming Interface that allows an application program
that is written in a high-level language to use specific data or functions of
the operating system or another program” as defined in [118]. For instance,
Twitter API allows access to and search of Twitter resources.
CF Collaborative Filtering is one of the most popular techniques for creating recom-
mendation systems. As defined in [118], CF is a “personalization technology
that calculates the similarity between users based on the behaviors of a num-
ber of other people and uses that information to make recommendations for
the current user.”
DT Decision Trees is widely used machine learning technique for addressing super-
vised classification problems.
GPS Global Positioning System, is a global satellite system providing an informa-
tion on geographic coordinates.
ICT Information and Communications Technology.
IMDB The Internet Movie Database is the online information source of movies,
television and other entertainment shows, which can be reviewed and rated by
individual users.
LLM Latent Language Models, are the statistical models learning hidden (or latent)
words based on a corpus of text documents.
locality We define locality to any location-dependent data we retrieve from the
Twitter. We mostly refer to user time-zone, free-text location field, geographic
coordinates and even preferred language as locality traits, with which we could
further infer tweet origins.
Metadata is data that narrates other data. We refer mostly to Twitter tags used
for structuring and describing tweets. For instance, user mentions include
screen name reflecting an online alias of the user.
xiv
microblog “A service for posting short, public messages. A microblog message
is usually one or two sentences long. It is useful for many purposes such as
sharing links, asking questions, and making statements.” as defined in [118].
microblogging “A method of blogging that limits bloggers to a fixed number of
characters. Forms of microblogging include tweets and text messages.” as
defined in [118].
origin We mostly refer to the tweet origins including inferred countries and regions,
called also cultural dimensions in accord with R.Lewis sociological research
[148]. It is important to mention that tweet origins might not match particular
user country of origin or cultural dimensions associated 1
REST REpresentational State Transfer, defined by Dr. Roy Fielding in [71].
RS Recommender Systems are software applications for suggesting their users on
products and interesting content such as news and movie advertisements.
SN Social Networking, we refer here to social networking web applications including
Twitter and Facebook.
TCP/IP Internet Protocols, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the
Internet Protocol (IP).
TF-IDF Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency, an information retrieval
metric for defining a word’s (term’s) importance to a document in a text
corpus.
tweet “A post made on the social media application Twitter..” as defined in Oxford
University Press [182].
URL Uniform Resource Locator, a web address pointing to a web page or other
web resource.
1Table H.3 presents our human assessment of Twitter profiles with geographic coordinates
available in tweets. As seen from Table H.4 (a), the country assigned by Twitter and Rater
1 agreed in 83.93% (Krippendorff’s α = 0.81), and by Twitter and Rater 2 agreed in 78.57%
(Krippendorff’s α = 0.76). Please refer to Methodology page 74 for the inter-rater reliability
coefficients’ overview including Krippendorff’s α.
xv
WWW World Wide Web is the global Network of interlinked information resources
and communication services.
List of symbols
MU Rating prediction approach considering an overall average rating.
BOOSTER Movie rating prediction technique based on gradient boosting2 regres-
sion model using “weak learners” or “shallow trees” while optimising the pre-
diction error.
FACTORS Rating prediction technique using factorisation machines as described
in [199].
ITEM Rating prediction approach considering an average rating computed on all
ratings given to the movie.
OFFSET A baseline rating prediction approach considering user and movie aver-
age ratings and related deviations as described in [136, 63].
PLACE is a feature set used for creating user country predictive models using
Twitter information on user language defined in one’s profile, timezone and
free-text location as an arbitrary text provided by microbloggers.
USER Rating prediction approach considering average user ratings to the movies
they rated.
2See description at scikit-learn
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Motivation
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
“The beginning is the most important part of the work.”
- Plato, The Republic
Social Networking (SN) applications including Twitter microblogs, LinkedIn for
job search and online solicitation and Facebook for communicating with family and
friends are used by millions of users worldwide. About a quarter of the World popu-
lation employs SN in their daily life, communicating with real-life friends and online
acquaintances [9]. In April 2018, these web applications were amongst the top 16
social networks with the active user base of more than 2 billion of users for FaceBook
(leading), 330 and 260 million of users for Twitter and LinkedIn respectively [231].
Furthermore, Twitter users are very active, sharing hundreds of millions of tweets
daily [173].
Consequently, user-generated content can be used to broadcast life news, ex-
plore real-life events [255], find trending topics [96] and mine user interests [275]
or opinions [279]. A deeper understanding of user interests and traits, technology
preferences, etc. could be used therefore for an improved user experience online,
e.g., personalised web applications. For instance, information on user locations and
culture-specific preferences on food could be used in urban planning [225]. An e-
learning environment would benefit from the knowledge of user cultural origins since
2
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learner expectations towards study materials and teaching methods differ amongst
cultures [180]. With knowledge of user cultural origins, adaptive applications can
be tailored to specific culture-related user traits.
1.2 Problem Statement
Culture-aware web adaptation has potential benefits for applications in e-commerce,
e-learning and SN. Users could be provided with easy-to-use web interfaces and web
content designed with user cultural preferences in mind. There are findings on
cultural differences in user behaviour and preferences online [225, 190, 56, 127];
however, the ways of automatically mining user cultural origins and outcomes of
exploiting this information for delivery of personalised content and functionalities
are not yet clear.
For instance, would cultural user traits be advantageous to consider in recommen-
dation engines? Could we build on foundations of the existing sociological studies
(such as Hofstede) while creating state-of-the-art web applications? What could be
the implications of adapting to cultural behavioural differences online?
The object of this study is user interactions in online microblogs. Particularly,
we focus on Twitter microblogs and seek to find out how the cultural context of
Twitter users impacts user microblogging activities. The main focus is thus on the
following questions:
• How do users exploit microblogs and do cultural differences play a role in
microblogging activities?
• Could the differences found be exploited in web applications? For instance,
would a recommendation system benefit from a knowledge of user origins?
3
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1.3 Contributions
The main research contributions are:
• an analysis of Twitter feature usage for identifying distinctive microblogging
patterns in respect to geographic locations of Twitter users;
• exploitation of these microblogging patterns to build up predictive classifica-
tion models of user origin;
• analysis of microblogging communication preferences for users tweeting from
the most active countries in Twitter;
• analysis of privacy controls usage in Twitter;
• exploitation of inferred user origins for the design and evaluation of culture-
aware social recommendation strategies.
1.4 Research Scope
Figure 1.1: Research scope is in the conjunction of several knowledge fields
This research is interdisciplinary and lies in the intersection of recommender
systems, microblogs and social informatics (Figure 1.1). Overall, it employs a
socio-technical approach and sociological studies when analysing user interactions
online, building on previous research foundations outlined in the second part of this
4
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thesis (chapters 2 to 4). In the following third part, the main research objectives
and methodology are explained (chapter 5), followed with research contributions
(chapters 6-9, based on published works [119, 121, 52, 53, 51]) and discussion of
results (chapter 10).
In particular, this work addresses user behaviour analysis for implicit data collec-
tion, to address the cold-start problem in cases when user origins are required, but
not known to the system. Once user origins are inferred out of user-generated con-
tent and metadata, this information can be exploited to analyse user communication
preferences (chapter 7) and build culture-aware social recommendation strategies
(chapter 9). In chapter 8, existing studies in the research area of Twitter microblogs
mining and privacy issues in respect to using Twitter privacy controls are reviewed.
The concluding part, chapter 10, critically analyses the results in respect of the pre-
vious research, points out limitations and proposes directions for further study while
referring to practical applications which could benefit from the research findings.
In a nutshell, SN platforms such as Twitter provide large volumes of user-
generated content, which while dealing with information overload, could be ex-
ploited in view of sociological research to better understand user behaviour online.
While cultural cues might be found online, their exploitation for providing culture-
tailored adaptations is not yet studied in-depth. How could we address different user
needs following their culture-related user preferences? How could we mine cultural
user traits from the openly available user-generated content? How could we exploit
knowledge on user cultural backgrounds for creating responsive state-of-the-art web
applications? In the next chapter, I start to address these questions, discussing
prominent research works in the areas of social informatics, microblogging and rec-
ommender systems.
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Chapter 2
Social Web: Challenges and
Opportunities
“The Web is a social technology that thrives on growth ...”
- Tim Berners-Lee et al. [22]
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will introduce the fundamental concepts of the Social Web and
Networking. Specifically, we focus on the most notable research papers on microblog-
ging, since one of our main aims is to identify microblogging behavioural differences
of specific user groups defined by their geographic locations as a proxy for their
cultural origins. The existing context-aware web applications and recommendation
systems are herein critically discussed regarding the existing research.
2.2 Approach
Social Informatics and Networking. As seen in Figure 2.1 below, we will
start from the general principles and move on to more specific studies related to
our research objectives. While selecting our literature sources, we will focus on
prominent1 research papers in the area of social informatics and networking. The
1in terms of the number of citations and subject related to the research direction
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social informatics perspective allows us to understand how technology and society
influence each other. While information systems and technological advancements
were seen before as supportive tools for achieving personal and work-related goals,
the Web evolved into a new platform for social interaction and networking, in which
user needs for sharing information and collaborating with other users were met.
Figure 2.1: Literature review process
User Context Usage. When considering a user-centred design, state-of-the-
art web applications might require knowledge on user origins and preferences. For
instance, user locations and used languages could be exploited for providing related
content and functionality. Further, we will concentrate on the latest developments
in the field of recommendation systems, particularly in context-aware Recommender
Systems (RS). Our main interest is to use openly user-generated content provided
by Social Networking services such as micro-blogs for mining user data, which might
be further exploited while creating user profiles. We will focus on extracting and
exploiting culture-related user traits and context in view of recent research findings
pointing to online behaviour heterogeneity for users coming from different nations
and cultural groups. Our main question is to understand whether user cultural
context could be useful for improving recommendation performance or adapting
web applications to specific culture-related user needs.
8
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Figure 2.2: Online services evolution and growth [124] of their user base (based on
the “A Brief History of the Internet” by Leiner et al. [146], the user base statistics
provided at internetworldstats.com [124] and Wikipedia.org sources on the social
media and networking applications [270, 268, 267, 264]
2.3 The Internet and World Wide Web
2.3.1 Evolution of The Network and Services
The Internet is a global network of networks consisting of computers and other
electronic and mobile devices using the Internet Protocol suite (TCP/IP) for com-
municating information. The main idea of the Internet was to provide a reliable
global network, allowing connectivity without regard to the underlying architecture
of the connected networks [146]. The “openness” and reliability of the Network is
the cornerstone of Internet development, from the early creation of ARPANET in
1969 till today. The initiative to build robust and fault-tolerant computer networks
resulted in the de-centralised global system of interconnected computer networks
[146]. The Internet as we see it now went through the development of various hard-
ware devices, protocols and services enhanced over the past decades (see Figure 2.2).
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This led to the wide adoption of the web services, with the rapid user base increase
towards 4 billion at the end of the 2017 year in accord with the statistics provided
by internetworldstats.com [124].
The ARPANET was one of the earliest packet switching networks and was de-
veloped with the support of the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA, later
DARPA) within the U.S. Department of Defence in 1969 [146, 263]. The ARPANET
was used in US research laboratories and universities and led to the development of
the global Internet network with the implementation of the Transmission Control
and the Internet Protocols (TCP/IP) [146]. The development of TCP/IP enabled
the first Internet applications such as electronic mail, voice transfer and sharing of
computer resources [146]. The TCP/IP was subsequently integrated into operating
systems, resulting in further acceptance of the network [146]. While the network was
initially designed for military and research purposes, in 1985 the Internet started
to become available to the general public [146], and the number of interconnected
networks started to grow.
The Internet provides a technical infrastructure to support e-mail and instant
messaging, file transfer, newsgroups, online games and other online services. The
Internet and WWW enabled a platform for development and provision of online
networking services. The early online services allowed web users to upload and
download files, read and exchange news, send messages and chat with other users
with the help of Computerised Bulletin Boards (1978). Discussion services such as
UseNet (1980) enabled early Internet adopters to participate in online discussions
using the terminal software. While the first electronic mail message was sent at the
beginning of 1970s [146], in 1986 the electronic mailing list provided by LISTSERV
enabled users to send messages to other web users subscribed to related mailing
lists.
For user-friendly access to online services and resources, Tim Berners-Lee pro-
posed the development of a global hypertext system to improve knowledge man-
agement at the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN). The main
idea was to access information sources and user-generated content via interlinked
10
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hypertext documents published online. These documents could contain textual and
multimedia (images, video, podcasts, sound) content and are called web pages. For
easy access to the web pages, Berners-Lee started the development of the first visual
browser for the WWW in 1990 [21]. Overall, the availability of these communication
protocols, technologies and web browsers resulted in the rapid growth of various web
applications and services in the following years.
Further, online services were created to support generalised online communities
such as Geocities (1994), The Globe and Tripod.com (1995), and ChatNet (1996).
The emphasis of these applications was on sharing personal ideas and information
in chat rooms or discussion boards. As more and more users went online, finding
friends and creating online contact networks became pertinent for web users. This
led to the development of websites such as SixDegrees.com (1997), FriendSter (2002),
LinkedIn (2002) and MySpace (2003), and Facebook (2004). Web users were enabled
to communicate with their real-life acquaintances, create their user profiles and form
online connections.
1
 100M
 200M
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2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018
Daily	tweets	
Figure 2.3: Volume of Twitter messages increased over time
(based on the data provided by internetlivestats.com [123, 122])
The wide adoption of SN websites and ease of information exchange with the help
of web technologies resulted in the development of real-time broadcasting services.
Generalised online sharing services developed mainly in the 1980s and 1990s grew
into more user-centred Social Networks and real-time applications, such as Facebook
and Twitter (in the 2000s). Users were enabled to share a video on YouTube (2005),
textual information on Twitter (2006), geo-tagged photos on Clixtr (2009) and share
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their locations with friends on Foursquare (2009). As for April 2018, sharing visual
ideas and content of other contributors in real-time was used by 200 million users
with Pinterest (launched in 2010), Instagram (2010) was used by 813 million users
for sharing own content, and Snapchat (2011) allowing its 255 million users to share
visual messages, which can be edited with filters and become unavailable with time
[231, 270, 138]. Twitter microblogs become rapidly popular, and the number of daily
Twitter posts increased from a first tweet in 2006 to 500 million tweets in 2013 as
stated in [123], and reached about 700 million of tweets as for May 2018 [122] and
shown in Figure 2.3 above. Even though Twitter microblogging service was initially
designed for communicating with textual messages (known as “tweets”), in 2015 it
bough “Periscope” web application for life video streaming and commenting shared
content [271, 221, 270]. It shows that Microblogging services such as Twitter are
likely to evolve while adding more features and applications for multi-media user
experience not limited to short messages.
What would be next developments in online services in future is difficult to in-
vestigate due to a large number of social application startups providing customised
solutions for any taste or need. For instance, plane sharing platform wingly.io [49],
which won Startup Battlefield Europe in 2018 [48], allows its users to make personal
flight requests from the registered licensed pilots. Several prominent directions of
online services development, however, emerged during the past few years. For in-
stance, the development of cryptocurrency facilitating the fast adoption of social me-
dia platforms that reward their contributors for creating compelling content, such as
proposed by Mithril Taiwan-based startup [167]. Another possible direction could
be an adoption of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques for creating more “user-
friendly” social tools such as chat bots, for instance, the most recent application at
“huggingface.co” using language models using meta learning and having different
memory scales [274]. The modern chatbots, however, require more adaptation to
address ethically-challenging real-life situations. For instance, a recent work [50]
revealed different types of chatbots’ responses to sexually insulting user requests,
resulting in void, inconsistent and even provocative system replies. AI tools and
12
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big data exploitation is more likely to happen in near future when we think about
the recent Facebook acquisition of the Face Recognition tool [98]. To analyse the
big data, big data processing solutions recently become attractive for acquisition
by big Internet companies such Google as we see from the “Cask” startup enabling
a seamless usage of Hadoop and Apache Spark tools [47]. However, the privacy
ramifications cannot be overlooked due to the recent issues of user data leakage as
discussed in [46], which can be seen as an example of how social media could be
abused on the larger scale when the user data is not safeguarded properly. The need
of better user control is recently brought to focus in European Union for privacy 2
and data protection regulations to bring more transparency over shared user data
[65, 66].
2.3.2 Social Informatics Perspective
With a large number of users and user-generated content, SN provides an attractive
platform for research in the fields of interpersonal online interaction, computer-
mediated communication, and social informatics. SN services are complex systems
which can be seen from a socio-technical point of view combining the technical
aspects of SN with human psychological and social factors which play an essential
role in personal communication online.
Moreover, social networking could be further enhanced when human social in-
teractions online are supported with pervasive computing techniques such as infor-
mation from neighbouring devices. This way we could build on advantages of both
technologies as discussed in [186]. A developed a pervasive social networking envi-
ronment experimental setup allowed to analyse user attitudes in user trials, resulted
in overall positive user feedback [186].
One of the notable definitions of Social Informatics (SI) as an interdisciplinary
field was provided by Kling [134]. SI investigates the design and application of
information and communication technology while considering its reciprocal influence
on social groups within particular cultural settings. The various questions arising
2We analyse Twitter privacy settings usage in chapter 8 “Privacy Settings Usage in Twitter”
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from this mutual influence are from different research directions within SI; how
technology influences society and how society affects the technology. Kling [134]
looks critically at the deterministic research questions first asked in the 70s-80s when
performing organisational research and studying the impact of ICT on organisational
behaviour. To avoid “oversimplification”, Kling [134] suggests studying ICT within
its related sociological context as a “sociotechnical network”. He [134] argues that
technological tools and affected societies are intertwined and influence each other.
For instance, Internet Technologies (IT) are interlinked with the society using it
which influences its design and use. The social context of IT applications influences
the social ways in which persons use IT, while society creates the IT infrastructure,
develops required skills and establishes IT’s social usage context. Kling [134] refers
to sociological, cultural, organisational and other aspects playing an inseparable role
in ICT advancements. The main goal of any information system is to support the
work and life of its users [134].
2.3.3 Social Interactions on the Web
User-Centered Networking. While various Social Networks such as Facebook,
MySpace 3 and LinkedIn have become increasingly popular, the Internet environ-
ment provides a richer means for user communication and information exchange.
The Social Web is defined as a collection of web applications and services in which
user participation is a cornerstone [93]. Web users are seen as creators and final
consumers of the information including textual and multimedia sources. The Social
Web is the place where people share information with each other and learn from
each other. According to [93], the “culture of mass participation” is inherited into
Social Web sites. Moreover, SN usage and development is a hot topic in information
systems research. For instance, SN usage by students is explored in [202], expression
of political opinions online is discussed in [279], SN and life connections on MySpace,
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter are studied in [99].
It is important to mention that even though these social networking tools al-
3MySpace was “re-launched” in 2013, and with its parent company Viant, was bought by Time
Inc in 2016 [270, 230]. In [270]
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low their users to form friendship connections, they are not always bi-directional
or reciprocal as discussed in [144]. When Twitter requires friendship reciprocity,
Twitter connections are not always reciprocal. In the finding of Kwak et al. [144]
only 22% of users connected in ties, which is much lower than for other services such
as Flickr having 68% rate of reciprocity (referring to the previous work [36]). Kwak
et al. [144] explain it by the particular nature of Twitter, which used mostly as an
“information sharing” tool.
Social Media Usage. Kaplan and Haenlein [130] defined Social Media (SM)
as a group of Internet-based tools enabling the sharing and transmission of user-
generated content. They [130] emphasised the importance of SM for businesses
willing to exploit the SM benefits and provided advice on how to select and use
the SM respectively for business needs and communication effectiveness. While the
communication effectiveness is higher in face-to-face communication, and lower in
weblogs, web users might select their preferable type of SM not only to communicate
effectively but also regulate the level of personal information sharing. For instance,
the level of personal sharing is lower for collaborative projects, while SN sites enable
higher personal information sharing for their users [130]. To summarise, SM can
be seen as a set of enabling technologies for information exchange, while SN sites
such as Facebook and Twitter can be referred to as the process of using SM. A
Social Networking Service was defined in [127] as “a web-based service that forms
relationships between individuals by providing profile bases which include individual
information, makes social interaction between participants easy by providing users
with functions for communicating with each other, and provides a platform for users
to share information and contents.”
2.3.4 State-of-the-Art Web Applications
With the growth of the number of users and user-generated content, the vast amount
of openly available information becomes difficult to navigate and further exploit
without additional developments in the fields of web search [27], data-mining [44,
137, 62], machine learning [217] and recommendation system [152, 168]. Some of
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these techniques allow us to filter out or hide irrelevant information or functionality
while providing personalised experiences benefiting web users and e-commerce.
Adaptive Applications and User Preferences. State-of-the-art web appli-
cations such as e-learning environments require knowledge about their users, for
instance, students’ study goals, acquired competence and current interests, and can
gather relevant user traits for adapting or personalising user interfaces for delivering
relevant content or functionalities. For example, an e-learning system can show only
courses to which the student has prerequisite knowledge. To provide a better user
experience, adaptive applications require additional information on user traits, in-
terests, goals, competency and other individual characteristics which can be stored
for further access to enable adaptive behaviour [29].
User Models and Modeling. User traits can be organised in user models
represented by user profiles within the realised system [29]. The user characteristics
can be obtained directly by asking the user or gathered implicitly by analysing user
activities within the system. System logs, usage patterns, navigation activities and
purchase history can provide an outlook into user characteristics and be further
used for building up user profiles [62]. To be more precise,Ffischer [72] defines user
models “as models that systems have of users that reside inside a computational
environment”. The information stored in user models is thus application-specific
and contains characteristics related to the usage domain.
The process of collecting and processing user data is called “User Modeling” [29].
In [128] we read that “the goal of user modeling may be to predict user behaviour,
to gain knowledge of a particular user in order to tailor interactions to that user
or to create a database of users that can be accessed by others. The goal of user
modeling may even be the creation of the model itself when that model is used
to create an autonomous agent to fill a role within a system.” Overall, the user
modeling field deals with scientific and practical issues concerning gathering and
maintenance of user profiles. User profiles can be exploited in various web systems
requiring adaptive behaviour, for instance, when providing relevant content, hiding
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irrelevant information or assisting in system navigation [28].
The user modeling process involves user data collection, assessment or inference
of user traits and further adaptation or personalisation implying the usage of the
model [29]. User models can be created based on a domain model, which is filled
out for each user. A domain model reflects a real-life world model and its con-
cepts, which are used in an adaptive system. Alternatively to analysing activities
and preferences of particular users, a group-based approach can be employed when
adaptation outcomes are derived from the stereotypical user groups with which the
system associates its users [135]. Stereotype-based models provide a very simple
user categorisation into user groups called stereotypes. In accordance with the
stereotype assigned to the user, a user is provided with related functionality and/or
content. Overlay user models are more complicated and can provide better personal-
isation compared to stereotype-based models. To tackle uncertainty when inferring
user characteristics, approximate reasoning techniques can be exploited for creating
uncertainty-based user models. These modeling techniques can be combined to store
several user stereotype parameters which can be handled with uncertainty in mind
[29].
The most recent development in human-computer interaction field is “pervasive”
or “ubiquitous” user modeling, defined in [105] as “ongoing modeling and exploita-
tion of user behaviour with a variety of systems that share their user models”. In
his thesis “Ubiquitous user modeling” [105] Dominikus Heckmann discusses privacy
and machine processing with the help of semantic ontology creation issues of per-
vasive user modeling. Due to various heterogeneous information sources of user
characteristics, including also sensor data on user context and location, and needs
for secure and portable information exchange, on their World Wide Web Consortium
web page “User modeling” [169] Mohamad and Kouroupetroglou emphasise further
standardisation of the user modeling ontology. They also re-defined user models in a
broader meaning as “explicit representations of the properties of an individual user
including needs, preferences as well as physical, cognitive and behavioural charac-
teristics” [169]. Therefore, the user models can be finely tailored to personal user
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requirements including behavioural and mental concepts.
2.4 Mining User Preferences and Context
2.4.1 User Preferences and Context Elicitation
Explicit or Implicit Context Provision. Following the system design con-
cepts, user characteristics and environment can be provided by users explicitly or
implicitly [113, 7]. When the user-related data is indirectly (implicitly) extracted
out of the system’s history logs, transactions and activities or user-generated context
(for instance, user opinions and rankings), then different data mining and machine
learning techniques can be employed. For instance, statistical language and classi-
fication models can be applied to review blogs (such as Epinions.com) for inferring
user opinions and sentiments towards reviewed products [183].
Cold-start problem and Social Web. In the case when user information is
not available, either from an explicit request to the user or their usage logs, as an
alternative for dealing with this “cold-start” problem, social web data can be used
to gather user preferences [280]. User interests derived from microblogs such as
Twitter can be used for creating user recommendation systems [2]. Twitter streams
can provide more up-to-date content when required to learn about user interests [1].
However, microblog mining is a relatively new research area, with its opportunities
and challenges as discussed in [151]. In the next chapter, we will focus on the data
mining of Twitter microblogs and present an outline of the widely exploited methods
such as referred in [151, 277].
2.4.2 Geographic Locations vs. Cultural Origins
Location Detection. Modern adaptive applications can also require information
on user environment, technical details of web browser and hardware parameters such
as resolution and a more finely defined social context of a user [29]. In this case, user
features can be perceived as “long-term” and the immediate environment of the user
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as “short-term” features stored as a set of names and their values [29]. One of the
examples of the context information is users’ location data, which might be required
for mobile systems recommending content and activities specifically personalised for
the user’s geographical location.
User location information can be used to provide location-specific content [194]
and applications tailored to specific user interests [39]. When available, Metadata
on user geographic locations can also be easily retrieved from publicly open user
profiles. Explicit user location, however, is often missed or not accurate [104], and
only a minority of openly-available micro posts are geographically tagged [104]. This
is why location detection within the social web is a pertinent research topic.
One method to detect locations from micro post (or tweet) content, is the usage
of a gazetteer or toponym vocabulary comprised of location-specific terms. However,
the application of gazetteers for location information disambiguation in microblogs
is challenging due to similarly named locations and inherent difficulties of mining
information out of microblogs. Misspelling and usage of abbreviations are common
due to the short message limitations [278]. To improve the performance of location
detection using the GeoNames gazetteer, [278] employ a Support Vector Machine
classifier using Twitter features extracted from tweet content (toponym mentions)
and metadata (extracted from the Twitter place fields).
As assessed by human annotators, geocoding services Yahoo and Google applied
to profile locations on Twitter are not reliable for a large proportion of tweets [90].
This is unsurprising since about 30% of users do not provide an accurate location
[104]. As [100] pointed out, user location is influenced by temporal dynamics and
requires a model update when used as a feature in a location detecting classifier.
Named-entity recognition with Stanford NER and Open NLP tools is investigated in
[153], showing a considerable performance when training on Twitter-specific content,
which requires human involvement for annotating data. Location disambiguation of
Tweets with Stanford NER, gazetteer, heuristic rules was performed with precision
and recall of around 80%, and is comparable with human annotations [85]. Authors
also suggest that representation of the tweets’ content with the help of ontologies
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[85] might assist in the toponym disambiguation task.
The detection of the home country from Twitter content was also investigated
in [104] with a machine learning technique, whilst analysing tweets’ content and
disregarding other Twitter features and the extended contacts’ network of the users.
Using a Na¨ıve Bayes classification model working with term frequencies, user country
locations were inferred in about 73% of cases [104]. Geographical topic models based
on terms extracted from content correlate with specific geographic locations, but
require an adjusted probability estimation with the help of a smoothing technique
to deal with term sparsity [203, 39, 40]. Location-specific term selection with Kernel
Density Estimation is investigated in [252], demonstrating the robustness of the
approach of geotagging Flickr photos when only a small set of terms is employed.
In [100] authors exploit location, username, description and time zone fields for
creation of a location-detecting classifier, finding a country location with an accu-
racy of 92% for the best feature set analysed. They analysed the generalisability of
training on a set of users sharing their geographic locations while observing a pos-
itive outcome in tests considering geo-tagged and not geo-tagged training datasets
[100]. Mahmood with co-authors [156] created an ensemble classifier for detecting
users’ home location based on words and hashtags extracted from tweets, tweets’
frequency dynamics and a gazetteer dictionary of geographic place names. Their
classification algorithm enabled hierarchical location detection of time zone, state
and city name with recall figures of 0.78, 0.66 and 0.58 respectively. For improv-
ing location detection outcomes for Flickr images, [103] use statistical inference,
gazetteer and other features extracted from the Flickr users’ metadata and content.
In location disambiguation based on user-generated content, adding content of
social friends helps to improve prediction performance [125]. Locations of users
sharing web links help to predict the link origins [43]. Locations of users can be
predicted based on their contact networks, also considering several social platforms
[129]. Zheng with co-authors [282] provided an overview of the previous research
works on geographic location prediction on Twitter and suggested usage of deep
learning and neural networks techniques as possible future research directions.
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Cultural Backgrounds. However, when creating adaptable interfaces, location-
based profiles might not be appropriate for individual users. For instance, Google’s
location specific redirection might not be suitable for a user whose origin is one
country but who is currently residing in another country. In more complicated
cases, for instance in distance learning systems developed for students coming from
different cultural backgrounds, it could be important to acquire knowledge on the
users’ origins [119]. Such systems require not only knowledge on current location,
but also an understanding of cultural origins of the persons. As a possible culture-
related metric, Reinecke and Bernstein [196] proposed to employ knowledge on time
spent in a particular country. Other traits such as travelling, living abroad or
education could contribute to culture-awareness of users [198].
What is culture? Reinecke, Schenkel, and Bernstein in their article on user
modeling [198] have pointed out about some challenges in defining a terminology
for culture. They stated that in light of current globalisation and migration pro-
cesses, it is difficult to define the term culture. Employing cultural traits based
on country locations for personalisation of software applications might thwart the
personalisation efforts due to an inherent complexity in the meaning of culture.
Sociological Models of Cultures. Applied to Information Systems and Infor-
matics research, sociological theories are explaining cultural behavioural differences
usually based on surveys of countries and employing cultural dimensions to stereo-
type individual behaviours. These theories include Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions
[111] and the Lewis Model of Cultures [148] 4. Even though the limitations of
creating national stereotypes and overall sociological model’s usage are critically
discussed [163, 273], their application is considered, for instance, in e-learning [190],
e-commerce [56] and social networking [127] research.
4both models are dsicussed in chapter 4
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2.4.3 Cultural Behaviour Patterns Online
Even though existing approaches can be used for gathering information on particular
user traits, only a few selected works investigate how user microblogging behaviour
differs between distinctive cultural user groups. Caution is required when assuming
homogeneity in user behaviour across cultures when referring to cultural models
based on strong and possibly biased assumptions, as suggested in [163]. An effect
of organisational culture with possibly non-uniform characteristics, the individual
variations of personalities within the analysed cultural groups should not be un-
derestimated when performing generalisations based on the survey results within
an international organisation [163]. However, recent research findings demonstrate
differences in online behaviour for people coming from different cultural origins.
A comparative analysis of Japanese and English blogs was performed by Nakasaki
with co-authors [172], identifying opinion differences between both cultural groups
on selected topics, using Wikipedia as the reference. Trending topics analysis was
performed by [272], revealing international differences of users interests in news and
topic popularity across cultures of six countries based on a large dataset of tweets.
Tweets as a source of information on music genres popularity were studied by Schedl
and Hauger [211], finding that user preferences differ amongst countries and cities.
On the Facebook social networking website, functionality employed and usage time
differ across cultures [254].
Observing Twitter connections within national and international geographical
boundaries, Takhteyev with co-authors [237] discuss the nations as defining cultural
representations of communities, in which people communicate differently due to
their different interests and geopolitical status of their countries. There are patterns
of follower-friend relationships, in which US users are usually followed by users
from other countries, while Japanese are usually followed mostly by Japanese [237].
Interestingly, the majority of connections are within national borders [142, 237]. In
accord with [237], 39% of connections are within 100 km distance. English-speaking
users also follow English-speaking users in the majority of over 90%, while other
language users build connections with users of the same language, in 60% of cases
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[237]. Poblete with co-authors [193] studied microblogging behaviour by analysing
language usage and network-related features for ten countries on Twitter. They
[193] stated that the USA is the first country in their list, leading in URL sharing.
2.5 Exploiting Context Awareness
2.5.1 What is Context?
When creating web applications better tailored to specific user needs, it can be use-
ful to consider user circumstances [7]. User environment traits can include weather
observations, place and access time amongst other things. There are various mean-
ings of context as discussed in [7] referring to definitions proposed in [61], which
can be seen as static and independent from user activities and interactions with the
system, and dynamic context, which changes when influenced by user activities.
Bielikova with co-authors in [25] stated that user context information such as
geographic location can also be exploited in the recommendation process. When
user location data is provided by mobile devices with the help of web browsing
agents, the user’s immediate location can be used in the user modeling process.
This way, however, we have short-term knowledge on user location, and we might
not know if a user is located in the country of origin or is travelling. When long-term
user profiling is required, past user locations can be extracted from user activities
on the social web.
Web applications such as eventful.com or upcoming.yahoo.com can shed light on
user activities in real life and thus their geographic locations. In [120] we proposed
an approach to social event detection from Twitter microblogs. The automatic
filtering of microblogging content can be used for gathering related content and
further enriching user profiles with real-life events which are interesting for the user.
When recommender systems are designed to include other parameters influenc-
ing user ratings of the items they are “context-aware” [7]. The context information
can be explicitly provided by users or inferred from their activities [7]. For in-
stance, users’ geographic location context could be exploited for providing language
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learners with places of interest, in which learners could communicate with native
speakers [82]. In Twitter, users’ country-wise similarity could be used for generating
friendship recommendations based on suggestions by the network [83].
Besides user location context, there are research works investigating adaptation
and personalisation outcomes when also considering the cultural backgrounds of
users. In e-learning, [180] found that the cultural context of a learner might impose
requirements on technology usage, selection of media and the style of interaction be-
tween students and instructors. The learning material presentation methods impact
the performance of students from different cultural groups [262]. To improve the ex-
perience of students in e-learning environments, it is thus paramount to distinguish
between different cultural preferences [180].
In a recommendation system context, Silva with co-authors [225] analysed recom-
mendation prospects for urban planning in accordance with user cultural similarities
on Foursquare and user preferences. Cultural behaviour differences in user activi-
ties on Twitter were investigated in [80], suggesting to exploit such differences for
building state-of-the-art online communication tools and friend recommenders. The
usefulness of context-aware restaurant recommendation was studied in [253] with the
help of user surveys. Even though the majority of participants were positive about
the usefulness of the recommendations, they indicated a desire for better control of
the decision making aspect in the recommendation [253].
2.5.2 Including Context into Recommender Systems
In order to include contextual information into Recommender Systems (RS), [7]
suggested the following approaches:
• Contextual Pre-filtering, which works similarly to traditional recommender
systems, and rates the pre-filtered items in accordance with predefined con-
textual variables.
• Contextual Post-filtering, in which recommendation results are filtered out
based on contextual requirements.
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• Contextual Modeling, in which ratings are calculated with the contextual in-
formation factored into the models.
The strategy of employing post-filtering and pre-filtering approaches is discussed
in [185]. Karatzoglou with co-authors [131] propose a tensor-based model to effi-
ciently represent the contextual data while achieving a smaller mean absolute error
in recommendations compared with recommendation approaches which do not con-
sider context.
2.5.3 Recommendation Techniques’ Evaluation
Recommendation Task. RS are software applications designed to infer user
preferences towards specific items and their properties. For instance, RS can help in
recommending movies (MovieLenz), books (Amazon), music tracks (Last.fm) and
other products or services. There are various recommendation techniques consider-
ing user preferences and traits (such as demography), and item similarities [6]. The
main approaches for building recommenders are Collaborative Filtering, Content-
based and Hybrid Systems.
For defining a recommendation task, let us assume that D(u) is the set of items
rated by user u, and D(u) is the complement of D(u) denoting the set of items not
yet seen by user u. Similarly, U(d) is the set of users who have rated item d, and its
complement is U(d). As defined in [6], the purpose of recommendation systems is
estimating user preferences towards previously unseen items, which can be expressed
by following:
∀u ∈ U, ∀d ∈ D(u), d′ = argmax ω(u, d), (2.1)
where U is the set of all users, D is set of size |D| of all possible items/documents,
ω is a function representing “usefulness” of the item d for the user u.
In practical applications, ω can be represented as a utility matrix storing users’
ratings of items D. For instance, user preferences can be defined on the scale from
1 to 5 with 5 being the highest rating as follows:
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M =

d1 d2 d3 d4 .. dn
u1| 1 3 4 .. 1
u2| 5 3 1 .. 5
u3| 3 5 .. 1
: : : : : : :
um| 2 3 5 1 ..

The recommendation goal is thus to predict blank cells (shown in blue) in the
partially filled matrix |U | ∗ |D| of user ratings above.
Collaborative Filtering (CF). The CF recommendation technique is based on
the assumption “if a person A has the same opinion as a person B on an issue, A is
more likely to have B’s opinion on a different issue than that of a randomly chosen
person” [265]. The list of recommended items or products is based on the past
ratings data from many users with similar tastes or purchase patterns [265, 139].
For instance, the Group Lens project employs collaborative filtering techniques for
understanding user interests based on the direct input of users or based on the data
stored in history logs [135].
CF is based on matching lists of preferences of users. When a user shares the
same preferences or voting for same products, with a group of users, a new item,
which was also preferred by the user group, can be recommended for the user. One
of the drawbacks of the CF is the cold-start-problem, which requires knowledge on
previous user activities to provide the user with recommendations. As a possible
solution for dealing with rating sparsity and reducing rating prediction errors, Cai
with co-authors [33] proposed a group-based approach rather than an item-based
similarity of user ratings. They [33] create a “user-typicality” matrix for predicting
user ratings based on user group similarities (users can belong to different groups)
and compare their approach with another method of clustering, which associates
users with their sole clusters [33], while referring to another work based on the
matrix factorization technique and latent learning of user-item similarity in [284].
Nevertheless, an advantage of the CF is that it does not require knowledge about
characteristics of the rated items since only user ratings are required [139]. Another
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important advantage of CF recommenders is the possibility to include user feedback
(purchases), taking the temporal dynamics of changes in user taste into account.
The CF works with a set of items represented by their identifying numbers, and the
users’ votes about these items. The CF approach can be formulated as follows [6]:
ru,d = aggr∀u′∈U(d)[r(u
′, d)], (2.2)
where u′ denotes users similar to user u and rated the item d, and aggr is the
aggregation function, which could be is calculated (in its simplest form) as an average
rating of item d based on ratings of similar users u′.
Content-based Systems. In contrast to CF, the content-based approach builds
user profiles based on a list of items preferred by the user in the past [6], without
considering other users’ preferences. One of the drawbacks of the Content-based RS
is the situation when there are limited ratings or no previous ratings for the new
user exist [139]. Another issue is the limited novelty (serendipity) problem [139].
The content-based approach can be formulated as [6]:
ru,d = aggr∀d′∈D(u)[r(u, d
′)], (2.3)
where d′ denotes items similar to the item d and thus the aggregation function
aggr can be calculated as an average rating of similar items rated by the user u.
Hybrid and Social-based Systems. Previous research work on personalisation
and adaptive systems has exploited information published in social network plat-
forms to collect information on user traits and interests. For instance, Abel with
co-authors [2] uses Twitter to create content-based user profiles, which are further
aligned with news articles in their news recommendation experiments. Abel with
co-authors [3] demonstrated that information from several social networks, including
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn can be used to provide improved recommendations.
As stated in [238], exploitation of different parameters and data sources should
be considered in building state-of-the-art recommendation systems. Combining sev-
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eral techniques usually results in better recommendation performance [139]. The
hybrid systems usually constitute a combination of content-based and collabora-
tive filtering approaches [6]. In [102], an adaptive hypermedia system framework
based on Twitter data was created to investigate different recommendation tech-
niques by bringing several information sources from Twitter. The proposed hybrid
recommendation technique uses not only user context, but also context shared in
the user’s social network. In a sense, this approach merges collaborative filtering
and content-based approaches. In [101] authors suggest employing tweets’ content
extracted from the network of the user followers and friends. Using social network
data was also discussed in [139].
It seems, however, that the generic adaptive framework does not address the
possibility of user involvement to control the adaptation or recommendation process
as advised in [258]. For instance, an option of selecting appropriate content might
be useful when a user is not interested in the content generated by one’s followers.
Other Techniques. Table 2.1 shows examples of the aforementioned recom-
mendation system types, their benefits, and drawbacks. Other recommendation
techniques include demographic, Utility-Based (UB) and Knowledge-Based (KB)
[32]. Demographic Recommendation (DR) systems use data on user demographic
traits, such as age and gender, to categorise users and establish rules for creating
recommendations in accord with the group preferences [32]. The main benefit of DR
is that it does not require previous information on user preferences since DR works
with “stereotypes”. The UB recommenders rank items according to their “useful-
ness”, which is computed for each particular user based on item properties, which
should satisfy user requirements. The KB recommends items based on knowledge
of how specific things could satisfy specific users’ requirements [32].
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Assessing Recommender Performance. The main evaluation metrics used
for assessing recommenders’ performance can be classified into accuracy-based met-
rics, non-accuracy metrics and user satisfaction metrics [107]. The information
retrieval metrics such as accuracy, precision, and recall are widely adopted for eval-
uating recommendation performance based on comparing the predicted and actual
ratings assigned by users. For instance, Mooney and Roy [170] exploit the informa-
tion retrieval metrics for assessing content-based recommendations. The accuracy-
based performance assessment can be executed quite efficiently on several data sets
and algorithms in oﬄine tests [107]. The selection of accuracy metrics in oﬄine
experiments is discussed in [94].
However, oﬄine tests cannot measure user perception and satisfaction with the
recommendations provided. This is why online user experiments can be performed
based on explicit user feedback or with the help of implicit observations of user
activities (such as purchases) with the system presented in [107]. Non-accuracy
metrics such as the novelty of the recommended items and the amount or coverage
of items recommended can be used when users are to be surprised with new items,
which might be interesting to consider rather than focusing on accuracy of predicting
very similar items to those seen before [107].
Furthermore, recommendation approaches should allow a balance between the
quality of the provided recommendations and their novelty for the users [107]. Do-
main features and circumstances in which the user works with the recommender are
important factors to keep in mind. Other factors playing an essential role in the
recommendation process include the availability of relevant data on user traits and
item characteristics. The possibility of dynamic changes in user references cannot
be disregarded.
Considering CF algorithms evaluation, Herlocker with co-authors [107] discuss
challenges of evaluating recommendation outcomes. They argue that the evaluation
methods should be appropriate for the main purpose and nature of the recommen-
dations. Overall, they suggest that the recommendation evaluation metrics and
algorithms should be carefully selected while considering the expected recommen-
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dation outcomes, datasets’ features, user expectations, rating scales, and sparsity.
The size of the dataset, the number of users and items to recommend might impose
constraints on the process of creating correlation tables. Some users might have
very few available ratings in the data set. On the other hand, some recommended
items might be more popular and have more ratings assigned compared to others.
The dataset features and their distributions are thus paramount to consider when
building oﬄine evaluation experiments [107].
2.6 Research Gaps
To summarise, the above mentioned research points out cultural behaviour differ-
ences of users online and suggests culture-aware adaptive applications. It remains
however unclear whether knowledge on user cultural background could help in im-
proving recommendation performance as compared to country-related recommenda-
tions in particular application domains, such as in social networks and microblogs,
in which user interests might extend beyond their country boundaries. Considering
particular applications, networking friends such as studied in [38] and region-specific
news or entertainment could be recommended.
2.6.1 Cold-start and Ratings Sparsity
Previous works including [33] and [284] address ratings sparsity and cold-start prob-
lems in CF recommendation systems. They discuss latent learning of user prefer-
ences, which is typically solved with the help of matrix factorisation techniques.
While Cai with co-authors [33] propose a group-based approach and calculate user
ratings based on their associations with user groups having similar perceptions on
the rated items, thus avoiding sparser matrices with user-item based ratings, they
explain their method within the psychological context of similarities in user percep-
tions and how they “typically” comprehend certain concepts or items.
In [33] the authors contrast their approach with the clustering-based methods,
which are based on grouping or stereotyping of user preferences. However, they do
not consider the homophily of user behaviour concerning their cultural preferences.
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As was discussed in [162], homophily in different aspects of human life, which can be
social status, gender-related roles or education, influence the formation of social re-
lationships and human behaviour within different human groups and nations. When
considering Twitter research, [11] observed a significant influence of age and political
views when including the information extracted out of the social connections of the
Twitter users.
2.6.2 User Traits and Context Mining
Since the primary goal of this thesis is to consider user cultural context in adaptive
applications, we analysed research papers and recommendation techniques taking
into account user contextual information. The main purpose was to find out the
prominent techniques, their benefits, opportunities, challenges and pitfalls which
needed to be further addressed. Since mining user-related data can threaten user
privacy and lead to severe consequences in real life, we also need to refer to related
research such a user profiling attacks and means of preserving user privacy online 5.
2.6.3 Social Links Formation
There are few previous works investigating the cultural differences of user online
behaviour [142, 237, 80, 4]. Friendship network formation is studied in [142, 237]
and demonstrated geographic locations and languages influence on the creation of
the network connections online. Interestingly, flight connections and Twitter friend-
ship connections are significantly correlated as discussed in [237]. However, there
were no clear indications of the other aspects playing a role in the interpersonal
communications online.
2.6.4 Time-frame and Features Analysed
In [80], Pearson correlation between cultural dimensions and aggregated online be-
haviour from the thirty top Twitter countries was analysed. The sociological models
are exploited in [80] finding a strong correlation between some of the cultural dimen-
5Chapter 3 discusses mining user content and privacy threats in Twitter
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sions and user behaviour on Twitter, particularly, user mentions, status updates and
posting time. However, the set of the Twitter features is quite limited and requires
further analysis given its relation to cultural behaviour patterns. It is also possible
that the selected features were reflecting online user activities also correlate with
events occurring in user locations during the period of data collection. This is why
it is important to increase the features set and also perform analysis for a longer time
frame to minimise the influence of real-life activities. Also, the authors mention the
possibility of high variability in some individual microblogging behaviour. However,
it is not clear how the behavioural outliers are dealt with and what authors suggest
for treating such individual differences while building practical web applications.
2.6.5 Sample Size Limitations
Content analysis and statistical tests are used in [4]. They study microblogging dif-
ferences between Japanese and American students, having more personal messages
and questions respectively. The findings are discussed with respect to the sociolog-
ical studies of Hall and Hofstede. The authors used content analysis of a relatively
small sample (20 manually labelled tweets per user for 200 users) derived with the
help of Twitter Search. They mention possible biases in the tweets analysis. An
application of the proposed technique (using content analysis) to the larger dataset
is not discussed and might be unfeasible in practice.
2.6.6 User Behaviour and System Design Boundaries
In e-learning applications such as facilitating learning collaborations, [283] suggest
considering users’ properties in the aspects of knowledge needs and competencies,
social and technical preferences. The knowledge aspect reflects user interests and
the level of competencies in some subject areas (for instance, mathematical skills
prerequisites for attending some courses), which are matched for finding e-learning
collaborators. The social aspect is discussed in relation to building effective commu-
nication networks and influencing other users. While the technical aspect is related
to the users’ technical preferences such as the use of media and communication
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synchronicity needs for selecting web services and applications [283]
We might argue, however, that user interaction styles and technical preferences
in using applications might reciprocally influence each other. Firstly, the cultural
user backgrounds can be reflected in user social interactions on the web as discussed
in [81, 121]. Secondly, social networks and web services’ features might impose
limitations or restrictions on how users access and exploit them. This is why, while
studying microblogs, we focus mainly on Twitter and avoid its direct comparison
with other microblogging systems.
2.6.7 Exploiting Cultural Differences
Findings on cultural differences in user behaviour online can be further exploited
for building state-of-the-art online communication tools and friend recommenders.
However, the effectiveness of the culture-aware recommendations is yet to be inves-
tigated.
2.7 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter, we briefly outlined the related research in the fields of social in-
formatics and microblogs exploitation for mining user context-related information
required for the development of state-of-the-art applications such as recommenders.
Despite the microblogging limitations, such as difficulties in mining data out of short
and informal text messages and not accurate metadata, user-generated content can
be used to extract user interests, geographic locations, and languages amongst other
contextual information. Therefore, social networks can be used to address the “Cold-
start problem” when user information is not explicitly available.
As explained, in the light of existing sociological research, distinctive behavioural
patterns of users online behaviour, including user-follower relationships and usage
of Twitter-specific features, can be used as a proxy for a country or cultural group
predictions. Cultural stereotypes are however referred to specific countries or nations
in the sociological studies exploited. Such simplifications might account for the very
restricted use of the sociological models in practice such as critically discussed in
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[163]. The assumptions on the heterogeneity of personal behaviour within country
borders might be too simple to account for political or societal changes occurring in
particular countries and globally. Also, it is essential to be aware of research biases
and other relevant variables, which might be omitted from these analyses [111].
Personality traits across cultures in respect to particular geographic locations
were studied in [15]. Moreover, Lewis [148] stated that Spanish people coming
from particular regions might behave very similarly to linear-active people in the
sense of productivity. The diversity of online interaction of Spanish and Dutch social
networking users was studied in [12] finding out different communication preferences
in respect to Hofstede’s cultural dimensions.
Previous research works suggest the possibility of exploiting user country infor-
mation in adaptive applications such as recommendation engines. Practical reali-
sations might include urban planning, communication tools responsive to cultural
user preferences and friend recommendations. However, we still require a thoughtful
assessment of the performance of such culture-aware adaptations. The online com-
munication of users in social networks requires a further investigation into how the
different cultural groups interact, what are the most important features to consider
for predicting user activities online, which features could provide cues on user origins
and to what extent user origins could be mined out of user-generated content and
activities.
In this review, we focused on the social web, user-context extraction out of social
networks and microblogs for further exploitation in state-of-the-art web applications.
The ethical issues related to user privacy we address in the next chapter, in which
we also outline technical details of data collection and mining user traits out of
microblogging content and metadata.
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Mining User Content and Privacy
“Very private people have mastered the art of telling you little about
themselves but doing it in such a way you think you know a lot.”
- Anonymous at https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/tag/privacy
3.1 Introduction
Internet technologies make it possible to store and transfer large volumes of data.
These data often include cues on user online behaviour and personal information, col-
lected and processed by web services and applications. For instance, social websites
such as Twitter and related web/mobile applications allow their users to connect
with friends, sharing information in real time. Moreover, microblogs and other on-
line resources can also be exploited in business settings for marketing and research
purposes. However, the microbloggers’ personal privacy needs to be observed and
weighted against the practical benefits provided by microblogs.
Online users’ privacy could be supported with the help of a regulatory frame-
work and software controls. In support of the human right for privacy, there are
national and international regulations being developed to preserve personal privacy
in an online setting. In this respect, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development guidelines [178] address online privacy protection and safe infor-
mation transfer via computer networks in order to prevent unlawful personal data
access, storage, and processing. In support of the human right for privacy and their
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users’ benefit, SN websites and applications provide functionality to exercise pri-
vacy control of the shared user-generated content and metadata. There are different
user profile settings and options across SN websites helping users to hide sensitive
information.
Software means and privacy settings are not entirely effective yet. Privacy poli-
cies are not practically useful since personal information can be derived out of social
networks with information retrieval, data mining and machine learning methods
[52] or named-entity recognition techniques [277, 157]. Also, the privacy of sensi-
tive micro-posts can be violated by the user’s friends reposting initially protected
content [164]. Mentioning users and adding their geographic locations is a possi-
ble threat of violating user privacy despite imposed rules and overall satisfactory
design of Twitter privacy controls [188]. Some Twitter software clients facilitate
information leakage from protected users [164]. Sensitive topics on diseases or alco-
hol consumption could also be revealed by Twitter users, which could benefit from
software assisting tools in protecting users from posting sensitive messages [157].
In this chapter we outline the main issues and means of protecting user privacy
online with a focus on SN and Twitter microblogs. Besides, we look into the ethical
considerations of researching openly-available user-generated content published in
Twitter.
3.2 Privacy Protection in Twitter
Twitter would be much less useful for sharing news and information in real-time
and finding users with similar interests online if everyone on Twitter protected their
status updates. Protecting Twitter messages might be seen as counterproductive for
reaping business opportunities online. However, in some cases, users opt to protect
their tweets to safeguard their personal data. In this section, we discuss the privacy
protection on Twitter and other social networking applications, possible threats,
and solutions. To provide the context and introduce Twitter terms, we start by
describing the main features and privacy controls in Twitter.
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3.2.1 Twitter Microblogs
Short Messages, Links and Hashtags. Initially, Twitter microblogging plat-
form allowed its users to post short messages of not more than 140 characters for
sharing live events, news and interesting and useful links. In 2017, Twitter has dou-
bled its character limit to provide more space for users microblogging in English,
and Twitter experiment on a small number of users showed that the number of
abandoned (when hitting the text string size limitation) tweets decreased from 9%
to 1% [204], while microbloggers tweeting in Japanese, Korean, and Chinese would
continue with 140 characters limit due to the higher expressiveness of the glyphs.
To accommodate for the text length limitations in the previous Twitter versions
and for further statistics over URL access (the shortening services might provide
additional information on a referrer, its software and hardware parameters), users
might exploit URL shortening services such as bit.ly. Hashtags are Twitter “key-
words” and begin with a “]” symbol and allow tweets to be labelled and organised
into trending topics, which could be used by event organisers to group event-related
tweets and analyse user opinions and feedback. For instance, conference attendees
might use pre-defined hashtags for tagging their messages for organising all the
related messages and resources.
Retweets, Mentions and Replies. When a particular tweet is of interest for
the user, the tweet can be “retweeted”, which enables tweets to spread over the
follower network of the person who “retweeted” the tweet. The retweet is similar
to the “forwarding” feature in e-mail systems. Starting from 2016, it is possible to
retweet one’s tweets to gain more attention to a previously published message. As
described in [116], Retweet messages usually begin with the “RT” symbols can be
considered as an “old school” manner of sharing retweets, a “convention” initially
used by users. Retweeted Twitter messages often also included “via @author” at the
end, in which the author denoted the initial author of the tweet. The “old school”
retweet had a benefit of adding own content to the original message, and in 2009
Twitter introduced own’s “Native Retweet” with an added button into the user
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interface; with this feature users could not edit the initial retweet, however, authors
of the original messages were automatically acknowledged [116]. It is important
to mention that currently, it is possible to add an own comment to the retweeted
message. Usually, a “@” symbol denotes the username of a Twitter user mentioned
in the tweet. Twitter replies start from the “@” and enable users to form a dialog,
such as in chat rooms. In 2017 Twitter excluded user mentions from the tweet
length limitation (mentioned users) and help to de-clutter messages from the list
of mentioned users (they are shown above the tweet) for improved user experience
[174]. Users who follow each other can send direct messages, which can be compared
to e-mail messages and cannot be searched in Twitter.
Friends and Followers. Influential users. The messages, or status updates,
become visible to users who follow their authors. Users see their messages and the
messages of their friends. The messages of the followers are typically not seen on the
user home page unless the user is mentioned using the “@” symbol. This way users
can choose which messages they see on their home page. For simplicity reasons,
we assume that the followers to friends (following) ratio can be used to assess the
“influence” of a particular user. However, as discussed in [35], in-degree influence is
only one measure of influence in Twitter. The most mentioned users are typically
celebrities and public persons and the most retweeted content providers influence
microblog readers [35]. Additionally, [35] suggest that the number of tweets and
friends (followers) can be used to identify electronic agents and spammer scripts.
Privacy Controls in Twitter. Overall, despite some user-related information
leakage, Twitter can be seen as providing quite reliable privacy mechanisms [188].
Twitter privacy controls, however, can ensure only privacy of sharing information
at the specific time when these privacy settings are enabled. Users might disable
their tweet locations, tweets, and accounts from access by the general public. In
the case of protected, or closed user profiles, only user followers can see the user’s
tweets and profiles. However, to follow the protected account, a request should be
approved by the owner of the protected account. Followers can thus access their
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friends’ accounts, tweets, retweets, and favourites. In [188], Twitter1 privacy design
choices, conditions and rules of information sharing are formally described.
3.2.2 What is Personal and Sensitive Data?
For protecting people’s privacy rights, personal data transferred over the Network
should not be compromised. Therefore, it is important to identify which personal
data might be considered as sensitive, requiring secure handling. Following the
privacy guidelines outlined in [159], personal data relates to information which could
be used to directly identify persons and includes, but is not limited to, the following:
• First and last name of the person or their immediate relatives;
• Birthplace and date;
• Physical address;
• Financial records;
• Medical records;
• Employment details.
Moreover, it is necessary not to underestimate the importance of the user’s con-
textual information, which could provide additional cues for identifying personalities
and which potentially could affect their privacy. For instance, some of the informa-
tion such as a user’s Internet Protocol (IP) address might be considered as not
personally-identifying information; however, the IP address could still be used to
identify a specific user when having access to the information of the related user ID
(or login information) [159]. Mining information from microblogs might be used to
identify particular users, which raises privacy concerns in some instances, such as
when sharing personal health information [224].
1Facebook’s privacy is also discussed
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3.2.3 Transparency and User Control
Social networking websites such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn often maintain
user data including a user’s network connections, geographic locations and even
employment positions respectively, when provided by the user. Some web applica-
tions collect user personal details explicitly or collect their online activities with user
permission [212]. However, some of the websites do not inform their users about
data collection taking place at the time of their visit [212]. To ensure that user
personal details are not shared unwillingly, users should exercise complete control
over their personal details. The consequences of sharing the personal data should be
thoroughly thought through by the users, who ideally should have complete control
over their data [108]. As a possible solution, Papadopoulou with co-authors [187]
suggest to exploit personal data stores, in which users manage their privacy settings
while remaining sole owners of their data. Service providers could further adjust
their services in respect to available user data and associated privacy settings [187].
3.2.4 Data Mining and Privacy in Twitter
Privacy is one of the most important factors influencing microblogs’ adoption by
users according to a study by [88]. Microblogs might be perceived as unsafe com-
pared to other social platforms and therefore not exploited by some users who are
cautious about sharing their personal information online [88]. Indeed, the social
web makes it possible to mine openly available user data [108]. Users might publicly
share their preferences or user activities, and traits could be automatically mined
based on their online behaviour [108]. As a result, user behaviour patterns could be
exploited to deduce user specific traits. For instance, user geographic location could
be inferred based on user-generated content, metadata associated with microblogs
and user social networks (as we demonstrate in the following part and in [121, 52]).
Personal information can also be derived out of user social networks and online web
resources with the help of data mining and named entity recognition techniques
[277]. Thus, explicit user personal information sharing is not required to collect
potentially sensitive information [108].
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Table 3.1 (on the next page) summarises the application opportunities and chal-
lenges of data mining in Twitter microblogs. The classification of data types is
adopted from the work by Liao with co-authors [151]. The only difference is that we
distinguish between micro post’s contents and associated metadata. It is important
to mention that several data types and sources can be combined and different tech-
niques applied to achieve or evaluate the inference results. For instance, Alex with
co-authors [13] use gazetteers to infer locations defined in Twitter profile, which
accuracy is assessed with the help of human assessors and Google Maps applied to
tweet’s content.
While analyzing Twitter content, an application of clustering methods including
K-means and hierarchical clustering was studied in [95]. Authors collected tweets
voicing opinions and attitudes of Twitter users towards specific countries and sport
players in World Cup 2015 events. The study demonstrated the better performance
of K-means algorithm for the more massive datasets as compared with the hierar-
chical clustering approach [95].
A hierarchical cluster analysis was used to investigate human mobility patterns
for top twenty tourist locations reflected in Twitter data with geolocations attached
[19]. Authors emphasise the usage of big data useful for users mobility studies, which
could benefit from the clustering methods based on the openly available content.
They ranked touristic sites locations in respect to user residence locations based
on heuristic rule considering at least third of the most frequent tweeted locations.
Interestingly, Eiffel tower was amongst the five top visited locations [19].
A temporal coherence of tweeting behaviour was exploited for analysis of urban
land usage in City of Chicago in [229]. Authors investigated the time of tweeting at
top user locations, which are associated with spatial clusters of tweets. The usage
of DBSCAN algorithm enabled to abstract from the defined prior knowledge on the
number of clusters [229].
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Chapter 3: Mining User Content and Privacy
3.2.5 Information Leaks
The Twitter microblogging platform enables users to protect their accounts. How-
ever, due to the nature of microblogs and their attractive openness, only a small
fraction of about 10% of users protected their accounts in [200]. It is not trivial
to manage private information amongst friendship networks [92]. Indeed, even pro-
tected tweets can become publicly visible when being reposted by the user’s friends
[164]. In [164] dataset, about 1% of all accounts retweeted private information of
their contacts. A study into how personal information can be revealed in microblogs
was reported in [34], exploiting machine learning and human annotations to estimate
the level of sharing of personal information by microbloggers. They suggest a “pri-
vacy score” which could be applied to user contacts to help in decision making on
how much information could be shared with these contacts [34]. As Grimmelmann
[92] pointed out, existing privacy issues do not stop SN users willing to communicate
online with their friends and acquaintances.
As one of the solutions for supporting user privacy, McCallister et al. [159]
suggest using anonymizer methods to avoid personal information leakage. A proto-
type using cryptography and access control of followers was proposed by De Cristo-
faro with co-authors [57] to protect user-generated content including hashtags. In
support of personal data protection, various methods of information coding were
developed such as proposed by Bayardo and Agrawal [20]. However, the coded in-
formation usage may be detrimental to information usage or affect the quality of
the stored information [20]. It might be inconvenient for using encrypted informa-
tion in practical applications since social networking websites are specially built to
enable user communication and sharing content. Thus, usage of these applications
and services requires users to share information to a certain extent, allowing them
to exploit website functionality as they need.
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3.3 Research Gaps
3.3.1 Privacy Protection in Microblogs
To summarise, Twitter microblogs allow users to share their status updates and
interesting links. For personal or corporate use, the majority of Twitter accounts
are open. Protected accounts are prone to information leakage and require further
care when sensitive or personal information is shared within friendship networks.
It seems, however, that protecting tweets might be counter-productive and unnec-
essary since protected profiles might block users from new business opportunities
in detriment of fostering user communication on Twitter. In chapter 8, we further
analyse whether protected users communicate and form relations less intensively
compared with open users and might, therefore, take less advantage of the Twitter
messaging service.
3.3.2 Privacy Need and User Origins
When referring to the human rights regulations, Whitman [261] discusses percep-
tions of privacy in different cultural settings. It seems that societal values impact the
view of privacy for different nations [261]. In [157] authors examine sensitive infor-
mation leaks and found differences in the information leaks, particularly on the topic
of “depression” for Singapore, the UK, and the US. The level and type of personal
information sharing differ for users from the USA and Singapore, in which persons
from States tend to reveal more personal information (contact, demographic, educa-
tion, and job), while Singaporean persons mostly share their feelings and attitudes
[59]. It is reasonable to assume that the privacy settings could be used differently
amongst cultures. This is why it is interesting to investigate further how privacy
controls are exploited by different cultural groups in Twitter.
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3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we described the Twitter microblogging platform and related re-
search. Microblogging content and metadata provide vast opportunities for extract-
ing user preferences, traits, and interests, however, user privacy needs should not
be neglected, especially when we consider different user needs in respect to user
cultures. Would protecting user accounts be counter-productive and unnecessary?
In chapter 8, we will address this controversy. Next, we describe term of culture
and outline sociological research related to this thesis.
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Models of Culture
“Culture is like gravity: you do not experience it until you jump six feet
into the air”
- F.Trompenaars [241]
4.1 Introduction
In this section, we define the term of “Culture” for usage in the context of this
research. We analyse the application of sociological models in Web information
systems and networking research fields, describe their commonalities and differences
and conclude on selecting a model to study microblogging behaviour in Twitter.
4.2 Culture and Nationality
If we look into an English dictionary such as provided by Oxford1, we find out
quite a few definitions of word “Culture”. Culture is used in the context of arts
and human intellectual skills, can be viewed from an anthropological point of view
when studying cultural groups’ attitudes and customs, and is applied in biology and
agriculture when referred to the growth of bacteria or plants.
In the study of user behaviour online, we exploit the term of “Culture” in an an-
thropological context. We are interested in understanding how users from particular
1http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/culture
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countries and regions exploit microblogging features, and what consequences these
differences have which could be practically exploited in social networking settings
and web applications. As we will see next, sociological models such as Hofstede and
Lewis exploit the term of culture when referring to persons coming from particular
nationalities. In [110] Hofstede defines Culture as:
Definition 1 Culture is the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes
the members of one category of people from another.
In his study of religion Clifford Geertz [84] defines culture as:
Definition 2 A historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in symbols, a
system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men
communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes toward
life.
Kroeber’s definition provided by The Center for Advanced Research on Language
Acquisition2:
Definition 3 Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behaviour
acquired and transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of hu-
man groups, including their embodiment in artefacts; the essential core of culture
consists of traditional (i.e. historically derived and selected) ideas and especially
their attached values; culture systems may, on the one hand, be considered as prod-
ucts of action, and on the other as conditioning elements of further action.
For the purpose of studying user behaviour online, we could define a simplified
term of Culture by nationality. It is important to mention, that we group users
from particular countries and refer to these groups as “Cultural groups”, “Cultural
dimensions”, “Cultures” or origins, which we exploit interchangeably with the fol-
lowing meaning:
Definition 4 A cultural group is a group of people who share a common language,
history, social habits, customs and geographic regions.
2 http://www.carla.umn.edu/culture/definitions.html
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When considering an application to the social networking behaviour of particular
user groups, we could further adjust this definition as follows:
Definition 5 A cultural group is a group of people sharing a subset of languages,
geographic regions and infrastructures at place, societal values, lifestyle preferences
and communication patterns.
The “subset of languages” considers multi-lingual cultural regions in which dif-
ferent sub-cultures share a set of different languages or dialects. As an example,
Welsh is widely spoken in the north and west of Wales 3. Therefore, people in this
regions might prefer the Welsh language over English in their daily life. However,
for our thesis and to adhere to the previous sociological model by Lewis [148], Welsh
and English speaking persons from other parts of England are included in the same
culture group of “British”, in the “Linear-active” dimension 4. Lewis emphasises
that “The majority of British people bear little resemblance to the stereotype. Not
only is the image one of an upper-class personage of a former era, but it does not
take into account regional differences, which in the U.K. are extremely marked”
[148]. It is important to mention that we do not aim to stereotype persons in ac-
cord with the definition provided and the previous sociological research. Instead,
we use these concepts as a starting point for referring to the defined human groups
sharing a similar social living environment. In this sense, we simplify that generally
British people have more similar attitudes and communication styles as compared
to other cultural groups as German. Also, behavioural differences should be even
more pronounced in South European cultures which generally are perceived as more
affectionate [148].
Throughout this thesis and while referring to microblogging behaviour, we follow
this last definition, assuming that user communication in microblogs is influenced
not only by real-life events, but also their communication preferences originating
from their cultural backgrounds and social surroundings. Such an understanding of
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Welsh language
4Our human coders agreed that English-speaking and Welsh-speaking persons belong to the
“Linear-active” users group in accord with the Lewis Model of Cultures, please refer to Table E.1
on page 260 in Appendices.
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general preferences for particular cultural/geographic origins could provide valuable
information for adapting web applications and software to specific user needs, e.g.
when such information is required, and could be used to improve user experience
further online.
4.3 Applications of Models of Cultures
We critically review existing sociological models and their applications in informa-
tion systems (IS) research and industry. We coded cultural dimensions (or factors)
for each model in brackets, prefixed with the initials of the models’ first authors.
For instance, the cultural dimensions above start with the “GH ” denoting that
Geert-Jan Hofstede developed the model (referring to his works [109, 112]).
4.3.1 Sociological Models Compared
Herein we refer to the sociological models of culture referred in IS research, which
include works of G.J. Hofstede [109] and Fons Trompenaars [241], but also the
lesser-known Model of Cultures by Lewis [148]. A systematic way is needed to
understand better cultural differences of persons from different nations to improve
managerial practices in multinational organisations operating in global economies,
influenced by human socio-cultural factors [109]. In [109, 112], IBM employees from
more than 50 countries were interviewed and scored following the defined cultural
dimensions reflecting cultural behavioural preferences in accordance with Hofstedes
Model including:
• Power Distance (GH PD) defines the extent to which power (power, or au-
thority, here reflects perceptions of authority figures or persons standing on
the “higher hierarchy” level as they are seen by “lower” rank individuals, for
instance, within nations, cultural groups or organisations wherein government
or managerial figures can be seen as more “authoritative” as compared to their
subordinates) is perceived in the society, for instance, a lower GH PD indicates
that power is distributed equally, while higher GH PD indicates that society
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is very hierarchical in its functioning;
• Individualism (GH ID) defines the extent to which the personal is given more
importance as compared to collective, for instance, low individualism score
indicates that the cultural group is more predisposed towards forming collec-
tive behaviour, while high individualism cultures are focused on individual
personal needs;
• Masculinity (GH ML) defines the cultural values of achievement and material
rewards as opposed to “Femininity”, which values more cooperation and better
quality of life;
• Long-term Orientation (GH LT) defines the cultural views on traditional val-
ues versus adaptation in favour of future well-being, therefore higher scoring
GH LT tend to adapt to the newly occurred circumstances to tackle fast-paced
challenges in time;
• Uncertainty Avoidance (GH UA) defines the cultural predisposition to disre-
gard different thoughts which might be perceived as uncertain and therefore
risky, low scored GH UA cultures tend to accept new ideas easier than highly
scored GH UA cultures;
• Life Indulgence (GH LI) related to cultural preferences towards enjoying var-
ious life aspects, for instance, high GH LI countries prefer to be in control of
their happiness when enjoying the life, while low scoring LI countries tend to
adhere to stricter social norms.
Trompenaars’ work [241] is based on a questionnaire filled out by 30 thousand
respondents from 30 countries. Participants were mostly managers, assessed in re-
spect of several cultural dimensions such as “Universalism vs. Particularism”, “In-
dividualism vs. Communitarims”, “Neutral vs. Emotional”, “Specific vs. Diffuse”
(“specific” means here prescribed by protocol), “Achievement vs. ascription”, and
attitudes towards time and environment. Findings reveal that business organisa-
tion, its purpose and establishment of rules depend largely on the perceptions of
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employees influenced by their cultural backgrounds. Moreover, some countries are
inherently multinational and diverse. This is why strong nation-wide stereotyping
might not be appropriate. Personal attitude also differs among nations, age and
gender groups. The cultural dimensions developed by Fon Trompenaars together
with Charles Hampden-Turner are listed below [241, 165, 166]:
• Universalism versus Particularism (FT UN) denotes an extent to which the
rules and procedures versus personal circumstances take precedence in the
decision making process. Cultures scored “high” in the FT UN dimension
prefer to adhere to more objective procedures and rules, while cultures scored
“low” in the Universalism, or “high” in the Particularism, allow more flexibility
by considering personal circumstances of people involved into the decision
making process;
• Individualism versus Communitarianism (FT ID)5, in which cultures scored
“high” in the Individualism FT ID dimension value individual achievements
and needs more over the group, cultures scored “low” in the FT ID (and “high”
in the Communitarianism) value more groups’ importance while avoiding men-
tioning individual achievements;
• Specific versus Diffuse (FT SP) whereas specific cultures tend to separate per-
sonal and work lives, diffuse cultures tend to interweave business and personal
life aspects;
• Neutral versus Emotional (FT NE), cultures associated with the “Emotional”
factor tend to show their emotions and strive to have a positive attitude, while
“Neutral” cultures observe and effectively manage their emotions in general;
• Sequential versus Synchronous Time (FT ST) in which sequential time man-
agement cultures aim to keep up to deadlines and generally do one thing at a
time, while “synchronous” cultures allow more flexibility in time management,
being able to work on several projects in parallel;
5we can observe a relevance with Hofstede’s GH ID dimension
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Figure 4.1: Simplified model of cultures by R. Lewis described in [148]
• Achievement versus Ascription (FT AC) in which “Achievement” cultures
value improved performance over position or authority such as in “Ascription”
cultures;
• Internal versus Outer Direction (FT IN) whereas “Internally-directed” cul-
tures tend to take charge over their environments and allow constructive con-
flict, and “Outer-directed” cultures tend to avoid conflict situations while al-
lowing to be controlled by their work environment.
The Lewis Model of Cultures is relatively less explored in the IS research, and
relates cultural behaviour patterns with national groups. The model is represented in
a shape of triangle showing the most extreme cultural profiles in the triangle apexes
as shown in Figure 4.1. There are three cultural dimensions including Linear-Active
(LA or RL LA), characterising task-oriented and good planners such as persons from
Germany, Multi-Active (MA or RL MA), loquacious and people-oriented persons
from Spain and Brazil, Reactive persons (RE or RL RE) from Vietnam who tend to
avoid conflicts and hide their emotions generally. The model links national groups
with the defined behavioural profiles, however, it does not imply that individual
characteristics must match [148] their national groups, instead, persons might have
different mixtures of the cultural traits based on these three cultural dimensions.
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Figure 4.2: Relationships between cultural dimension scores and countries (after
diagonals we see only significant correlations with p − value < 0.05 and Pearson
correlation coefficient r >= .52 for n=15 observations; the initial (normalised) data
is provided in the Appendices, Table B.2 )
Based on insights and data published in [110, 241, 148, 158, 165] we summarised
examples of selected country scores in the aforementioned sociological models and
their assessment factors, called “cultural dimensions”, in Table 4.2. Please note
that we artificially categorised Hofstede cultural dimension scores into “High” and
“Low” scored countries considering scores in 25th and 75th quantiles 6 respectively
while regarding scores between as “Middle” scores. Cultural dimension scores of the
Lewis Model of Cultures are derived from the approximate distances to the apexes
of the model triangle7. We scaled scores of these three models to be in the same
values range of [0..1] and calculated Pearson correlation for 15 selected countries, as
shown in Figure 4.2.
Overall, it is interesting to note the overlap in the cultural models of Fon Trompe-
naars and G.J. Hofstede in respect of individual and collective attitudes in dimen-
sions FT ID and GH ID respectively, amongst other strong correlations shown in
Figure 4.2 (a). Several cultural dimensions correlate strongly across different models
within selected country profiles. We also found that some countries have positive
correlations in their cultural scores as seen in Figure 4.2 (b). For instance, Brazil
6Using Python pandas.qcut - quantile-based discretisation function with lambda x: pan-
das.qcut(x, 3, labels=[’low’,’mid’,’high’])
7available at: http://www.crossculture.com/latest-news/the-lewis-model-dimensions-of-
behaviour/
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Model ρ significance level p− value
Hofstede .11 .27
Trompenaars .16 .11
Lewis .31 .001
Table 4.1: Pearson correlation between flight distances (see Appendices for flight
distances between countries, Table B.1) and distances between cultural dimension
scores (see Table B.2 for used cultural dimension scores) for 15 aforementioned
countries
cultural dimensions correlate significantly with cultural dimensions of Greece, Italy,
Saudi Arabia, Spain, Turkey and Venezuela, while cultural profile scores of Great
Britain correlate positively with Sweden and the United States. We must note the
relatively small sample size, this is why we have shown only significant correlations
with r > 2/
√
(n) (n=15 is the number of countries considered) as a rule of thumb
after diagonal of the correlation matrices in Figure 4.2.
Moreover, we found out that some of the cultural dimensions overlap in their
respective geographic locations or countries. For instance, RL LA overlaps with
GH PD LOW, both including Great Britain, Sweden and the U.S., GH PD LOW
overlaps with FT IN HIGH, both including Great Britain and U.S.
Interestingly, we found also positive relationships between bird flight distances
and cultural dimension distances as seen in Table 4.1. The most significant relation-
ship was found for the Lewis model dimensions. We could explain it by the inherited
link of cultural psychological traits to national geographic locations [15].
Cultural
Dimen-
sions
“Low” Scored “Middle” Scored “High” Scored Countries
Hofstede’s Model of Cultures [109]
GH ID Greece, Indonesia,
Saudi Arabia, Thailand,
Venezuela
Brazil, India, Japan,
Russia, Turkey
Great Britain, Italy,
Spain, Sweden, U.S.
GH LI India, Indonesia, Italy,
Japan, Russia
Greece, Saudi Arabia,
Spain, Thailand, Turkey
Brazil, Great Britain,
Sweden, U.S., Venezuela
GH LT Brazil, Saudi Ara-
bia, Thailand, U.S.,
Venezuela
Great Britain, Greece,
India, Spain, Turkey
Indonesia, Italy, Japan,
Russia, Sweden
GH ML Russia, Spain, Sweden,
Thailand, Turkey
Brazil, Greece, India, In-
donesia, Saudi Arabia
Great Britain, Italy,
Japan, U.S., Venezuela
GH PD Great Britain, Italy,
Japan, Sweden, U.S.
Brazil, Greece, Spain,
Thailand, Turkey
India, Indonesia, Russia,
Saudi Arabia, Venezuela
Table 4.2: continued on the next page
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Cultural
Dimen-
sions
“Low” Scored “Middle” Scored “High” Scored Countries
GH UA Great Britain, India, In-
donesia, Sweden, U.S.
Brazil, Italy, Saudi Ara-
bia, Thailand, Venezuela
Greece, Japan, Russia,
Spain, Turkey
Trompenaars [241, 166, 165] 8
FT AC Indonesia, Saudi Arabia Brazil, Great Britain,
Greece, India, Italy,
Japan, Russia, Spain,
Sweden, Thailand,
Turkey, Venezuela
U.S.
FT ID Japan, Thailand,
Venezuela
Brazil, Greece, India,
Indonesia, Italy, Rus-
sia, Saudi Arabia, Spain,
Turkey
Great Britain, Sweden,
U.S.
FT IN India, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, Sweden
Brazil, Greece, Indone-
sia, Italy, Japan, Spain,
Thailand, Turkey,
Venezuela
Great Britain, U.S.
FT NE Brazil, Italy, Spain,
Venezuela
Greece, India, Indone-
sia, Russia, Saudi Ara-
bia, Sweden, Thailand,
Turkey, U.S.
Great Britain, Japan
FT SP India, Japan, Russia,
Spain, Venezuela
Brazil, Greece, Indone-
sia, Italy, Saudi Arabia,
Thailand, Turkey
Great Britain, Sweden,
U.S.
FT ST Japan Brazil, Greece, India,
Indonesia, Italy, Russia,
Saudi Arabia, Spain,
Thailand, Turkey,
Venezuela
Great Britain, Sweden,
U.S.
FT UN Indonesia, Japan, Rus-
sia, Venezuela
Brazil, Greece, India,
Italy, Saudi Arabia,
Spain, Thailand, Turkey
Great Britain, Sweden,
U.S.
Lewis Model of Cultures [148] 9
RL LA Brazil, Greece, India,
Indonesia, Italy, Japan,
Russia, Saudi Ara-
bia, Spain, Thailand,
Turkey, Venezuela
Great Britain, Sweden,
U.S.
RL MA Great Britain, Japan,
Sweden, Thailand, U.S.
India, Indonesia, Turkey Brazil, Greece, Italy,
Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Spain, Venezuela
Table 4.2: continued on the next page
8Since the model does not consider the “middle” level for specific dimensions, we assigned the
“Middle score” to countries not included into the related dichotomous dimensions
9scores defined arbitrary when close to the Lewis’ triangle apexes
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Cultural
Dimen-
sions
“Low” Scored “Middle” Scored “High” Scored Countries
RL RE Brazil, Great Britain,
Greece, Italy, Russia,
Saudi Arabia, Spain,
Sweden, U.S., Venezuela
India, Indonesia, Turkey Japan, Thailand
Table 4.2: Cultural dimension scores for the selected countries
In short, we described cultural factors of the three prominent Models of Cultures.
Some of these cultural factors are related to similar overlapping geographic locations,
which correlate with each other significantly. Next, we are going to review how these
cultural factors (or dimensions) are explored in web science or IS research.
4.3.2 Applications of Models of Cultures
Building upon the research in [109, 148, 158], we examined nationality importance
in respect of political, social, psychological personal differences shaped during child-
hood age, and which could apply to web design considerations. To exploit these
personal differences in e-commerce for building culture-aware websites, Marcus and
Gould [158] emphasised the need for affordable web interfaces tailored to meet spe-
cific cultural preferences. Future work might, however, provide larger number of
websites analysed, with a less subjective selection. Alexander with co-authors [14]
used Hofstede’s model to explain web interface preferences in web page layout, vi-
sual content and colour and proposed guidelines for creating cross-cultural usability
design. Hofstede’s cultural dimensions were also exploited for the analysis of mu-
sic preferences across different countries for more than 53,000 Last.fm users [70].
They found a statistically significant correlation between cultural traits and music
preferences, for instance, Long-term orientation (LT) and diversity in listened music
genres, while countries with lower Life Indulgence indexes showed lower correlation
with the music listening diversity metrics. In a situation of cold-start (when user
is new in the system), they suggest to personalise music recommendations based on
information about user countries, possibly exploiting social media websites including
Twitter or Facebook [70]
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Acar [4] compares usage of Twitter by American and Japanese students in re-
spect of their cultural differences. They refer to cultural differences in respect to
high-context and low-context differences such as described by the Hofstede and Hall’s
models [4]. Their findings reveal that American students post less personal messages
compared to Japanese students, which refrain from referring to other persons. Acar
[4] explains this by the “social sensitivity” of the Japanese individuals. Japanese
users not only tend to avoid mentioning others but also ask fewer questions. In
contrast to American students, Japanese students prefer to post more personal mes-
sages. The findings were achieved with help of content-analysis and statistical tests
based on 4000 tweets published by 200 Twitter users (20 tweets of each user were
analysed).
Twitter as a source of cultural behaviour traits explained using the Hofstede’s
cultural dimensions, and the study of Levine’s Pace of Life theory was studied in
[80]. Their experimental setup included the 30 top most active countries on Twit-
ter. Their findings revealed strong negative correlation between cultural dimensions
such as individualism and pace of life with user microblogging behaviour such as
mentioning of other users and temporal predictability of user activities on Twit-
ter respectively. Countries usually characterised as tolerant towards communication
with power distant persons, also engage with microbloggers any in-degree friend-
ship values. Also, aforementioned Twitter behavioural patterns correlated with the
sociological and economic factors including Gross Domestic Product per capita, Ed-
ucation and Inequality [80]. Authors suggest to exploit found communication differ-
ences for people from different countries towards building effective communication
tools and web applications such as friends recommendation services [80].
The work by Gao with co-authors [78] compares user behaviour on Twitter and
Weibo, explaining the differences in temporal microblogging patterns, shared sen-
timent, hashtags and linking behaviour by the cultural differences in view of the
Hofstede’s research. The possible influence of the both system design characteristics
was not considered in the analysis.
Hofstede’s model is widely applied in studies comparing social networking with
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the help of cultural dimensions such as individualism and collectivism or uncertainty
avoidance [257]. Such cultural dimensions can be analysed to design components of
social networking sites customised to related user traits. Considering cultural differ-
ences is vital for businesses operating on the Global market and when localisation
to certain countries/cultures is preferred over standardisation. When implement-
ing websites targeting certain cultures, the functionality and design adaptation is
paramount for improving users experience as previous studies such as [226, 257] in-
dicate. Vasalou with co-authors [254] also emphasise needs for localisation based on
findings revealing cultural differences using Facebook features.
Hofstede’s model was also adopted in the study by Ji with co-authors [127] inves-
tigating relation of social network sites’ functionality usage, social capital gain and
cultural user backgrounds among countries including the USA, Korea, and China.
While these nationalities differ in their preferences towards SNS usage, they all
benefit from acquisition of social capital with the SNS usage. In respect to Hof-
stedes cultural dimensions, survey respondents from Korea and China scored high
in collectivism, which has a positive impact on content sharing. For US respon-
dents, Masculinity had an effect on content sharing. For US and Chinese survey
respondents, Masculinity also has an impact on expert search in SNS usage.
Personal research biases and a possible dependency on further unconsidered di-
mensions should not be underestimated [111]. This is why other investigations by
researchers from eastern cultural backgrounds might find western-oriented models
to be insufficient for modelling an eastern mindset [111]. Furthermore, the validity
of the cultural models should be re-assessed since the cultural values and preferences
might evolve over time [228]. The World Values Survey based on two generation
groups’ comparison indicate that overall cultures score higher on Individualism and
Life Indulgence factors (Hofstede’s), and lower in “Power Distance” (PD) in average
while maintaining consistent country pair differences in factor values [24]. Besides,
some of the cultural dimensions or factors such as defined by Hofstede are inter-
related (ID and PD), which could influence the overall modeling outcomes for the
cultural groups related to these factors [228].
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An online survey of Finnish young business students revealed a lack of Twitter
adoption, which was explained by a relatively (to other Nordic cultures) high un-
certainty avoidance and low individualism [256]. Authors mentioned that Finland
is located quite close to the Reactive user group in the Lewis Model of Cultures
(for instance, Japanese) and requires more support from community to communi-
cate on Twitter more actively. In [205], different values of Japanese and Finnish
cultures have been contrasted in respect to management challenges in multicultural
companies while referring to Lewis and Hofstede models.
Based on the information system design expertise and prototyping of collabora-
tive research platform, Bettoni and Eggs [23] referred to the cultural behaviour traits
defined in the Lewis Model. Their analysis [23] revealed the effect of “silent novice”
in relation to the Linear-active user group (Germany) when the self-perceived lack
of expertise might lead to lesser information sharing. Cultural component as part
of e-participation framework applied in e-learning was discussed in the exploratory
study by [251]. E-learning challenges adoption and study success was discussed in
[10] focusing on Arab students interested in the US education. While referring to
Lewis [148], Hofstede [112] and Hall’s [97] research, authors inform us about poten-
tial difficulties of Arab learners and further studies needed on gender differences of
e-learning process outcomes.
We can find further references to the aforementioned sociological studies in re-
search involving various IT advances. For instance, [181] examines synchronous
teamwork, physically located at one place, and virtually located at different places.
They emphasise the need of “common ground” for effective collaboration of vir-
tually collocated teams. Geography, culture, languages, contexts are important in
team works. There are also differences in work organisation due to “power-distance”
differences amongst cultures such as referred in the Hofstede’s model. Dress-code
impressions, task or people-orientation defined by cultural impressions are also im-
portant to consider for effective team collaboration [181]. Hofstede’s cultural trait
of “risk avoidance” was also studied in [132] in laboratory experiments with more
than 500 participants from three different countries conveying their willingness to
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continue a risky project with lower costs and presence of a competitive product.
They suggest to assign new advancing software technologies to managers with the
low uncertainty-avoidance trait [132].
We noticed a relative lack of research applications of Lewis Model of Cultures, in
contrast to Hofstede’s model. However, several works [205] (Finnish and Japanese
values comparison), [10] (e-learning challenges for Arab students), [256] (Twitter
adoption by Finnish students) employ both models. In Table 4.3 we summarised the
aforementioned sociological models of cultures, by Hofstede [109] and Trompenaars
[241], their application fields and related research works, their arguable advantages
and drawbacks.
Research Descrip-
tions
Limitations Advantages Applications
Hofstede’s Model of Cultures [109]
In [109], Hofstede
defined five cul-
tural dimensions
and scored persons
from more than
50 countries in
respect to their
behavioural traits
and socio-cultural
attitudes
Strong assumptions to-
wards nation-based pro-
filing, cultural dimen-
sions are polarised while
referring to stereotypi-
cal groups, and exclud-
ing the possible biases of
the IBM corporate cul-
ture possibly affecting
the survey results [163]
Large sample of respon-
dents [109], wide adoption
in research
Management
in multi-
national
corporations
An application
of the Hofstede’s
Model of Cultures
in Web design
[158], case studies
of several websites
in respect to the
cultural-awareness
Subjectivity of the
websites selection, small
number of the analysed
websites
Suggestions to the culture-
aware web design consider-
ations
Creation of
websites
Table 4.3: continued on the next page
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Research Descrip-
tions
Limitations Advantages Applications
Exploitation of
several Hofstede’s
cultural dimensions
(aforementioned
UA, ID, PD, ML
cultural dimen-
sions) for adapting
websites design
towards cultural
profiles of their
users [227]
Software evaluation ex-
periments were involv-
ing 97 student partic-
ipants from computing
and information systems
fields. Additionally, the
research would benefit
from the user usability
studies for finding out
the effects of cultural
factors on the user sat-
isfaction [227]
Investigation into team-
work of the software
evaluation process for
different cultural user
groups showing dissimilar
preferences towards team-
work with persons from
other cultural groups. The
previous works’ analysis
revealed large differences
in the importance of the
cultural dimensions in
the website development.
Some interesting findings
on Hofstede’s applicability
of the ID dimension, which
seems to be not significant
for Chinese users in their
study. Their websites
development framework
is based on a “cultural
fingerprint” concept, that
can be further extended.
Websites
design pro-
cess, user
evaluation,
and team-
work in web
development.
Hofstede’s Model
of Cultures’ “Power
Distance” and
“Individualism”
dimensions are
explored in relation
with Twitter usage
of mentions by
persons from top
30 countries[80]
convenience sampling Suggestions for building
culture-aware communi-
cation tools and friends
recommendation services
Microblogging
Analysis of cultural
dimensions and re-
lated music prefer-
ences for Last.fm
users from differ-
ent countries [70],
suggesting to ex-
ploit social media
for user preferences
elicitation useful in
cold-start
a danger to be confined
towards lower diversity
spans in case of countries
such as highly scored in
the Indulgence index
possibility to use only coun-
try information for recom-
mending genres diversity in
cold-start
Music genre
and style
preferences in
Last.fm
Table 4.3: continued on the next page
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Research Descrip-
tions
Limitations Advantages Applications
Trompenaars [241]
Trompenaars’
[241] questionnaire
involved 30000
participants from
30 companies, and
helped to shed
light on problem
solving, conflict
management, busi-
ness organisation
approach and
rule setting across
different cultures
sample included mostly
managers
Large sample of respon-
dents, discussion on eth-
nic differences within coun-
tries, gender and age groups
Management
in transna-
tional corpo-
rations
Table 4.3: Models of culture and their applications in management
and Web research
4.4 Discussion and Conclusions
While reviewing the most prominent cultural studies by Hofstede, Trompenaars,
and Lewis, we might agree on some findings on personal behavioural similarities
within cultural groups, and dissimilarities between cultural groups. However, we
should not be too biased to particular stereotyping assumptions. We are aware of
the pitfalls of such generalisation, and cultural preferences and customs still change
over time [24]. Besides, the new technological advances facilitate personal interac-
tions across the geographical borders while helping us to learn from other cultures.
Instead of focusing on cultural differences, we might focus on understanding our
own cultural traits better, while being less impatient when dealing with persons
coming from different backgrounds in real life communication. Understanding and
learning from ourselves and others could help us to be more tolerant and improve
our communication skills when dealing with people.
Even though the sociological research can provide a good starting point to im-
prove managerial practice and business communication, we argue that adapting
online web environments to the user cultural demands require more research. In
this thesis, we strive to stay focused on the online communication and examine
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several applications of culture-awareness. We do not want to be too restricted to
stereotypes describing personal behaviour. We suggest using the cultural studies as
a basis for better understanding human behaviour online and further creating more
user-friendly well-tailored web environments.
Next, we go into the direction of using Twitter microblogs for the discovery of
user approximate whereabouts on a country-level and in respect of cultural groups,
and further exploiting this information in a movie recommendation example. Since
the Lewis Model of Cultures is focused on interpersonal communication, this model
shows greater relationship with geographical distances (for the selected country pro-
files), is not heavily biased towards generalisability assumption for the national
culture groups, and is relatively less explored than Hofstede’s or Trompenaars’, we
further employ it for discussing microblogging patterns for persons from selected
countries in chapter 6, investigation into microblogging communication patterns in
chapter 7, privacy settings usage in Twitter in chapter 8 and building up culture-
aware social recommender in chapter 9. Before then, we start with describing our
methodology in chapter 5.
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Methodology
“The scientific man has above all things to strive at self-elimination in his
judgements, to provide an argument which is as true for each individual
mind as for his own.”
- Karl Pearson, The Grammar of Science [191]
In this chapter, the main research aims and objectives are provided, as well as
questions to be addressed throughout the thesis. The purpose of this chapter is to
describe the overall methodological approach and variables to be analysed in the next
chapters, constituting the main contributions of the thesis. The tools selected are
critically analysed and justified in respect of previous research works. Nevertheless,
more detailed information on the experimental setup and data collection is provided
in the following chapters. However, the general methodology provided in this chapter
could also be adopted in related computer science and sociological studies dealing
with user-generated content analysis, opinion mining, social networking analysis,
anthropology and other fields, which might benefit from the vast information of
microblogging data online.
5.1 Introduction
As we discussed in part I, a broad adoption of social networking platforms and the
considerable amount of user-generated content allow us to study user behaviour on-
line, gather user opinions and traits for using this knowledge in web applications for
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potentially improving the user experience. By applying machine learning techniques,
state of the art algorithms, recommender systems, and other intelligent agents, we
could provide users with personalised content and functionality when needed. Soci-
ological factors, particularly cultural origins and related user behavioural differences
are often neglected in practice while developing and using web information systems,
which requires a further investigation. With the aim to close this gap, we outline
the main research questions, objectives and methods to address them.
The broad research area of this thesis is social networking, which is studied from
a socio-technical point of view. On the example of the Twitter microblogging sys-
tem providing social networking and communication features for a global audience,
we focus on the understanding how people exploit microblogging while consider-
ing different cultural backgrounds, which we refer as “user origins” throughout this
thesis.
One of the main aspects is, therefore, to study connection between user cultural
origins and one’s microblogs usage and user preferences. We should also keep in
mind, that the design of the microblogging platform also affects users’ behaviour,
and therefore we limit ourselves to the study of one microblogging system, namely
Twitter.
Therefore, in this chapter we will focus on sociological factors which might affect
microblogging users on Twitter. Based on the insights provided by the sociological
study by Lewis [148]1, next we formulate our main research questions and describe
methods for answering these questions.
5.2 Aims and Objectives
Previous research works on Twitter and other Social Networks demonstrates that
persons from different countries exploit online services in their own manner [142, 237,
80, 4]. However, it is not clear yet how we could exploit these cultural differences
for improving user experiences online. Besides, different patterns of microblogging
behaviour could provide cues on user origins and thus could be used as “proxy” for
1we provided the reasoning behind the model selection in chapter 4 above
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creating user models further exploited in web adaptation. To begin with, we further
analyse a set of Twitter-specific features to determine how cultural or country origins
of users impact microblogging activities on Twitter, which is our first aim or goal
shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Research goals and objectives with focus on culture-related microblog-
ging behaviour differences and preferences
These Twitter-specific features include microblogging behaviour features such
as a number of hashtags or web links shared, Tweeting day of the week, content-
related features extracted out of Twitter messages, and a user’s social network-
related features such as the number of followers and friends.
Our first objective of Goal 1 is to identify microblogging behaviour patterns,
which we analyse based on aforementioned features further explained, related to
user origins. With the help of classification models based on Twitter-specific fea-
tures, we perform classification experiments enabling to classify users into country
and cultural groups. Addressing Objective 2, the classification models created us-
ing Decision Tree and Logistic Regression techniques enable us also to analyse the
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relative importance of features, their impact on user origins and communication
preferences prediction outcomes, respectively.
After analysis of cultural behaviour patterns on Twitter, we concentrate on the
second goal, which is concerned with exploiting the detected behaviour patterns in
practical applications such as user privacy settings and recommendation systems as
suggested in [80]. In Objective 3 , we demonstrate how knowledge of user cultural
origins can be helpful in observing user privacy preferences in microblogs. For this,
we follow a set of newly created Twitter accounts for a half year period to investigate
their proportion of privacy settings usage towards the end of data collection. Par-
ticularly, we analyse usage of profile protecting and geographical location sharing
features in respect to inferred cultural origins.
In Objective 4 , using the Twitter search API we collect a set of IMDB movie
ratings shared by Twitter users. We also infer user origins using the best model
previously created, using time zone, free-text user location field, and language de-
fined in the Twitter profile. We further explore if this information can shed light
on culture-specific user preferences for movie genres. Next, we exploit this oﬄine
dataset in movie recommendation experiments. We aim to find empirical cues for
applying culture-awareness practically in recommendation systems.
Objective 1: Finding Cultural Cues Online, addressed in [121]
• RQ 1.1: Could we find differences in Twitter features usage for persons micro-
posting from different geographic regions (origins)?
• RQ 1.2: Could we exploit2 these differences for predicting user origins on a
country and geographic region level?
Objective 2: Determining microblogging features importance for pre-
dicting user origins and communication preferences [52]
• RQ 2.1: Could we exploit user contact network, i.e., friends, for predicting
user cultural origins?
2referring to the Goal 2 since we exploit user microblogging activities for creating user origin
inference models (see chapter 6 and 7) further while addressing objectives 2-4. This way we also
preserve the structure of our contribution chapters in accord with the published papers.
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• RQ 2.2: What microblogging features (user-related and friend-related) are the
most prominent in revealing user cultural traits in Twitter?
• RQ 2.3: Could we find communication preferences in respect to user cultural
origin?
Objective 3: Monitoring Twitter privacy settings usage [53]
• RQ 3.1: Are there differences in privacy settings usage by different cultural
groups?
• RQ 3.2: How does protecting user accounts affect user communication styles
in Twitter?
• RQ 3.3: How could user privacy preferences be exploited in real-life scenarios
(discussion on security implications and related issues)?
Objective 4: Creating culture-aware social recommender
• RQ 4.1: Could we find statistically significant movie genre preferences in re-
lation to user inferred origins?
• RQ 4.2: Could we improve movie recommendation performance when consid-
ering user origins and other item or user-related features?
The research questions we posed in this section will be addressed in the follow-
ing chapters in the “Contributions” part. We aim at statistical tests and machine
learning experiments for addressing the related hypothesis.
5.3 Methodological Approach
The first part of this research is empirical and based on the observations of user
behaviour on Twitter. Using descriptive research methodology, we analyse micro-
blogging features derived from user activities on Twitter. The aim resides at dis-
covering interesting patterns of user behaviour without considering content-related
features such as word distributions and topics popularity, addressed in [150, 194].
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Machine learning and statistical techniques are employed to analyse microblogging
behaviour for users coming from the topmost active countries in Twitter. Descriptive
statistics for calculating differences in Twitter behaviour amongst cultural groups
and information retrieval metrics (such as accuracy and F1-measure) for assessing
results of tweet origin prediction outcomes are used. It is aimed to maximise predic-
tion accuracy. Statistical t-tests (Welch’s or Student’s t-test was selected with regard
to variances and distributions of samples compared) are applied for comparing user
microblogging behaviour among different user groups as defined by user cultural
stereotypes. Regression analysis is used to investigate the relationship between the
analysed variables.
The proposed approach is also evaluated with the help of prototyping (Fig-
ure 5.2). For assessing the impact of considering user cultural backgrounds while
providing recommendation results, we create user profiles considering cultural dif-
ferences of the users. We compare and contrast recommendation performance for
different user modeling and recommendation strategies. As a baseline, we do not in-
clude culture traits into the model and assess the simple recommendation strategies
aforementioned (we call them average-based).
Observation Analysis PrototypingMicroblogs
Figure 5.2: Methodology
5.3.1 The Model of Cultures
As stated in [198], given current globalisation and migration processes, it is difficult
to define the term of culture. Applied to IS and Informatics research, sociologi-
cal theories are explaining cultural behavioural differences, usually based on coun-
try surveys and employing cultural dimensions to stereotype individual behaviours.
These theories include Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions [111] and Lewis Model of
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Cultures [148] discussed in the previous chapter. Even though the limitations of
creating national stereotypes and overall sociological model’s usage are critically
discussed [163, 273], their application are considered, for instance, in e-learning
[190] and e-commerce research [56].
We employed the Lewis model of cultures [148] describing how persons belonging
to different cultural backgrounds are unlike in their interpersonal behaviour. For
instance, Asian cultures, such as Japan or Vietnam, are defined by Lewis in their
culture dimension as Reactive (RE), since they are generally considered to be cour-
teous, accommodating and good listeners. In addition, Lewis defines a Multi-Active
(MA) and Linear-Active (LA) cultural dimension. While persons described as MA
focus on interpersonal communication and are generally considered as emotional
personalities, LA persons focus on working with facts and planning activities [148].
Therefore, each of the cultural groups/nations can be described with the help of
“cultural dimensions”. In the following, we use cultural group and dimension terms
interchangeably. We thus define cultural groups based on geographical regions and
particular countries in the Appendix E listing the labels assigned by human assessors
with knowledge of the Lewis Model of Cultures).
5.3.2 Experimental Setup
Firstly, we aim to find microblogging behavioural differences for people publishing
tweets from different cultural origins. We select Twitter users whose tweets originate
from respective geographic locations provided within their tweets’ the meta-data.
For this, we define a list bounding boxes for geographic locations corresponding to
the to the big cities in the selected countries. With Twitter location-based filter
3, we collect the tweets posted in these locations. Further, we use the collected
tweets’ meta-data to identify and select a set of authors as described on page 94
in chapter 6 “User Origin Prediction”. Next, their tweets were collected using the
Twitter Streaming Application Program Interface (API). User profiles based on the
metadata and content of the tweets were created. It is important to mention that we
3https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tutorials/filtering-tweets-by-location
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Figure 5.3: Experimental setup (simplified)
anonymise particular users’ data before storing it into the database and we perform
this in the Pre-processing and Analysis component shown in Figure 5.3.
To analyse how the cultural behaviour patterns differ amongst user groups, we
employ statistical t-tests. Student’s t-test can be used to compare two independent
samples with normal distributions and equal variances, in case of variance equality
assumption violation, Welch’s test [260] can be performed, however, requiring that
the data is normally distributed [269]. When having large datasets, the violation
of the normality assumption can be ignored [86]. For testing for normality, we
employed Shapiro-Wilk’s test recommended as a good choice in [240, 195, 276].
D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus test considering distribution’s skewness and kurtosis,
and called as “moment test” in [195] and implemented in Scipy.stats Python package
[215] referring to the test descriptions in [54, 55].
Next, the microblogging patterns found are used to classify users in their respec-
tive user groups including countries and cultural dimensions (regions) as defined in
[148]. We assess the classification performance using information retrieval metrics
such as accuracy, precision, recall, and f-measure [67] while considering the possible
biases of used data samples as explained in [220] , while assessing the recommen-
dation strategies. We compare the country prediction results with the geocoding
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information provided by Twitter. Additionally, we perform human assessment (see
appendix H.2).
Inter-rater Reliability. To assess the accuracy of the human and automatic
annotations, we employ Inter-rater reliability coefficients. Particularly, we consid-
ered Cohen Kappa [42], Fleiss’ Kappa [74] and the most recent and robust metric
Krippendorff α [140], which is applicable also for cases with missed data.
In 1960 Cohen introduced an inter-rater reliability measure to account for a
chance agreement which is not considered when using only percent agreement mea-
sure [42]. The Cohen Kappa is applicable to compute agreement between two raters
which each classify or annotate a set of items into mutually exclusive regions or cat-
egories [42]. Cohen’s Kappa values range from K=0 when the agreement is achieved
by chance to K=1 for perfect agreement. To decide on the agreement levels, an ar-
bitrary benchmark scale for Kappa values was developed by Landis and Koch [145].
They advised to interpret Kappa values in the range from .41 to .60 as moderate,
from .61 to .80 as substantial, and from .81 to 1.00 as almost perfect.
Fleiss’ Kappa extends the inter-rater reliability assessment to more than 2 anno-
tators and can be applied to the categorical data [74]. It is calculated as a degree of
agreement achieved above chance divided by the degree of agreement which can be
achieved by chance [74]. Fleiss’ benchmark for Kappa values defines Kappa values
below of .40 as poor agreement level, between .40 and .75 as adequate, and above
.75 as excellent [73].
To account for Fleiss’ and Cohen Kappa limitations while dealing with missed
values, being robust on small sample sizes, any number of observers and any mea-
surement data types, Krippendorff proposed his α coefficient [140, 141]. He argues
that averaging all categories can obscure “unreliable categories” [140]. Krippendorff
α takes into account fraction of observed to expected disagreement [140]. He suggests
using α >= .80 threshold for good reliability, otherwise α >= .67 can be considered
of acceptable quality [140]. Due to its underlying assumptions and paradoxes such
as low α when observing high agreement percentage in practice, Krippendorff’s α is
also criticised in [281]. We, however, employ Krippendorff’s α because of its robust-
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ness, applicability to more than three annotator cases, and working with the missed
data. We, however, compare α when possible (when two raters are considered, and
no missing data occurs) with Cohen and Fleiss Kappa coefficient results. Consider-
ing several metrics enable us to critically discuss attained agreement levels, which
benchmarks scales are arbitrary, debatable and thus requiring more attention when
interpreting results.
Evaluating Performance of Recommendation Strategies. The knowledge
on user locality and cultural context is further exploited in the recommender sys-
tem. The recommendation strategies are based on pre-filtering and user modeling
as described in [185] while considering user origins identified. For evaluating recom-
mendation strategies we employ metrics for assessing rating prediction error (such as
Root Mean Square Error described in [235]) and other metrics discussed in chapter
9.
Hull [117] described two-sample paired comparison tests usage in evaluating
information retrieval systems. He described paired t-test, the sign test, and the
Wilcoxon tests while referring to the significance testing for comparing performance
metrics. To compare performance metrics of different recommendation strategies,
we employ two-sample paired t-test when having relatively large datasets. Besides
normality assumption paired t-tests require continuos variables, independence of
observations and no outliers [232]. Our experimental setup allows us to satisfy the
underlying assumptions of the paired t-tests except normality. When having large
sample sizes, we can employ t-tests even with the not normal distributions as dis-
cussed in [86]. Hull [117] referred to t-test as generally more powerful and robust
to violations of its normality assumption. Having more than 200 users in our oﬄine
user tests, and 19 cases for the timeline tests, we performed paired t-tests and Welsh
t-tests respectively.
Overall, the experimental setup (Figure 5.3) includes general data-mining steps
such as exploration (data selection, filtering, pre-processing and analysis), model
creation and evaluation (using Testing Module), and application of the model for
classifying the users into their respective cultural profiles or recommending related
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contents or functionality. The prototype works with the classification and recom-
mendation models, which parameters are guided by the set of tests. The recom-
mendation process is envisioned to exploit the user origin predictive (classification)
model for extracting user context including information on user country of origin
and cultural dimension.
Selected Locations. For the users’ selection we adapted the process described
in chapter 6 “User Origin Prediction”. We selected five countries also included in
our top-10 countries in our sample dataset (Appendix F) and located at apexes or
close by as defined in the Lewis Model of cultures [148]. For instance, we selected
five countries, including Japan, Germany, the USA, Brazil and Spain, which we
associate with the cultural dimensions of Lewis’ model (Figure 6.1).
To find Twitter users belonging to the selected countries, we employed Twitter
Streaming API providing samples from public data streams. After data collection,
we selected users with a defined number of friends, followers, tweets and the location
field mentioned the corresponding country in their Twitter profiles. We also focused
on geographic locations to include large cities for the defined countries. In chapter
6 we further describe our data collection and the pre-processing process we employ
for Twitter features usage analysis based on the dataset “Features” 4.
Top Countries in Twitter. In chapter 8 “Privacy Settings Usage in Twit-
ter” and chapter 7 “Communication Preferences” we focus on the top most active
countries in Twitter. To select users, we listened to the Twitter sample stream
for a particular time period and saved user identifiers with the defined geographic
locations in their tweets. Since it is important to understand temporal patterns of
possible changes in user behaviour, a long-time study is further performed based
on the Twitter data for about half of year. This allowed us to compare how the
behaviour of particular users and user groups changes over time. Particularly, we
were able to follow changes to users’ privacy settings to find out user culture-specific
preferences towards protecting their Twitter profiles (chapter 8).
4All data sources are listed in Appendix D
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Twitter Access Details.
Number of Get Requests per Hour Authentication Required?
REST API
150 Unauthenticated
350 Authenticated
Search API
Search limitations are imposed on IP addresses.
Streaming API
– (*) Authenticated
Table 5.1: Sample access methods as defined in [246]
Twitter provides an Application Program Interface (API) to its services having
specific rate limitation outlined in the Table 5.1 and usage purposes. Represen-
tational State Transfer (REST) API could be used in web applications for posting
tweets and following other users and amongst other, online activities [246]. REST
API could be used in two modes, authenticated and unauthenticated, having differ-
ent rate limitations for retrieving information from Twitter. Tweeting and favouring
activities do not contribute to rate limitations. When hitting the REST limit, some
of the features would not be available for approximately one hour [246]. Search
API provides search functionality, which is also accessible via the web interface and
preferred for usage.
Streaming API is used for access to the real-time content of the Twitter sample
[246]. In accord with [250], there are three end-points to access Twitter samples in-
cluding “filter” providing access by defining particular users, geographic boundaries
and keywords, “sample” providing a random set of about 1% of all tweets, “firehose”
providing access to all public tweets and with special permission. A complete ac-
cess to Twitter data could be provided by Gnip 5. Streaming API does not impose
rate limitations on sample tweets provision. However, there is a limitation (*) for
developers, which should not create too many non-persistent connections using the
same account settings while debugging their code as suggested in [243].
5https://gnip.com/sources/twitter/
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Twitter API could be accessed with the help of developer libraries available for
the number of programming languages including quite popular web development
languages such as PHP, Python and Java [247]. Twitter API returns a text string
in the human-readable JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, which could also
be parsed in programs. However, Twitter rules state that it is forbidden to export
Twitter content into web service datastore or cloud-based web service solutions [244].
Also, Twitter content datasets could made available for download when provided
with user and tweet IDs [244].
Data Collection Methods. For collecting Users Dataset, we listened to Twitter
Sample Stream using Streaming API. This gave us a sampling of public tweets in real
time. We consume all the received tweets, store them for further analysis into the
MySQL database while performing anonymisation of usernames and descriptions
when applicable. Additionally, the streaming API’s filter follow option allows to
follow up to 5,000 users. This way, we were able to follow up to 20 thousand users
while employing four personal Twitter accounts. Twitter REST API was employed
to retrieve information from the particular user profiles. We, however, observed to
stay within Twitter-specific rate limitations to ensure access to Twitter data.
Overall, we collected four datasets outlined in Table D in Appendices. The first
dataset “Features” (referred in chapter chapter 6 “User Origin Prediction”) consists
of aggregated user profiles with statistics on Twitter-related features usage for users
tweeting from Brazil, Japan, USA, Spain and Germany in 2012. “Communication”
dataset (chapter 7 “Communication Preferences”) was collected in 2014 to study user
communication preferences. The “Privacy” dataset (chapter 8 “Privacy Settings
Usage in Twitter”) was created during half year of data collection in 2016 when
user profiles were visited on a daily basis to monitor privacy settings usage. The
“Recommender” dataset included IMDB movie ratings for building culture-ware
recommendation strategies and also oﬄine test results of the recommender system
(chapter 9 “Culture-aware Social Recommenders”).
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User Profiles and Features Selection. Big data available online can provide
web developers with user-generated content and past online user behaviour in a case
when user profiles are openly available for analysis. All these data also enable to
derive user opinions [172], geographic locations [13], topics of interest [272] amongst
other elements of interest for user profiling. Considering Twitter microblogs, openly
available user profiles enable web applications to gather the following information 6:
• Tweets’ content (derived from status messages);
• User activities such as sharing of hashtags and URLs;
• Precise Geographic location and free-form location information (when shared);
• Time of postings;
• Used device and application information;
• Metadata on time zone (*);
• Preferred language (*);
• Social contacts network (friends and followers);
• User name (*) and description (*)
User microblogging activities and thus one preferences can be mined via analysis
of the usage of Twitter-specific features, which in this project also comprise a user
profile attributes (their selection justification is presented in chapter 6 “User Origin
Prediction”), such as follows:
• Hashtags to analyse how often users share hashtags and organise their content
(derived from status messages);
• URLs to analyse links sharing behaviour;
• Languages to analyse foreign language usage;
6This is not an extensive list of the all available information, more meta-data elements are
available with a user profile and published tweets. Some data herein marked with asterisk *, is
also available while accessing the protected profiles as for April 2018 tested using Tweepy python
library version 3.3.0.
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• Geo-location to analyse users mobility;
• Time of posting, days of week;
• Friends;
• Followers;
• User mentions;
• Replies to other users;
• Retweets of other posts.
Classification into Countries of Origin. To approach selection of a machine
learning algorithm, we follow the process depicted in Figure 5.4 and explained in
[64]. Having a well-defined categorical target variable of country or culture group,
we selected a supervised learning approach. To classify users into their respective
groups, Decision Trees DT technique is employed taking in user profiles for gener-
ating training and testing datasets. In our preliminary tests shown in Figure C.1
(appendices), DT showed the best accuracy and good computation time when pre-
dicting user country groups when using the count-based features ( chapter 6 “User
Origin Prediction”) such as a number of hashtags or user mentions’ shared. When
dealing with protected user profiles (privacy settings analysis in chapter 8 “Pri-
vacy Settings Usage in Twitter”) or increasing the number of countries predicted
(communication analysis in chapter 7 “Communication Preferences”), we assessed
text-based classification approaches using features such as tweets’ content and free-
text location field.
Culture-aware Recommendations. The previous research works suggested
that users from different regions have their preferences towards technology usage.
Microblogs usage differences are discussed in [193], and communication flows be-
tween countries is analysed in [79] suggesting to exploit knowledge on user cultural
traits for building recommendation systems. The exploitation of the cultural-specific
user traits for building culture-aware software applications might provide advantages
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Figure 5.4: Selecting machine learning approach
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when the user requires relevant content or functionality, which relate to one’s own
country or region. In this respect, we aim to exploit knowledge on user cultural
user origins such as extracted out of user microblogs for building up culture-aware
recommendation strategies. Possible practical applications include friend and Twit-
ter content. We experiment with movie recommendations using movie rankings
extracted out of Twitter messages similarly to [60]. Additionally, we assign inferred
country locations and respective cultural regions. In chapter 9, we realise several
recommendation strategies considering the inferred localities and using regression
models for predicting movie ratings.
5.4 Discussion
On the question on ground truth, how do we define the user origin and ground truth
data while training our country predicting models? We exploit country locations
for geographically tagged tweets as ground truth labels. This is the class parameter
exploited by the supervised learning algorithm, which is trained to label users into
their countries of origin automatically. In respect of sociological studies, we define
cultural origins of users as their nationalities. There are two major assumptions
which have consequences on how we deal with them.
Our first assumption is that users tweeting from a particular country location
are its nationals. I agree that that might be not true for some of the individual
users, which includes travelers and immigrants microblogging from countries which
are not their origins. One suggestion would be to manually label7 a random sample
and find out the fraction of users tweeting from their countries of origin. Another
way would be an automatic inference when having more data from several social
networks. For instance, we might consider a Facebook graph and get user origins
from there. However, in the case of social networking data, how could we ensure that
the user data available there is correct? Would this approach be prudent to define a
user country of origin as coming for example from The Netherlands, both provided
7In chapter 9 “Culture-aware Social Recommenders” on page 184 we describe our human as-
sessment process (see Table H.4 for results) using a small sample of users shared their geographic
locations in Twitter meta-data.
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in Twitter and Facebook? In my case, for instance, I would have NL locality in
Twitter, and, my Facebook location is also The Netherlands having some Dutch
connections as well. In fact, social networking data can be misleading and, even
wrong. Even with human assessors, we could not be completely sure that the data
is indeed the gold standard ground truth. This is why I would not suggest using
these two approaches for evaluating our ground truth dataset.
However, to a certain extent, we can address the limitations of ground truth
data collected from Twitter microblogs with geographically tagged tweets. For in-
stance, in chapter chapter 7 “Communication Preferences” we established a rule
to consider only tweets with their author languages matching with the top lan-
guages used in their country locations provided by Twitter 8. Would be a model
trained on geographically tagged dataset generalised to other instances without ge-
ographic locations attached? The generalisability of training on geographically en-
abled tweets was discussed by Han with co-authors in [100] showing that inclusion
of non-geographically enabled tweets could even further improve the performance.
A further assumption could be, that when we think about the big data we are
dealing with, we might reason that the majority of users microblogging from a
particular country is indeed its nationals. This is my personal preference. This
way we still do not have the highest standard ground truth, but we consider that
our assumption would result in some classification error, which we do not disregard
but further address. While increasing the number of users, we try to minimise the
effect of the incorporated error. Related online user studies when found would be
particularly useful. However, in the absence of such data to get some confidence in
our estimations, a human assessment 9 on a small sample of users having geo-tagged
content can be performed.
To recap, we do not have gold standard ground truth since we cannot guarantee
that social networking data is truthful and reliable as such. Undoubtedly, not all our
users originate from countries they tweet. However, big data could bring us closer to
the truth, not golden standard, but an approximation based on the law of averages.
8As we further observed in Table 7.2 this rule helped to achieve a better performance for almost
all feature combinations analysed
9Please refer to chapter 9 (page 184) and Appendix H.2
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One of the relevant findings by Alex with co-authors [13] reports that almost 70% of
tweet locations are within 99 km distance from the locations defined in the free-text
location fields in the Twitter profile, and only 14% of the distances are greater than
999 km. To evaluate the success of the country or culture level classification models
trained on a less than optimal quality but big data, I would suggest using a test
set consisting of control groups’ instances in which several assessors agree on user
origins. In this case, we might employ solutions such as Amazon Mechanical Turk
and individual human assessors.
5.5 Conclusion
Above, we described our research methodology to uncover and employ culture-
specific microblogging behaviour patterns in Twitter. We proposed to exploit data
mining techniques and statistical analysis to model and compare microblogging be-
haviour for persons from defined geographic regions. We use Twitter API to extract
Twitter-specific features, which we pre-process and anonymise to create user pro-
files while protecting user privacy. The aggregated user profiles we further used to
classify users into their respective country and culture groups (chapter 6) in order to
further analyse user communication preferences (chapter 7), privacy requirements
(chapter 8) and culture-aware recommendation scenarios (chapter 9).
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User Origin Prediction
“The communications and information revolution is a dream come true
for data-oriented cultures.”
- R.Lewis, When cultures collide [148]
This chapter is based on my publication “A User Modeling Oriented Analysis
of Cultural Backgrounds in Microblogging” [119] (best paper award), presented at
ASE Social Informatics in Washington D.C. in 2012. Next, I further extend the
publication’s contents with new details on data analysis and results.
Adaptive applications rely on the knowledge of their users, with their needs
and differences. For instance, the training processes can be adapted to user origins
using information on their cultural background. Our goal is to gather culture-
specific information from publicly available microblogging content. For this, we
analyse culture-specific microblogging behaviour patterns. We monitor the usage
of Twitter-specific elements including hashtags, web links and user mentions. We
analyse how users from different cultural groups employ these elements when they
tweet. On the analysed user groups from different regions, we identify distinctive
microblogging patterns. Our findings reveal a culture-specific user behaviour on
Twitter which we explain regarding previous sociological research. Since our results
enable us to distinguish between different cultural origins of user groups; we pro-
pose a culture-oriented user modeling approach which enables us to capture user
microblogging behaviour patterns. User microblogging behaviour provides an out-
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look into user preferences towards sharing content with others, time preferences and
social networking attitudes.
6.1 Introduction
Adaptive applications such as e-learning environments benefit from the knowledge
of the cultural backgrounds of users. For instance, e-learning applications aiming to
work with students from different cultural backgrounds benefit from a representa-
tion of culture-related aspects of the users. One of the case-studies of the ImReal1
project involves learning how to effectively communicate with people from other cul-
tural backgrounds. In this case, culture-oriented user modeling could take place by
considering cultural aspects of users and using them in adapting the application be-
haviour according to the user needs. However, cultural-oriented user modeling is not
a trivial task, since it requires an in-depth understanding of user characteristics in
relation to the concept of culture including nationality, religious and political views,
education level, country of living and other residence locations which influence the
real-life user experience [197].
As result of user modeling, user profiles representing user characteristics are cre-
ated and used to adapt applications to user needs. In case user-related information
cannot be retrieved directly from the user or is not available, adaptive applica-
tions might exploit user data derived from external sources like social networks and
microblogs. For instance, Twitter content can be used to create user profiles de-
scribing user interests [2]. Twitter profile data can provide information on a user’s
geographic locations and use of languages. Related data may also be extracted from
microblogging content published by the user.
User preferences according to user’s location can be extracted from microblog-
ging content and this information stored in the user profiles. However, would it also
be possible to derive culture-specific behavioural traits based on user microblogging
activities? Can we ascertain culture-oriented behavioural patterns of user behaviour
on microblogs? Does the information derived from Twitter allow us to differenti-
1http://www.imreal-project.eu/
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ate users belonging to different cultural groups? These questions motivated us to
investigate how to mine cultural patterns of user behaviour on Twitter.
For this, we analyse microblogging behavioural patterns and relate our findings
with sociology research on cross-cultural communication [148]. We assume that
communication differences could be reflected in the way people blog. For this, we
create stereotypical cultural background models reflecting their behavioural patterns
on Twitter, based on a set of users with defined geographic locations.
These stereotypical models allow us to get insights on user microblogging be-
haviour and its differences among cultural groups. Our main contributions discussed
in this chapter include the following:
• An analysis of user behaviour on Twitter for five user groups of different cul-
tural origin.
• Culture-specific microblogging patterns as explained by culture-related char-
acteristics from sociology research by Lewis [148].
• A Culture-oriented User Modeling approach based on user behaviour in mi-
croblogs and its experimental assessment.
Next, we briefly outline the scope of the study and related work. Then, we de-
scribe our research methodology and the experimental setup for our culture-oriented
user modeling experiments. This is followed by an analysis of Twitter features us-
age for selected countries and user groups, and report on the quality of the created
models, which is based on experiments predicting users cultural origins. We con-
clude with our main findings on user behaviour for the five cultural groups and
provide insights into further user modeling research directions considering cultural
behavioural patterns.
6.2 Research Methodology
First, we outline our conceptual framework for culture-oriented user modeling, which
is based on the Lewis Model of Cultures (Figure 6.1). Then, we formulate research
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Figure 6.1: Lewis Model of Cultures 2 (simplified and adopted from [148])
questions in relation to findings from previous research, and we describe the exper-
imental setup and dataset used.
6.2.1 Conceptual Framework and Approach
In [148] Lewis analyses the cultural personality dimensions in relation to the country
of origin or nationality. For instance, the multi-active Hispanic users group includes
citizens from Argentina, Spain and Brazil, the linear-active group from Germany
and the USA. The reactive dimension reflects the group of citizens from countries
such as Vietnam and, to a lesser extent, Japan. Persons from the linear-active group
share some similarities amongst each other such as a focus on planning activities,
factual information, and respect towards authorities. The reactive group can be
associated with polite behaviour and conflict avoidance. Multi-active persons gen-
erally tend to show their emotions and multi-task. Citizens from other countries are
placed between these extreme groups and each person can be described in terms of
reactivity, linear-activity and multi-activity traits [148].
The Lewis model of Culture is represented in the form of a triangle with corner
points depicting the cultural dimensions mentioned above, as shown in Figure 6.1 (a).
These cultural dimensions reflect differences in the way people with different cultural
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backgrounds communicate [148]. In our experiments, as shown in Figure 6.1 (b), we
selected users from Germany and Brazil located in the apexes of the Lewis model
of Cultures and representing linear-active and multi-active user groups respectively
[119]. The USA and Spain were added to the respective user groups even though
these countries are not located directly at the apexes of the triangle. This allows to
analyse the behaviour of the aforementioned user groups and how their behaviour
differs in respect of the Lewis research findings. We selected Japan for representing
a reactive user group even though it is not depicted in an apex of the Lewis model,
since it is listed as one of the top most active countries on Twitter as reported
by Semiocast [218]. This is why we selected Twitter users from Germany and the
USA for representing the linear-active group, users from Japan for representing
the reactive group, and users from Brazil and Spain for representing the multi-
active group, as shown in Figure 6.1 [119]. The inclusion of five countries enabled
a comparison of the user groups originating from these countries. User groups from
countries belonging to the same cultural profile, corresponding to the Lewis model,
are further aggregated for comparison. We believe that this approach can be used for
further modeling user profiles of users from different countries into the three cultural
profiles according to the Lewis model. This could be advantageous for applications
targeting cultural differences 3.
To acquire knowledge on user traits related to the cultural background of a user,
we propose to mine them from microblogging activities of the user. Based on the
analysis of microblogging behavioural patterns, culture-oriented user modeling can
be performed. In result, user profiles with information on culture-specific user traits
and preferences can be created and used in the adaptation process as shown in
Figure 6.2.
3As we will further find out in chapter 9, cultural-group based pre-filtering can help in improv-
ing recommendation performance in cold-start recommendation situation when no previous user
history logs yet available
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Figure 6.2: Culture-aware adaptation with automatic inference of user locations
6.2.2 Research Questions
Richard Lewis in his sociological study [148, 149] describes culture-specific behaviour
patterns in interpersonal communication. We base our investigation on the idea that
personality traits as defined by Lewis [148] are also reflected in the way how people
blog on Twitter. The previous works [211, 254] inform us about cultural differences
in music listening patterns derived from Twitter posts, usage of Facebook features
and time spent differ respectively across countries. Similarly, we seek to find culture-
specific styles of using Twitter features such as user preferences of sharing hash-tags
or replying to others.
Sharing Content. Huang with co-authors [114] stated that hashtags could be
used not only for conversational purpose, but also for organising content, in which
case the hashtag standard deviation time is higher than the standard deviation
time of hashtags used in conversations. Also, in [78] we read, that users from less
individualistic societies might refrain from using hashtags since they do not like their
tweets to appear in trending topics. Poblete with co-authors [193] stated that the
USA is the first country in their list, leading in Uniform resource locator (URL)
sharing. We assume that this can be explained by the linear-activity characteristics
of these users. In his work [148] Lewis wrote that linear-active persons are “data-
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oriented” and prefer to work with factual information, while reactive users are more
“dialogue-oriented”. This is why we consider hashtags and URLs for comparing
linear-active users with others.
Foreign Languages Usage. In one of the related microblogging research [193]
authors found that the English language is the most popular language on their
dataset, created from Twitter content and accounts for more then half of the tweets
published by users in the ten countries analysed.
Taking into account the widespread usage of the English language on Twitter
and the challenges regarding automatic language detection as stated in [193], we
investigate how the number of detected languages differs between the analysed user
groups. We are interested in comparing foreign language usage of multi-active and
reactive persons, which in accord to Lewis model [148] are both people-oriented,
while multi-active persons are more extroverted and loquacious.
We used langdetect tool which is the language detection library for Java [222]
available at Google Code. Lui and Baldwin [154] reported that langdetect is imple-
mented as a Naive Bayes classifier trained on the Wikipedia data and quite robust
for short documents such as Twitter microblogs with the accuracy of 93% when
evaluated on 9659 Twitter messages posted in six European languages. Fujii et
al. [76] evaluated langdetect with tweets published by 109 bloggers overall using
15 languages (majority also exploited European languages, except of two Japanese
and one Afrikaans language detected) and reported language detection precision of
97% and recall of 80% when automatically identifying languages with the highest
probability.
Tweeting Mobility. Since tweeting mobility is also interesting to investigate
as mentioned in [193], we analyse how users from different countries use Twitter
while traveling. Since linear-active persons can be very conscious about effectively
allocating their time [148], we assume that linear-active persons might use Twitter
on their travels. We, therefore, compare their tweeting behaviour with reactive
persons.
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Posting Time. Tweeting time during weekends or weekdays was important
to relate with the reactive user, who generally has a different perception of time,
being very punctual and polite, as outlined in [148]. This is why we assume that
reactive persons might employ Twitter more on weekends compared to other persons,
particularly linear-active persons, since multi-active persons tend to do things “at
the same time”, as described in [148].
Referring to other Users. Since findings by Poblete et al. [193] show that
Japanese users mention other users the least, we investigate user mentions employed
by the analysed user groups. Also, Lewis [148] states that persons from Japan
generally employ fewer names than persons from Western countries.
Social Network Size and Conversations. We also consider conversation and
social network features for analysing user communication on Twitter. Boyd with co-
authors [26] stated that retweets could be used to give credit to other bloggers or even
self-promotion. A study by Poblete with co-authors [193] shows that Japanese users
retweet the least. We investigate the retweet frequency of the analysed user groups
and compare the results with the previous research by [193]. Besides, since multi-
active and reactive persons are people-oriented as stated in [148], we compare these
two user groups. Since reactive cultures value silence and more in-depth content
[148], we assume that reactive persons might refrain from retweets in opposite to
multi-active users. This is why we hypothesise that reactive users might reply more
since they are indicated as being very good listeners in [148].
In a nutshell, our main research goal (addressed in this chapter) consists in
analysing Twitter microblogging behaviour for users from different cultural groups
as defined in the Lewis model. We study how users from linear-active countries (Ger-
many and the USA), reactive countries (Japan) and multi-active countries (Spain
and Brazil) use Twitter, and investigate how Twitter behaviour differs between these
different cultural groups.
To address RQ1.1: Could we find differences in Twitter features usage for persons
micro-posting from different geographic regions (origins)? and RQ1.2: Could we ex-
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ploit these differences for predicting user origins on a country and geographic regions
levels? of the thesis Objective 1 (“Finding Cultural Cues Online”)4, we expand them
to get a more in-depth understanding of the Twitter features usage patterns and
their possible application for user origins detection. We focus on content-based,
activity-based and social network-based features. We explore the following research
questions referring to the usage of aforementioned Twitter features:
Content-based characteristics
• RQ1.1.1 (Hashtags usage): How does the usage of hashtags differ between
cultural groups?
• RQ1.1.2 (URLs): How often do users from different cultural groups share
URLs?
• RQ1.1.3 (Languages): How do users from different cultural groups make use
of foreign languages in their posts (as detected using automatic language de-
tection with LangDetect [222])?
Activity-based characteristics
• RQ1.1.4 (Mobility): To what extent do the different groups of users publish
tweets from different geographic locations?
• RQ1.1.5 (Weekends): How frequently do users post on weekends compared to
weekdays? Do these temporal Twitter traits differ between different cultural
groups?
Social Network-based characteristics
• RQ1.1.6 (Friends): How does the number of friends differ between the cultural
groups?
• RQ1.1.7 (Followers): Is there a relation between the number of followers that
a user has on Twitter and the cultural background of the user?
4see Methodology in chapter 5
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Conversation characteristics
• RQ1.1.8 (Mentions): How often do users from different cultural groups refer
to other users?
• RQ1.1.9 (Replies): How often do users from different cultural groups reply to
other users?
• RQ1.1.10 (Retweets): To what extent do users from different cultural groups
retweet?
The above research questions refer to different features which describe certain
aspects of the users’ behaviour on Twitter. In our analysis, we compare for which
features the cultural groups exhibit the most respectively, the least profound differ-
ences. Following the feature analysis, we model stereotype user profiles and perform
a series of experiments for predicting a user belonging to a specific stereotype profile.
This helps us to address RQ1.2 and investigate how well our model works for dif-
ferent cultural user stereotypes and how can we describe user activities on Twitter
in relation to the Lewis’ model. We aim to achieve a reasonably high prediction
accuracy while addressing the last empirical question of this chapter:
• RQ1.2.1: Could we achieve a CV accuracy above 90% while predicting user
countries and cultural regions?
6.2.3 Experimental Setup
To perform culture-oriented user modeling on Twitter, first of all, we identified
differences in microblogging behaviour of people from different countries. For this,
we selected Twitter users who indicated their location in Twitter profiles. It is
important to mention, however, that we do not profile users into gender and age
groups. We analyse instead all users with a country mention defined in their profile.
In [160], we read that cultural statistics on personality traits for 26 countries showed
similar personality levels for men and women. Additionally, age was profiled in a
similar way across countries. Therefore, we assume that users of different age and
gender groups can be combined to profile aggregate cultural groups.
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To find Twitter users belonging to the selected countries, we employed Twitter
Streaming API5 providing samples from public data streams. We selected users
having more than ten friends and tweets, and having less than 5000 followers. For all
selected users the location field mentioned the corresponding country. We also define
geographic locations to include large cities such as Berlin, Hamburg and Munich for
Germany, Tokyo, Yokohama and Osaka for Japan, New York, San Francisco and
Washington D.C. for the USA, Sa˜o Paulo and Rio de Janeiro for Brazil. For the
tweets collected for the defined user groups, we analyse the use of Twitter-specific
features.
Country Number of Users Posted
Users at least 100 Tweets
Japan 4885 2984
Spain 4906 3119
Brazil 4910 2935
USA 1714 1316
Germany 2823 1644
Table 6.1: Users tweeting from five country locations (their accounts were followed
from 2012-03-26 to 2012-06-01, the summary of “Features” dataset is in Table D.2)
We aimed to find behavioural patterns for these cultural user groups and explain
them in relation to the Lewis’ model of cultures. Overall, we performed the following
steps:
• STEP 1: For the defined culture groups Germany, Japan, Spain, Brazil and
the USA we selected a set of users tweeting from their respective geographic
locations6 (using longitude and latitude coordinates that define the place area).
• STEP 2: Using User Twitter Streams, for two months we collected tweets pub-
lished by the users selected in STEP 1. To get a solid understanding of users’
5https://dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis/streams/public
6https://dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis/parameters#locations
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behavioural characteristics on Twitter, we limited our dataset to users who
published at least 100 tweets (performed after data collection). Our threshold
of 100 tweets enabled us to aggregate user microblogging behaviour for 11998
users. This allowed us to analyse the user behaviour for more than 1000 of
users for each country (see Table 6.1). In addition, during the two months
crawling period, we analysed users mobility defined as tweeting from different
geographic locations. We identified the country name using the Geonames
API7 and Google Geocoding API8.
• STEP 3: After completing the crawling process, we summarised, based on 100
randomly selected tweets (this is an arbitrary number, and a further study
might clarify how many tweets would be required to build Twitter activity-
based user profiles) published by each user, the tweeting behaviour of each
user in a user profile including Twitter-specific characteristics such as the use
of hashtags, user mentions, and link sharing. On the user profiles created, we
analysed with descriptive statistics how the Twitter-specific behaviour differs
between culture groups. We employed t-tests for identifying which user groups
behave differently and the level of significance while addressing the thesis re-
search question RQ1.1 “Could we find differences in Twitter features usage for
persons micro-posting from different geographic regions (origins)?”.
• STEP 4: Next, we created classification tree models based on the features set
analysed on the previous step. For this, we used a set of user profiles created
in STEP 3. The classification experiments allowed us to assess the predictive
value of the analysed features. We used our set of features as a set of numeric
variables for building the decision tree classifiers.
• STEP 5: Finally, we evaluated the classification tree using a resubstitution
method and ten-fold cross-validation. This allowed us to assess the classi-
fication accuracy and quality of generated culture-aware user profiles while
addressing the thesis research question RQ1.2 “Could we exploit these differ-
7http://www.geonames.org/export/web-services.html
8https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/
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ences for predicting user origins on a country and geographic region level?”
6.3 Analysis of Behavioural Twitter Features
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of the country of tweets’
origin on the selected features describing Twitter usage statistics. The feature val-
ues were not distributed normally, in accord with Shapiro-Wilk test with the sig-
nificance of p < 0.05. However, the large sample size allowed us to proceed due
to the ANOVA’s robustness to the non-normality for the large sample sizes [68].
The assumption of the variances equality was violated in accord with Levene’s test
with the significance of p < 0.05 for all features analysed. We performed features
transformation to their square root. As the result of the transformation, the max-
imum to minimum variance ratios did not exceed 3 when considering the violation
of the variance inequality assumption discussed in [58]. Before performing features
transformation, we observed that features with the maximum to minimum variance
ratio exceeding 3 among the groups included languages (ratio of 7.3) and hashtags
(ratio of 3.8). An analysis of variance showed that effect of tweets’ country ori-
gin was significant for all features analysed with p < 0.01 as shown in Table A.1.
The results agreed with the Kruskal-Wallis H test results shown in Table A.2. The
Kruskal-Wallis test is rank-based non-parametric test, discussed in [37], showing a
significant difference of Twitter features usage among the country groups estimated
with 1% significance level (p < 0.01).
These user features were derived from the Twitter profile of the users from the
chosen country groups. Assuming that users from Japan belong to the reactive user
group, the USA and Germany belong to the linear-active user group, and Brazil
and Spain belong to the multi-active user group, we created user profiles based
on the data collected from the user content. For establishing our hypothesis, we
assumed that user behaviour on Twitter reflects the user’s cultural background. For
instance, tweeting time during weekends or weekdays was important to relate with
the reactive user, generally having a different perception of time as explained in
[148]. In addition, we also considered conversation and social network features for
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analysing user communication on Twitter.
Table 6.2 summarises average statistics on the analysed features and their rela-
tion with the research questions and hypothesis on a cultural dimension level (the
mean comparisons on country level shown in Table A.3 in the appendices). It re-
ports also two-sample Welchs t-test9 (t-values) for equal means assuming unequal
variances (variances equality tested based on the Levene’s test with significance of
p < 0.05) results. Table D.2 shows that all feature values were continuous (of ratio
levels, having a true zero when features were not present in the user profiles, for
instance, when user did not have followers, or did not share any hashtags yet; the
number of friends had, however, a minimum of 10 for all our users due to our exper-
imental setup requirement) and not normally distributed (based on Shapiro-Wilk
test with significance of p < 0.05).
6.3.1 Results of Features Analysis
For feature usage comparison, we created user profiles (using contents and meta-
data of the randomly selected 100 tweets) for each of our users assigned to their
respective country and culture groups as follows:
• For defining Hashtags, URLs and User Mentions usage, we calculate the num-
ber of respective elements shared by the user overall (we compute all occur-
rences of the element, which might be multiple per tweet);
• Foreign languages we define as the number of languages (detected automat-
ically) minus one (assuming that one language is the native language of the
user);
• Mobility is the number of countries (when available and defined with Twitter
meta-data) minus one (assuming that one country is in the user home location);
• Weekends denotes the number of tweets (out of 100 tweets) posted during the
weekends;
• Retweets, Replies is the number of retweeted messages and replies respectively;
9Using MATLAB two-sample t-test (ttest2 with ‘unequal’ option for ‘Vartype’ parameter)
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• Followers and Friends is the number of respective connections in the user
network.
Next, we use the user profiles with defined feature values to compare their usage
statistics across the user groups.
For this, we performed 2-sample Welchs t-test 10 assuming non-equal variances.
Table 6.2 shows Hypothesis and t-test results for the feature categories comprising
the Content-, Activity-, Social Network- and Conversation-based categories. The
results provide t statistic values, df values for associated degrees-of-freedom, values
µ1 and µ2 representing mean values (for each of our country/culture groups, we
defined a mean value as a sum of feature values, defined in the user profiles for all
users, divided by the count of users in the group) for the compared user groups on
the culture-level. On the country-level, t-test results are shown in Figure A.3, where
countries are denoted by their two-letter ISO 3166-1 country codes.
RQ1.1.1: Hashtags Usage. T-test results show that mean values for linear-
active user groups are significantly higher than means of users from other groups.
This supports our hypothesis H1(a) that, on average, linear-active users use hashtags
the most compared to other user groups.
User Group Germany has a higher mean of hashtags usage compared with the
USA user group (µ1 = 34.4, µ2 = 28.7, p < 0.001). It is important to mention
that the means of hashtag usage are close for the user groups of the USA and Spain
(µ1 = 28.7, µ2 = 29.6, p > 0.05), sharing more hashtags compared with users
from the USA. Our experiments support the hypothesis H1(b) stating that reactive
users use the least of hashtags compared to other user groups. The results of t-tests
support the acceptance of the hypothesis, that users from Japan employ hashtags the
least, on average at the very high significance level (µ1 = 7.6, µ2 = 25.6, p < 0.001).
The country-level tests reveal that the user group from Japan shares fewer hashtags
compared to the other four countries, on average.
10using ttest2 in Matlab package
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Research Questions and Hypothesis t df µ1 µ2 Result
Content-based: Hashtags, URLs, Languages Detected (RQ1.1.1 to R1.1.Q3)
H1(a) Linear-active users share Hashtags more than
Multi-Active and Reactive users
21.8 4188.3 31.9 17.4 µ1 > µ2
H1(b) Reactive users share Hashtags less than
Linear-Active and Multi-Active users
-41.6 10379 7.6 25.6 µ1 < µ2
H2(a) Linear-active users share URLs more than
Multi-Active and Reactive users
14.4 5109 39.6 31.6 µ1 > µ2
H2(b) Reactive users share URLs less than Linear-
Active and Multi-Active users
-3.7 6471.4 32.1 34.0 µ1 < µ2
H3(a) Multi-active users employ the more foreign
languages than Linear-Active and Reactive users
51.4 11145 1.1 0.4 µ1 > µ2
H3(b) Reactive users employ less of foreign lan-
guages than Linear-Active and Multi-Active users
-9.8 6044.7 0.16 0.8 µ1 < µ2
Activity-based features: Mobility and Weekends (RQ1.1.4 to RQ1.1.5)
H4(a) Reactive users tweet less from different loca-
tions than Linear-Active and Multi-Active users
-30.3 5791.3 0.6 0.9 µ1 < µ2
H4(b) Linear-active users tweet more from diff. lo-
cations than than Reactive and Multi-Active users
15.4 4703.3 0.9 0.8 µ1 > µ2
H5(a) Reactive users tweet more on weekends than
Linear-Active and Multi-Active users
22.2 6109.4 28.6 24.3 µ1 > µ2
H5(b) Linear-active users tweet more during week-
days than Reactive and Multi-Active users
-6.1 5395.3 24.5 25.7 µ1 < µ2
Social Network-based features: Friends and Followers (RQ1.1.6 to RQ1.1.7)
H6(a) Multi-active users have greater number of
friends than Linear-Active and Reactive users
-6.1 12315 310.2 355.2 µ1 < µ2
H6(b) Linear-active users have smaller number of
friends than Reactive and Multi-Active users
6.2 4836.1 375.1 319.6 µ1 > µ2
H7(a) Multi-active users have greater number of
followers than Linear-Active and Reactive users
-6.4 12853 315.1 376.8 µ1 < µ2
H7(b) Linear-active users have smaller number of
followers than Reactive and Multi-Active users
9.7 4234.6 442.7 316.2 µ1 > µ2
Conversation-based: User Mentions, Replies and Retweets (RQ1.1.8 to RQ1.1.10)
H8(a) Reactive users mention other users less than
Linear-Active and Multi-Active users
-40.3 8052.8 46.5 71.0 µ1 < µ2
H8(b) Multi-active users mention other users more
than Linear-Active and Reactive users
22.6 13037 71.6 57.5 µ1 > µ2
H9(a) Reactive users have the use more replies than
Linear-Active and Multi-Active users
3.6 5456.8 27.2 25.8 µ1 > µ2
H9(b) Multi-active users use less replies than
Linear-Active and Reactive users
-7.5 12837 24.9 27.4 µ1 < µ2
H10(a) Reactive users retweet less than Linear-
Active and Multi-Active users
-37.8 7889.5 8.2 17.7 µ1 < µ2
H10(b) Multi-active users retweet more than Linear-
Active and Reactive users
30.2 12802 18.9 11.4 µ1 > µ2
Table 6.2: Research questions and hypothesis test results for comparing cultural
user groups (with significance level p < 0.001, df is degrees of freedom, µ1 is mean
value of the compared group, µ2 is mean value of the rest of users, which could be
seen as an average for testing our null hypothesis). Therefore, our tests specify that
the feature statistics is either greater then or less then the value specified by µ2
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RQ1.1.2: URLs Usage. The results of the tests support the hypothesis H2(a).
Linear-active users use URLs the most compared to other user groups. Country-level
statistics reveal that users from the USA (µ1 = 42.5) employ more URLs compared
to users from Germany (µ2 = 37.5, p < 0.001), on average.
Our tests support hypothesis H2(b) stating that reactive users from Japan share
the least of URLs (µ1 = 32.1), on average. However, country-level statistics for users
from Spain (multi-active) indicate that they share less URLs compared to users from
Japan (reactive) (µ1 = 30.8, µ2 = 32.1, p < 0.05). Tests show a similar hashtag
usage for Japan and Brazil users (µ1 = 32.1, µ2 = 32.1, p > 0.05).
RQ1.1.3: Foreign Languages. The hypothesis H3(a) is supported by our exper-
iments, indicating that multi-active users employ the most of foreign languages auto-
matically detected from the user-generated content compared to other user groups.
The hypothesis H3(b) is also supported since our experiments show that reactive
users from Japan employ the least of foreign languages in their tweets (µ = 0.16)
compared to other users. On the country-level, Japanese users employ less foreign
languages followed by the USA, Germany, Spain and Brazil. Users from Brazil
employ the most of foreign languages.
RQ1.1.4: Mobility. The hypothesis H4(a) can be accepted, since our statis-
tic shows reactive users on average tweet less from different geographic locations
compared to other user groups (µ1 = 0.6).
The hypothesis H4(b) can also be supported, since linear-active users (USA: µ1 =
0.9, Germany: µ2 = 1) tweet the most from different geographic locations, on
average. It is important to note that all other country-level user groups except
Brazil have smaller mean values for the mobility feature compared to the linear-
active group. Brazil and USA user group means do not differ significantly in our
tests (µ1 = 0.9, µ2 = 0.9, p > 0.05).
RQ1.1.5: Weekends. Statistics of the tweets fraction published on weekends
demonstrate that the hypothesisH5(a) is supported at the very high significance level.
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Reactive users from Japan have a larger amount of tweets on weekends (µ1 = 28.6)
compared to other user groups, on average.
Our tests indicate that the hypothesis H5(b) can also be accepted since linear-
active users have a smaller fraction of tweets on weekends compared to other users on
average. The same trend holds on country-level statistic indicating that users from
Germany (µ1 = 25.3) and the USA (µ2 = 23.5) tweet less on weekends than others
on average. Interestingly, mean values for Spain and Brazil (µ1 = 24.0, µ2 = 24.3,
p > 0.05), and mean values for Spain and the USA (µ1 = 24.0, µ2 = 23.5, p > 0.05)
do not differ significantly, which indicates a similar attitude of tweeting on weekends.
Brazil and the USA users tweet less than German users on weekends.
RQ1.1.6: Friends. The hypothesis H6(a) could not be supported since the
multi-active users have a smaller number of friends compared to other user groups,
on average. Moreover, the tests also do not support the hypothesisH6(b), since linear-
active users (USA: µ1 = 400.5, Germany: µ2 = 356.2) mostly have greater means
of the number of friends compared with other user groups. On the country-level,
means for the groups of Spain and Japan (µ1 = 335.4, µ2 = 337.5, p > 0.05), Spain
and Germany (µ1 = 335.4, µ2 = 356.2, p > 0.05), Japan and Germany (µ1 = 337.5,
µ2 = 356.2, p > 0.05) do not differ significantly.
RQ1.1.7: Followers. Similarly, the hypothesis H7(a) and H7(b) cannot be sup-
ported, since the multi-active users have a smaller number of followers compared to
other user groups, while linear-active users have greater number of followers com-
pared with other user groups, on average. On the country-level, users from Spain and
Japan (µ1 = 296.4, µ2 = 318.3, p > 0.05), users from Brazil and Japan (µ1 = 335.8,
µ2 = 318.3, p > 0.05) do not differ significantly in the number of followers they have
on average.
RQ1.1.8: User Mentions. The hypothesis H8(a) can be supported, since reac-
tive users from Japan indeed mention other users the least, on average, compared to
other user groups on the cultural-group and country-group levels. The hypothesis
H8(b) can be supported, since multi-active users have greater means for user mentions
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compared to other users, on average. On the country-level, however, German users
mention other users more than users from Brazil (µ1 = 65.8, µ2 = 57.9, p < 0.001).
RQ1.1.9: Replies. The hypothesis H9(a), stating that reactive users from Japan
should have more replies on average compared to other cultural user groups, can
be accepted at the very high significance level. On the country-level, users from
Japan (µ = 27.2) behave similarly to users from Spain (µ = 27.5) and the USA
(µ = 26.2). The hypothesis H9(b) can also be accepted since the average number
of replies from the multi-active users is lower compared to other users. On the
country-level, however, users from Spain replied more on average compared to users
from the USA (µ1 = 27.5, µ2 = 26.2, p < 0.05). Statistics show that users from the
USA reply less actively compared to other users, except Brazil (µ = 22.0).
RQ1.1.10: Retweets. The hypothesis H10(a) can be accepted at the very high
significance level. Reactive users from Japan have a smaller number of retweets on
average compared with other user groups on the culture-group and country-group
levels. The hypothesis H10(b) is also supported in our experiments, showing that
multi-active users retweet the most compared to other users in our dataset. On
the country-level, however, Brazilian users (µ = 14.3), belonging to the multi-active
culture group, retweet less (not significantly) compared to users from the USA and
Germany (µ1 = 15.0, µ2 = 14.9), which are linear-active. Overall, users from
Brazil, Germany, and the USA exploited the retweeting functionality in a similar
way. Spanish users retweeted the most (µ = 23.2) compared to other users groups.
Overall, for all our tests on the culture-level shown in Table 6.2, the calculated
p statistic was less than 0.001, indicating very highly significant differences between
user groups on the culture-level. This corresponds to the chance of 99.9% that mean
values significantly differ. Country-level tests indicate that mean values of features
for country groups differ significantly in the majority of cases. Country groups of
Spain and the USA, Brazil, and Japan have comparable means of hashtags and URLs
usage. Spain and Brazil, Spain and the USA user groups have similar mean values
of a number of tweets published during weekends. Spain and Japan user groups
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have comparable values of mean values for number of friends and followers. Spain
and Germany, Japan and Germany have comparable means of a number of friends,
while Brazil and Japan have comparable means for a number of followers. Spain and
Japan, the USA and Japan have comparable means for a number of replies. Brazil
and the USA, Brazil and Japan, Japan and the USA employ retweets similarly.
6.3.2 User Group Mean Distances
The Multivariate ANalysis of VAriance (MANOVA) is performed to understand
whether there is a statistically significant difference between the variable means when
having a set of response variables [115]. The MANOVA’s necessity is discussed in
comparison to multiple ANOVAs in respect to the interdependence of the analysed
variables (their “redundancy”), when considering the relative importance of the
variables, and when guided by the study design [115].
(a) Country Groups (b) Cultural Groups
Figure 6.3: Country and cultural dimension clusters (MANOVA and canonical
variables computed in MATLAB)
Our research questions do not pertain to the usage of MANOVA analysis. How-
ever, we are interested to overview the separation between country groups when
considering the ten Twitter-based features. Based on the Multivariate Analysis of
Variance, we draw scatter plots showing clusters of user groups by countries and
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cultural user groups in Figures 6.3 (a) and (b) respectively. The scatter plots help
to visualise the differences between the user groups. Two canonical variables are
used to distinguish between user groups. They are calculated from the means of the
feature values analysed.
The first canonical c1 variable helps to separate clusters for the country-level
user groups of Spain, Japan, the USA and Brazil. As can be seen from Figure 6.3
(a), the clusters for the user groups Spain and Japan are separated vertically, while
user groups from the USA and Brazil are located on about the same level.
On the culture-level, c1 helps to separate reactive users group depicted in the
red cluster below from other two clusters, multi-active users and linear-active users.
This indicates that reactive users from Japan behave differently on Twitter when
considering the features set analysed.
Similarly, the canonical variable c2 helps to separate user group clusters on the
horizontal axis. On the country-level, c2 variable helps to distinguish clusters for
users from USA and Brazil on the horizontal axis. On the culture-group level,
c2 assists in separating multi-active users from the linear-active users. Figure 6.3
(b) demonstrate that the feature set enables a relatively good separation between
reactive and two other cultural user groups. It is noted, however, that the multi-
active and linear-active user group clusters overlap considerably.
Next, we calculate mean distances between user group means shown in Tables 6.4
and 6.5. As seen from Table 6.5 showing distances between each pair of group means
for the mix of the aforementioned features, the distance between linear-active groups
and multi-active group means (1.09) is much smaller than the distance between
multi-active and reactive groups (4.06). For instance, the distance between German
and Spain means is about 0.9, while the distance between the Spain and Japan is
about 4.65 as seen from Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Fraction of languages automatically detected in the tweets and Twit-
ter user profiles (considering the English language popularity in Twitter profiles
discussed in [237], we define here the most used language in the country of tweet
origins as the Native language, for instance, for tweets originating from Germany,
we define the German language as Native.)
Country-level
Test Features Resubstitution Error Nodes Cross-validation Error
1 LANG 0.22 6 0.22
3 DEF 0.17 51 0.42
5 DEF + LANG 0.02 680 0.06
Culture-level
Test Features Resubstitution Error Nodes Cross-validation Error
2 LANG 0.17 4 0.17
4 DEF 0.10 47 0.29
6 DEF + LANG 0.01 511 0.04
Table 6.3: Resubstitution (applying trained classifier for each data point in train
set) and cross-validation (unbiased estimate, applying trained classifier on separate
dataset 10 times) error rates for predicting user groups with decision tree classifica-
tion. Feature sets include the DEF - features analysed in the section 6.3, LANG
- language in the user profile, DEF + LANG - combination of previous two (fea-
ture frequency distributions and importance shown in Appendix C.3.1, confusion
matrices of these tests using Decision Trees and two other classifiers created using
Microsoft AZURE platform are shown in Appendices C.2 and C.3.2 respectively).
Japan Spain USA Brazil
Germany 3.51 0.90 1.7 1.20
Japan 4.65 2.19 3.17
Spain 2.23 1.12
USA 2.74
Table 6.4: Distances between country group means
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Reactive Multi-active
Linear-active 2.54 1.09
Reactive 4.06
Table 6.5: Distances between cultural group means
Interestingly, distances between both linear-active groups (the distance of 1.20
between Germany and Brazil, and 2.74 between the USA and Brazil) and Brazil
are larger than between the linear-active groups and Spain (the distance of 0.9 be-
tween Germany and Spain, and 2.23 between the USA and Spain). This coincides
with the Lewis model in that Spain is more close to the linear-active triangle cor-
ner than Brazil, considered the “extreme” multi-active country. Therefore, we can
conclude, that the linear-active and multi-active user groups are more similar in
their behaviour, while reactive users behave differently on Twitter in respect to the
analysed features.
6.3.3 Prediction Quality
To assess the quality of user profiling based on the analysed feature set, we created
six decision tree classification models 11. The first two models (1 and 2) were created
based on the language defined in the user profile. However, languages specified in
the Twitter user profile could be misleading. For instance, in our dataset, a large
fraction (about 40%) of users from Germany specified their preferred language as
“English”, as shown in Figure 6.4. This is why we also created classification models
(3 and 4) based on the selected features set while excluding languages defined in the
user profile. Models 5 and 6 were created by combining features set and languages
specified in the user profile.
The classification models enabled us to predict users belonging to a user group on
country-level or culture-level. The classification models were assessed by calculating
11The decision tree selection is justified in Appendix C.1
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resubstitution error rate and testing error rate. For cross-validation, we split our
sample into ten almost equally sized parts used for finding out the testing error
rate. Table 6.3 shows resubstitution errors, number of terminal nodes for pruned
trees, and cross-validation errors for aforementioned tests and feature sets defined.
As it can be seen from the table, when the profile information on languages is
not available, the DEF features set can be used to predict a user belonging to
cultural dimensions or one of the five countries, analysed with a relatively high cross-
validation error rate of 0.29 and 0.42, respectively. This indicates that the DEF
features set might be further extended with languages, other features when available
in the profile or tweets content of the user. The combination of the DEF and LANG
feature sets enables the lowest cross-validation error for culture-level and country-
level classifications. The cross-validation error for the feature set DEF + LANG
decreased by 73% and 77%, on country and cultural-levels respectively, compared to
the cross-validation error when employing only languages defined in the user profile.
We, therefore, concluded that we could exploit the analysed Twitter features for
predicting user origins on a country and geographic region levels (RQ1.2).
6.3.4 Interpretation of Results and Discussion
Cultural differences and Country-level Similarities. Based on descriptive
statistics and comparison of mean values of features for different cultural groups,
we found distinct differences between the reactive user group and other user groups.
Japanese belong to the reactive users group, and they share the least of hashtags
and user mentions. Japanese reply, however, more than other user groups, with
the exception of Germans. Japanese retweet less compared with other user groups.
This can be explained by their good listening skills and “high-context” orientation
as explained in [148]. Japanese users also tweet the least from different geographic
locations. Moreover, we detected the least of foreign languages in the content pub-
lished by reactive users compared to others. Japanese also tweet more on weekends
compared with other user groups.
Interestingly, even though we initially hypothesised that multi-active people as
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more people-oriented persons might have larger social networks of friends and fol-
lowers, tests showed that linear-active users from the USA and Germany have, on
average, more followers [119]. They also have more friends compared to other user
groups, except for users from Japan, for which they show a comparable mean value.
Linear-active users also generally share more URLs compared with other user groups.
Interestingly, German users belonging to the linear-active group have the greatest
mean for replies compared to other users. Overall, linear-active users share also
more hashtags compared with other groups but Spain. The means of hashtag usage
are similar for Spanish users and users from the USA.
Moreover, multi-active users have similarities with linear-active user groups and
are therefore difficult to separate. Considering the multi-active users group, Spanish
refer the most to other users (mentions usage) and are quite similar in their behaviour
with the USA group, while Brazilians share fewer links, and only refer more to other
users than Japanese. For multi-active users, we detected more foreign languages on
average compared with linear-active users. They also have a smaller number of
followers and friends compared to others.
Our findings agree with the study of [78] indicating that persons from Eastern
countries are less individualistic, refraining from the usage of hashtags. In [193],
users from South Korea and Japan have a smaller fraction of hashtags in their
tweets. Our experiments also correspond with findings of [193] in that Japanese
persons employ fewer user mentions than persons from Western countries. Our
findings reveal that Japanese users retweet the least, which corresponds with [193],
while they reply the most. This corresponds with [148] stating that reactive persons
are generally good listeners and prefer in-depth content.
Our findings also correspond with the study of Lewis [148] in that linear-active
Western persons are “data-oriented”. We found a similar pattern of URLs usage as
in [193] where users from the USA share the most URLs compared to others. In op-
posite, as explained in [148], multi-active and reactive persons are “people-oriented”.
Our experiments support this idea, since persons from Spain, Japan and Brazil share
less URLs compared to the “data-oriented” persons from the USA and Germany.
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Multi-active persons are described as loquacious in [148], in our experiments, Brazil
and Spanish users also employ the most foreign languages. To summarise, some of
the findings correspond with the previous studies by [193] and [148]. This indicates
that we found similar microblogging culture-specific behaviour patterns even though
working with different data-sets of Twitter users. It, therefore, appears that human
communication in social networks could be influenced by cultural differences, which
could be further explored in future studies to facilitate better user experience in
social or virtual environments.
Cluster Analysis. The cluster analysis showed that the distance between Spain
and Germany is smaller than the distance between clusters of Germany and the
USA. Also, linear-active users behave similarly to multi-active users when analysing
clusters formed from the multivariate analysis of their variances for the analysed
features. The user group from Germany is difficult to separate from the user groups
of the USA, Spain and Brazil. We explain it by possible cultural similarities between
these user groups and how they behave on Twitter. It is also reasonable to assume
that this could be explained by the peculiarity of our dataset or in relation with
the Lewis model. This is why we cannot confirm the strict relation with the Lewis’
model.
Moreover, Lewis [148] stated that Spanish people coming from different regions
might behave very similarly to linear-active people in the sense of productivity. The
geographic proximity also has a substantial impact on personality across cultures
[15]. This implies that there are more variables and relationships which might be
considered for creating cultural user models based on microblogs.
For instance, the features set can be further extended with topics derived from
the tweets content and user opinions mined in a process similar to works such as [172]
and [272]. Cross-cultural topics analysis in tweets can be considered as a direction
for future research.
In addition, the study by Gao with co-authors [78] informs us about different
fractions of positive posts for users of Sina Weibo and Twitter. This is why more fea-
tures, like for instance emoticons could be added to the classification model to reflect
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differences in expressing feelings and moods. Real-life communication differences be-
tween people of different cultures as explained by sociological models thus can be
further analysed in the context of microblogging behaviour and self-expression. A
possible research direction could be to investigate how we could mine affective states
from microblogs and how they reflect real-life communication patterns.
Localisation and Adaptation Assumptions. Nevertheless, microblogging
patterns on the country-level still can reveal users’ attitudes on how they use the
Twitter functionality. The insight that linear-active users from Germany and the
USA tend to share more URLs and hashtags, have a larger contact network might
suggest that the related microblogging functionality can be further enhanced for
these users. For instance, a reply button functionality could be more visible for
reactive users willing to participate in a more substantial dialogue, instead of pro-
viding a button for retweeting, which might be preferred by users from Brazil, Spain
and the USA.
Furthermore, the distance between clusters for linear-active and multi-active
users is about 1, while the distances between reactive and multi-active, between
reactive and linear-active user clusters is about 4 and 2.5 respectively. It seems
that the features analysis shows us that reactive users stay apart from the other
two groups. As it was suggested by Lewis in [148], marketing efforts should not
neglect reactive and multi-active persons, which worldwide are more than linear-
active persons. The design and functionality of social networking websites and other
applications can be tailored to the particular cultural user groups to reflect their
preferences. In this sense, our findings agree with [254] and [257] on localisation
benefits for social network services targeting users from different cultural origins.
Data Collection and Experimental Setup. It is important to note that our
study was based on the users sharing their geographic locations. We have restricted
our crawling process to the big cities in five selected countries. As it is advised
by [257], more in-depth research is needed to analyse more countries and social
networking services. We agree with this and in future work, we aim to extend our
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framework with more countries/users to allow analysis on a larger scale.
Our original dataset included on average more than 600 tweets per user. For
building individual user profiles, we considered however only 100 tweets, since oth-
erwise, we would only be able to model less than 300 users from the USA user group.
Therefore, following our assumption that classification performance increases given
more users, we selected 100 tweets as a starting point in our experiments based on
more than thousand users per country group. In further experiments we plan to ex-
tend our users dataset and investigate the number of users/tweets required to build
representative user profiles for modeling cultural origins. This would allow to better
understand how classification performance scales with number of users and tweets
included in the user profile. We believe that increasing the number of users would
enable better prediction outcomes in the classification experiments we performed.
Based on the previous findings in [160, 161] indicating the consistency of psycholog-
ical behaviour traits in different gender and age groups within national borders, we
do not distinguish between different social groups. However, further research might
confirm the reliability of this assumption while analysing user behaviour on Twitter
or other microblogging services across the cultures.
Moreover, our experiments on classifying user profiles showed that we could em-
ploy classification methods such as decision trees to classify users into particular user
groups on the culture and country levels. The analysed feature set extended with
the language defined in the Twitter profile of the user enables a low cross-validation
error rate. However, when language information is not available, the language can
be inferred automatically from user content. Alternatively, more features derived
from the user profile/content can be further analysed to improve quality of users
classification, which can be performed using other methods such as logistic regres-
sion or ensemble classifiers. In further work, we aim to implement and analyse other
classifiers in order to facilitate separation of users from linear-active and multi-active
countries. Such classification can be further exploited by adaptive applications when
knowledge on user cultural background is needed.
Nevertheless, whilst it is challenging to assess adaptation outcomes next to a
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statistical observation [197], user modeling efforts could be beneficial for improving
user experience. Previous studies have shown that users of adaptive applications can
benefit from adaptive functionality features. An empirical study by Strachan with
co-authors [234] has shown that simple user modeling introduced into a commercial
application influenced positively user perception of software capabilities. Forbes-
Riley and Litman [75] found a positive correlation between learning outcomes and
adaptability to a learner state of uncertainty in a dialog-based tutoring system
providing adapted feedback to learner answers.
6.4 Conclusions
In the foregoing, we analysed microblogging behaviour on Twitter for user groups
from Germany, USA, Spain, Brazil and Japan. We found that Japanese users behave
very differently from the rest of the user groups. In comparison, they tweet more
on weekends, reply more and share the least of hashtags and user mentions. In
contrast, users from the USA and Germany generally share more URLs and have
more friends compared with the other user groups. Users from Spain and Brazil
stay apart in a way that they have some similarities with the rest of groups but are
difficult to differentiate when using the analysed set of features. Multi-active users,
however, appear to employ more foreign languages than others.
We reflected on the results with the help of the sociological model by Lewis.
Whilst it was not possible to explicitly map cultural-related communication patterns
to microblogging behaviour on Twitter, some of the derived microblogging patterns
enabled us to distinguish between different cultural groups on Twitter. Based on
the found microblogging patterns, we proposed an approach of culture-oriented user
modeling that considers cultural/country differences of the users. The informa-
tion on user microblogging activities, preferences for information sharing and/or
dialogues can be further exploited for designing adaptable applications which suit
to user needs based on her cultural/country origins. In the following chapter, we
employ a similar approach for inferring user countries for further analysis of user
communication flows in Twitter. Since we aim at a larger set of countries, we
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might need to reconsider the feature set. For instance, we are interested to find out
whether user follower network might be used for finding out the user locality. The
understanding of personal communication preferences might be useful for creating
networking friend recommendations, or content recommendations tailored to user
locality-specific preferences.
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Communication Preferences
“Culture is communication and communication is culture. ”
- Edward Twitchell Hall [22]
This chapter is based on the publication “Cultural and Geolocation Aspects of
Communication in Twitter”, co-authored with N.K.Taylor and Y.Jing, and pre-
sented at the ASE Social Informatics conference at Harvard in December 2014.
Web applications exploit user information from social networks and online user
activities to facilitate interaction and create an enhanced user experience. Due to
privacy issues, however, it might be challenging to extract user data from a social
network, in particular, location data. For instance, information on user location
depends on users’ agreement to share own geographic data. Instead of directly
collecting personal user information, we aim to infer user preferences by detecting
behaviour patterns from publicly available microblogging content and users’ follow-
ers’ network. With statistical and machine-learning methods, we employ Twitter-
specific features to predict country origin of users on Twitter with an accuracy of
more than 90% for users from the most active countries. We further investigate
users’ interpersonal communication with their followers. Our findings reveal that
belonging to a particular cultural group is playing an important role in increasing
users responses to their friends. The knowledge on user cultural origins thus could
provide a differentiated state-of-the-art user experience in microblogs, for instance,
in a friend recommendation scenario.
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7.1 Introduction
Social networking sites such as Twitter microblogs allow users to communicate with
their online friends and share information in real time. Some web and mobile ap-
plications require information on user location and origin to provide users with
location-specific information, like recommending places of interest (Foursquare) and
restaurants (Opentable) in close proximity. A user profile containing user geographic
locations, on which recommendations can be provided may also impose possible pri-
vacy threats. This is why a majority of Twitter users avoid sharing their accurate
locations [104].
However, despite user efforts to hide or obscure their whereabouts, there are
methods to identify user origins based on content [100, 85, 40], social profile meta-
data [100, 103], and from other social networking sites, in which users’ data is gath-
ered [129]. Besides location-related cues, microblogging activity patterns can reveal
users from different origins, which could be used for indirectly inferring origins as
we discussed previously in chapter 6.
We do not aim at finding user locations on a city or state level, which is addressed
by Mahmud with co-authors [156]. Striving to preserve user privacy, we abstract
from mining accurate location-specific information. We limit ourselves to a country-
level or a “cultural group” comprising a group of countries. User similarities and
differences found in the profile metadata, contact networks, content and microblog-
ging behaviour can be employed as a proxy for finding user origins, whether they are
country or culture-related. In this chapter, we discuss our contributions to social
networking research as follows:
• Investigation into the predictive value of Twitter user-related and social-network
related features in experiments for predicting user origins.
• Analysis of user communication preferences in Twitter on the example of fol-
lowers’ responses to their friends.
In the following, we outline related work in the scope of Twitter location de-
tection, cultural aspects playing a role in adaptation and personalisation. Next, we
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describe our research methodology and experimental setup. Then, we summarise the
results in user origin and response prediction experiments. We also discuss benefits
and limitations of the proposed approach and possible areas of improvement. We
conclude with research findings, how our findings could be used in the development
of adaptive social web applications.
7.2 Background
There are several research domains investigating adaptation and personalisation
outcomes considering cultural backgrounds of users. In e-learning, Olaniran [180]
stated that the cultural context of a learner might impose requirements on tech-
nology usage, selection of media and the style of interaction between students and
instructors. The learning material presentation methods impact the performance
of students from different cultural groups [262]. To improve the experience of e-
learners, it is paramount to distinguish between different cultural preferences [180].
In a recommendation system context, Silva with co-authors [225] analyses rec-
ommendation prospects for urban planning in accord with user cultural similarities
on Foursquare and user preferences. Cultural behaviour differences in user activi-
ties on Twitter were investigated in [80], suggesting to exploit such differences for
building responsive communication applications. Other possible applications in-
clude friendship recommendations based on suggestions by the network [83] and
a community detection approach based on user interactions on Twitter [87]. Mi-
croblogging response prediction with focus on English-speaking users was studied in
[17], which analysed the importance of specific terms occurred in tweets, previous
response ratios and also number of user and follower links in the social network.
The importance of a social relationship between Twitter users on their responses
prediction was revealed in [210].
Overall, the above mentioned research points out cultural behaviour differences
between users online. It remains however unclear whether knowledge on the user
cultural background would help in improving recommendation performance, and
whether such recommendations would outperform country-specific recommenda-
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RQ2.1 Could we exploit user contact network, i.e., friends, for predicting user
cultural origins?
H2.1 The information on country location derived from user tweets’ metadata
and respective metadata of the followers is insufficient for providing cues
on user origins for the majority of users (≥ 75%).
RQ2.2 What microblogging features (user-related and friend-related) are the
most prominent in revealing user cultural traits in Twitter?
H2.2.1 A user’s contact network can assist in improving country prediction.
H2.2.2 User microblogging patterns can assist in further improving locality pre-
diction.
RQ2.3 Could we find communication preferences in respect to user cultural ori-
gin?
H2.3.1 User and follower’s country locations’ and language match are amongst
the most important prediction parameters for user responses.
H2.3.2 User’s influence is significant in predicting her follower responses.
Table 7.1: Research questions and hypothesis
(see all project-related objectives and questions on page 69)
tions. A further in-depth investigation into follower and friend relationships on
Twitter could shed light on location-specific cultural aspects playing a role in online
communication. For predicting user responses, we further evaluate the inclusion of
geographic and culture-specific aspects of the users involved. For this, we examined
the user and follower-related features enabling to identify user country and culture-
level origins, which we further exploited in a user response (reply or retweet cases)
prediction experiment.
7.3 Methodology
The main aim of this chapter is to analyse user communication in Twitter and to
get insights into friend-follower relationships to predict follower replies. It seems
reasonable to assume that user geographic locations, cultural origin, and language
might play a role in the follower interests reflected in reply or retweet messages.
We also analysed the relative importance of other Twitter-specific features. For
instance, a number of user followers and friends, which ratio is often explained as an
“Influence” on other users might help us to detect interesting users to follow. Also,
we assess user-related and follower-related features for predicting a user whereabouts
and the interest of the followers. We present our research questions and hypothesis
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Figure 7.1: Countries and assigned dimension codes
in Table 7.1. To create three main cultural groups, including MA, LA and RE, we
combine users from several countries. With human annotation, dimension codes
where assigned to the countries which were analysed, as seen in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.2: Top languages and geographic locations
7.3.1 Data Collection
Selected Users. Using the Twitter Streaming API, we collected a sample of of
4250109 tweets 1 published by 3198307 users in the period from 17th to 18th of
March 2014 by listening to the Public Twitter Sample Stream. Only about 2% out
of these tweets were provided with geographic locations. From this tweets sample,
we randomly selected 20,000 users with published tweets containing geographic lo-
cations as seen in Figure 7.2. The geographic information available in the tweets’
1Appendix F summarises the top ten countries with geotagged tweets from this sample
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metadata helped to reduce pre-processing time. To accurately determine a user’s ori-
gin, it was paramount to decrease as much of possible the number of users travelling
or residing in countries other than their country of origin. For this, we introduced
a parameter α, which equals one when the user language defined in the user profile
matches with the top first native language related to the user’s country and zero
otherwise. This requires a large number of users when training our classification
models for improving accuracy when identifying users and their respective origin.
User Profiling Features. For the selected users, we followed their tweets,
replies and retweets of their followers in the period from 18th to 25th of March 2014,
in total amounting to 2,853,719 tweets collected, out of which around 31% were
geographically tagged and provided with information on countries of origin. Using
these geo-tagged tweets, we created feature vectors representing summaries of the
selected user microblogging activities; these aggregated feature vectors were stored
in the table “Profiles” (summary in Table D.3). The “Profiles” table consists of
13289 pre-selected users (from the initially selected set of 20,000 users who tweeted
during the data collection time) defined as tweeting 2 from the top most active
countries in our sample dataset, namely the USA (US), Brazil (BR), Indonesia (ID),
Great Britain (GB), Turkey (TR), Japan (JP), France (FR), Spain (ES), Malaysia
(MY), Mexico (MX), Russia (RU), Canada (CA), Italy (IT) and where content
from followers was available (they got replies or retweets during the time of data
collection). We exploited the following features for detecting user country origin:
• LANGUAGE: user language from user’s Twitter profile.
• BEHAVIOUR: features set included features related to a single user’s activities
on Twitter:
1. Tagging: number of Hashtags divided by the sum of Hashtags and Uni-
form resource locators (URLs) occurring in user-generated content (in
our pilot test we found out that the combining Tagging and URLs shar-
ing activities into one measure leads to better results in our experimental
2sending Twitter messages
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setup); denotes the user’s preferences towards tagging and sharing con-
tent activities.
2. Languages: number of different languages detected from the user con-
tent3, normalised by division of the mean values of languages employed
by all users.
3. Weekends: number of tweets published on weekends divided by the
number of tweets published by the user; denotes frequency of posting
during weekends.
4. Replying: number of user replies divided by the total number of user
replies and retweets.
5. Mentions: defines user preferences for sharing information on other users
as compared to sharing Hashtags and URLs; calculated from the total
number of user mentions divided by the sum of URLs and Hashtags.
This feature reflects users’ focus on people or organisational activities as
described in Lewis [148].
6. Mobility: denotes the number of different country occurrences in the
user tweets’ metadata divided by the mean value of the number of country
occurrences in the tweets of all users.
7. Timezones: number of different time zones in the tweets’ metadata of
a user.
8. Influence: number of Followers divided by the total number of Followers
and Friends.
• PLACE. The text string created by joining strings of the language code
defined in the user profile, most used Time zone and Location found in the
tweets’ metadata.
• CONTENT: for each user we consider the textual content of only one tweet.
3Python library “langid” at https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py is fast and robust for Twitter
messages while comparable with or outperforming in its accuracy of language detection of other
solutions including LangDetect (LangDetect we used in the previous chapter, page 91, while using
Java programming language) and TextCat [154].
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• LOCATION: location field found in the user metadata.
• FOLLOWERS features set consists of features extracted from the user follower
networks.
1. FCountry: the country mentioned most in followers’ metadata.
2. FCountries: the number of different countries referred to in the follow-
ers’ metadata.
3. FLanguage: the language most mentioned in the followers’ tweets’ meta-
data.
4. FLanguages: number of different languages found in the followers’ tweets’
metadata.
5. FTimezone: time zone most referred to in the followers’ metadata.
6. FTimezones: number of different time zones referred to in the followers’
metadata.
7. FInfluence: number of Followers divided by the total number of Follow-
ers and Friends for each of the user Followers, further taking the mean
value for the user we follow.
For determining a user country location, we employed Twitter metadata and
Twitter specific elements. We did not apply named-entity recognition algorithms,
since they are resource-demanding and some named entities may be quite ambiguous
in distinguishing from other words [177, 171]. The initial feature choice was guided
by the literature sources and our experimental system design. In addition to content
and user-related features, we also included follower-related features, to examine their
importance in relation to country detection performance. In further experiments,
we also examined the user responses in friend-follower relationships.
7.3.2 Country Detecting Classifier
Each of our initially selected users had an associated country code (string with ISO
3166-1 alpha-2 country code) found in the user metadata of tweets. We used these
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users for training our classification model based on the features described in this
section.
To each of LANGUAGE codes, we assigned a numerical value, while the BE-
HAVIOUR feature set included only numerical values. In the FOLLOWERS feature
set, we coded FCountry, FLanguage, FTimezone as numerical values, while the rest
were computed as integers (FCountries, FLanguages, FTimezones) or real values
(Influence). When dealing with numerical values, for building our classification
models, we exploited the Decision Trees Classifier, which also allowed to consider
the importance of a feature.
When dealing with language features extracted from the user tweets (CON-
TENT, LOCATION, and PLACE), we created pipelines performing the following
steps:
• Convert text data such as tweets’ content or location field to a matrix of token
(strings of at least two alphanumeric characters) counts;
• Convert the count matrix into its normalised Term Frequency - Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency (TF-IDF) statistics;
• Employ the Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes classifier for predicting user countries
based on the normalised TF-IDF sparse matrix.
For evaluating our country classification results, we performed a three-fold Cross-
Validation (CV), and employed Accuracy and F1-measure [67]. For creating our
training and test samples, we split the “Profiles” data table into fractions of 75%
and 25%.
7.3.3 Communication Patterns and User Responses
Based on the “Follow” data table, we created the “Communication” data table (see
Table D.4) representing 107,960 user tweets, replies, and re-tweets, from which about
38% were geographically tagged and published by the pre-selected users and their
followers. We then analysed user interactions among different user groups. Next, we
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created and evaluated a response predicting classifier based on the ratings computed
using the “Communication” data table as follows:
• For each of the pre-selected users, we computed the number of their follow-
ers’ retweets and replies, which we exploited for defining an “Interestingness”
value of the initially selected users for their followers. The “Interestingness”
equals to 0 when no replies and retweets for a particular user, and to 1 when
there is a maximal number of retweets and replies for the user and follower
communications. We thus labeled each pre-selected user to define his or her
“Interestingness” for a particular follower.
• We predicted user interest towards their friends by training our decision tree
and logistic regression models based on the aforementioned features and a set
of features denoting users’ matches in the language usage and location.
We also added binary variables such as “LangMatch”, “CountryMatch”, “Dim-
Match” (True when user and followers’ profile languages, Countries, and Dimensions
match), “FLangMatch” (True when user followers’ and followers followers’ profile
languages match), “FCMatch” (True when user followers’ and followers followers’
Country match), ”FTimezMatch” (True when user followers’ and followers followers’
time zones match).
When a followers’ location was unknown, we employed the previously constructed
classification models “PLACE” and “LANGUAGE”. The parameters “Country-
Match” and “DimMatch” were set to True when friends’ parameter matched with
the parameter of the follower based on one of the three values: value from the
profile information, parameter’s value derived using “PLACE” or “LANGUAGE”
country detection models, or employing “LANGUAGE” model for detecting a di-
mension value directly. For instance, when the inferred cultural dimension of the
follower was “Linear-Active” and the cultural dimension of the followee was also
“Linear-Active”, “DimMatch” was set to True.
In brief, we used Tagging, Languages, Weekends, Replying, Mentions, Mobility,
Timezones, Influence, FCountries, FLanguages, FTimezones, FInfluence (features
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described on pages 120 - 122), and binary features including CountryMatch, Dim-
Match, FCMatch, FLangMatch, FTimezMatch, LangMatch for predicting follower
interest towards their friends (the “Interestingness” value).
7.4 Results
7.4.1 Explicit Locations in Metadata
We were interested in evaluating how useful country-related information extracted
from user tweets’ and followers’ tweets is. The aim was to find out the required
amount of Twitter-content to infer country-locations of users in our dataset and
assess the possibility of detecting user origins based on the metadata of tweets of
the user and followers.
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Figure 7.3: Countries detection test using followers’ locations in their metadata
(on axes x and y we show the number of tweets published by initially selected users and their
followers respectively during our data collection; each point on the figure depicts a fellowship link
between these twitter users; for each pair of the initially selected user and his/her follower, we
found the most frequent country location based on her/his tweets’ meta-data; when these top
country locations were found and matched for the selected users and their followers, we marked
the respective points as “+” signs, otherwise, we marked the points as “x” signs)
Our first hypothesis states that metadata of user and follower’s tweets are not suf-
ficient for explicitly inferring country locations for a majority of selected users.
The average number of tweets per user is about 119 tweets (standard deviation
156 tweets), while the number of friends and followers is about 590 (st.dev. 2731
friends) and 894 (st.dev. 7598 followers) respectively per user on average. Even
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though the fraction of geo-tagged tweets from our “Follow” data table exceeds the
randomly selected tweets from the “Sample” data table in more than 15 times, reach-
ing around 31%, the amount of tweets collected during one week was insufficient to
infer country-specific information for about 70% of the users (see Figure 7.3).
In spite that geographically-tagged tweets occur only in about 2% of cases in
our “Sample” data table, the location field enabling users to specify their locations
arbitrary in text was filled in 54.6% of cases. However, here we might disregard the
location field (further examined below in Table 7.2) and usage of geocoding services
due to the ambiguity and often use of the location field by Twitter users for personal
or humoristic comments, as stated in [104] in more than 30% of cases. Therefore,
we assert in our H1.1 hypothesis, that for the majority of cases the country location
metadata is insufficient for inferring user countries based on followers’ and user
tweets metadata alone.
7.4.2 User Country Prediction
Next, we analysed how the different combination of features can be useful for predict-
ing user countries (or countries from which users send their messages on Twitter).
User Data. We aimed to achieve an accuracy of above 46% of country
prediction when considering the majority class classifier’s threshold, since about
46% of users in the “Profiles” data table originated from the USA, with English
defined in their user profiles. Moreover, in our dataset some of the countries such as
Indonesia (ID) and Malaysia (MY) have a large fraction of English language users,
even though English is not the native language. This is why some of the users are
misclassified if only the language defined in their user profiles is considered. However,
our findings revealed that the LANGUAGE classification strategy outperformed all
other User-related strategies, except PLACE, in respect to CV accuracy, as seen in
Table 7.2.
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The PLACE feature is represented by a text string comprising language defined
in user profile, majority time zone and location. With the PLACE feature, we
achieved 91% CV accuracy (three-fold CV showed the best CV accuracy perfor-
mance in all our tests), which outperformed the performance of the LANGUAGE
strategy. Since the location-specific information is not always accurate [104], we fur-
ther analysed other feature mixes. The CONTENT strategy slightly outperformed
LOCATION-based strategy in α = 1 cases for Accuracy, Recall and F1 measures
while enabling to achieve 63% CV accuracy when based on only one tweet’s content
per user.
The BEHAVIOUR strategy performed poorly compared with other classification
strategies, however, we noticed a considerable improvement of performance metrics
(improvement of Cross-Validation accuracy by 13%, Test Accuracy by 17%, Preci-
sion by 19% and Recall by 17%) in α = 1 cases as compared with α = 0 cases.
When joining BEHAVIOUR and LANGUAGE feature sets, in all α = 1 cases we
could not exceed the performance achieved with the LANGUAGE feature alone for
all performance metrics except Precision, which improved slightly by 3%. It seems
that the BEHAVIOUR feature does not allow us to improve user classification into
country groups when using only user-related data. Considering a relatively small
number of users in our “Profiles” data table, we were not surprised to achieve only
44% of CV accuracy and 46% test accuracy when using the BEHAVIOUR feature
set, which might require more data and refined features to yield similar results to
the strategies analysed above.
Followers Data. In cases when user metadata was not available or deemed
to be inaccurate, the FOLLOWERS strategy could compete with some User-related
feature sets. We achieved more than 5% improvement in Precision and F1-measure
compared to all User-related feature combinations, except PLACE. Interestingly, in
a majority of test cases, we observed better performance when considering α = 1
cases. We might reasonably assume, that the combination of user language and
user country of origin is important for selecting training instances. Overall, the
FOLLOWERS feature set provided a viable alternative for detecting user countries
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in our experiments when accurate PLACE and LANGUAGE data was absent.
User and Followers. When combining user LANGUAGE with information
extracted from the followers’ network, we achieved the best performance in all mea-
sures, in all our experiments for α = 1 cases. The cross-validation accuracy of
LANGUAGE+FOLLOWERS combination was around 94%. Therefore, we might
accept our hypothesis H2.2.1, that the user contacts’ network improves user country
predictions. Despite our expectations, combining BEHAVIOUR with FOLLOWERS
features did not improve classification performance compared to using only FOL-
LOWERS. We could not accept the H2.2.2, that the BEHAVIOUR patterns could
help in improving user country predictions in our experimental settings. Overall,
when using Follower-related features and LANGUAGE, we were able to outperform
the accuracy when using only LANGUAGE/PLACE features and also the “Calgari”
algorithm [104] using Na¨ıve Bayes classification model with the first 10,000 terms
having the highest scores based on the conditional probability of term in geographic
locations such as countries or states.
BEHAVIOUR+LANGUAGE+FOLLOWERS
Feature Importance
(%)
Feature Importance
(%)
Feature Importance
(%)
Language 100 FCountry 16.16 FTimezone 15.36
FInfluence 2.34 Weekends 2.34 Influence 2.13
Mentions 1.55 Tagging 0.98 Replying 0.73
FTimezones 0.51 Timezones 0.36 Languages 0.33
FLanguage 0.32 FLanguages 0.26 FCountries 0.15
Mobility 0.02
Table 7.3: Relative features importance in user country prediction
Combining all non-content based features in the “BEHAVIOUR+LANGUAGE+
FOLLOWERS” classification strategy enabled us to assess the relative importance
of features for country detection using Decision Tree classifier. Our experimental
results showed that user language, followers’ majority country and time zone, follow-
ers’ average influence and posting day were the most important features for detecting
user country of origin, while the user mobility was the least important feature to
consider, as seen in Table 7.3.
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7.4.3 Predicting Follower Responses
Figure 7.4: Communication between Cultural Dimensions for geographically-tagged
users; LA: Linear-Active, MA: Multi-active, RE: ReActive user groups
Our analysis of communication between users and their followers demonstrated that
a substantial proportion of users follow other users from the same cultural groups as
seen in Figure 7.4. This might indicate, that our users are more engaged in following
others in their specific area of interest, in particular countries.
Next, we investigated whether the dimension or country location of user and
follower match, as well as other user-related features having an influence on commu-
nications between Twitter friends. For this, we created a classification model based
on decision tree and logistic regression techniques while using the aforementioned
16 features.
For creating the predictive model of user responses to their friends, we wanted
to create a dataset with two categories of response levels regarding the level of
“Interestingness” of user j to his/her follower i. Let rij be the frequency of i-th
follower response (retweet or reply) to the user j. We can define the maximum and
minimum levels of the follower i response as max rij
i
and min rij
i
respectively.
Next, we created the “Interestingness” function that returns one when user j gets
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the most of responses from the follower i; when the user gets the least of responses,
its output is zero. We thus want to focus on the “extreme” cases when users have an
interest or do not have an interest to their friends’ content. Therefore, we disregard
data instances with the “undefined” values of “Interestingness” while training our
model with two categories regarding two levels of “Interestingness” calculated as
follows:
Interestingnessij =

1, if rij = max rij
i
or min rij
i
= max rij
i
0, if rij = min rij
i
and min rij
i
6= max rij
i
undefined, otherwise
(7.1)
Figure 7.5 shows that the follower response distribution is skewed towards a
smaller number of follower responses. In a case when a user gets all responses of
a follower (this value can be equal to one when the follower sent just one reply or
retweet during our data collection), we still consider that the follower is interested
in the followed user’s content. Therefore we tested if follower’s minimum response
level equals to the maximum response level (min rij
i
= max rij
i
).
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Figure 7.5: Follower responses to their friends
(based on 4574 user-follower response pairs, the response numbers were in the range [1..59], the
average response number was 2.74 with std. deviation 3.65)
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To find out what is important for predicting user responses to the friends of a
user, we performed the following steps:
• Using formula (7.1), we assigned our initial Twitter users to two classes of
the “highest interestingness” (Interestingnessij = 1), and “lowest interest-
ingness” (Interestingnessij = 0) while disregarding the users with undefined
values of the “Interestingness” score.
• It is important to mention, that of 4574 user-follower pairs, only 343 “Inter-
estingness” values were of zero (no interest). Therefore, to train our model
using two categories of equal size, we randomly select 343 instances of 1 value
(highest “Interestingness).
• Next, having the “Interestingness” values representing a follower’s interest (or
“responsiveness”) to his/her friend as labels, and user-related and follower-
related features as features, we created our classification models.
Decision Trees. Using CountryMatch, DimMatch, FCMatch, FLangMatch,
FTimezMatch, FTimezMatch, LangMatch, FCountries, FInfluence, FLanguages,
FTimezones, Influence, Languages, Mentions, Mobility, Replying, Tagging, Time-
zones, and Weekends features for predicting 686 instances of “interestingness” with
help of the decision trees classification technique. For evaluating our classification
model, we split 686 records into training (75%) and testing (25%) sets. It achieved
65% of accuracy, 69% precision, 63% of recall and 65% of F1-measure. Next, we per-
formed “leave-one-out” cross-validation while trained on all the ranks data except
for one data point. When training on 685 instances, the classification accuracy was
outperforming a random classifier in only about 15%. However, the created model
enabled us to calculate variables’ importance presented in Table 7.4 (Features Im-
portance column).
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Surprisingly, relative importance statistics based on decision trees presented
CountryMatch, DimMatch and LangMatch within the five least important features
set. This is why we could not accept our Hypothesis H2.3.1, stating that user
and follower’s country locations and languages match are amongst the most im-
portant prediction parameters for the user responses. The most important features
were FLangMatch, Weekend, FInfluence, Influence, and FLanguages. It seems that
Country and Dimension match were not as important for the user response pre-
dictions, when using decision trees classification model. We explain this by the
possible biases in our dataset towards the most active users, including also broad-
casting agencies. To further assess variables’ likelihood and effect on users’ interest
towards their friends, we perform logistic regression and compute their marginal
effects.
Logistic Regression. We performed logistic regression analysis with the
Statsmodel Package4. Table 7.4 presents logistic regression results considering bi-
nary dependent variable of user interest in user’s friend coded as 0 (no responses)
and 1 (most of responses). Some of the explanatory variables (marked with *) were
categorical and coded as True or False when the compared values were matched or
not. The overall model was statistically significant with log-likelihood ratio p-value
less than 0.001. The pseudo R here cannot be interpreted as a measure of variance
such as in the least squares regression.
The logistic regression showed the significance of the FLangMatch and FInfluence
included in the top most important features derived with decision trees. Interest-
ingly, DimMatch and Languages were also statistically significant. Marginal effects
statistics presented in the last three columns in Table 7.4 showed that DimMatch
is associated (statistically significant) with 23% higher probability of user response.
FLangMatch, FInfluence and FLanguages are related to the statistically significant
lower probability of replying in 43%, 23% and 3% respectively. However, Influence
was statistically insignificant in our logistic regression model. This is why we could
not strictly accept our Hypothesis H2.3.2.
Hypothesis Revisited and Discussion. One of the objectives of this analysis
4http://statsmodels.sourceforge.net/
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was to investigate the possibility of exploiting microblogs to detect a country location
of a user. For this, we considered several countries on Twitter, whose users were
deemed most active in our sample set. Firstly, we observed that country-name
metadata of Twitter users was matched with the country-name metadata of their
followers in only 30% of our users. Therefore, we agreed with the H2.1 hypothesis
stating that in most cases a country location extracted from a user and followers’
metadata is insufficient for providing cues on user origins in our dataset (based
on the data collected in one week). Secondly, we found out that the information
publicly available in user metadata and followers’ network enabled us to predict user
country locations with a considerable accuracy of 90% or more for the best feature
selection strategies we analysed while answering RQ2.1. The most successful feature
combinations included both elements, Followers-related data FOLLOWERS, and
User-related data LANGUAGE (RQ2.2).
However, usage of BEHAVIOUR together with LANGUAGE and FOLLOWERS
feature sets did not provide any improvement. Therefore, we cannot strictly accept
H2.2.2 without considering other features taking part in the classification strategy.
Nevertheless, as a solution to address the need for user profiling to provide an im-
proved user experience online, we might suggest exploiting user behavioural patterns
or other well-performing features set combinations instead of directly asking user lo-
cations. This way, we could satisfy user preferences towards sharing content, times
and ways of communicating with other users, whilst respecting privacy.
Overall, our results reveal a global orientation of our Twitter users in our dataset.
Country Match and Language Match were not highly ranked (relative importance in
decision trees), neither statistically significant features (logistic regression results).
This is why we could not accept hypothesis H2.3.1. Dimension Match was more
important than Country Match, and also statistically significant, leading to the im-
proved probability of user replies. The importance of the cultural dimension match is
specially seen when considering the previous study [79] of Twitter information flows
(in respect to user mention statistics) prediction improvement when adding cultural
dimensions of the Hofstede model outlined in [112]. Interestingly, user Influence was
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ranked in the top of feature importance in our decision tree results, while logistic re-
gression showed no statistical significance, and FInfluence was even more important
and significant. Thus, users with more influential followers might get fewer replies.
When users have followers, with matching majority language, their reply proba-
bility decreases by 43%, which still supported the finding on the global nature of
communication on Twitter. However, DimMatch should not be underestimated and
requires a further investigation into further friend or related content recommenda-
tion experiments. As discussed in [142], cross-border user communication in Twitter
is influenced by the geographic and language-specific proximity of involved Twitter
users. Our findings, however, reveal culture-specific communication preferences in
global communication in Twitter.
Privacy. Even though the country and user cultural dimension detection
experiments open possibilities for adaptation, also concerns in regard to privacy
issues could be raised, in particular for users with open profiles in Social Networks.
Microblogging metadata, followers’ network, and user-generated content enabled
us to predict user country locations with considerable accuracy. Avoiding sharing
location information in Twitter metadata might help in preserving user whereabouts
only to a certain extent. Even language mined from user content or defined in the
user profile provides insight into user locations to a certain extent. Therefore, for
a privacy-concerned user, withdrawal from microblogging or closing open profiles is
recommended.
Sampling Biases. It is important to mention that our data collection method
is prone to sampling biases. Using Twitter sample, we might be biased towards
the most active users such as event or news broadcasters, which requires further
analysis.
On Sociological Models Usage. The Internet brings users from diverse
cultures together, however, understanding their needs and requirements to realise
quality features for web applications is challenging. Applying sociological models to
assess website quality as perceived by users might not be trivial due to globalisation,
since the new e-culture of individuals often does not comply with rules described
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in models referring to differences in cultural personality [223]. Therefore, we might
require new approaches to study user behaviour online while respecting privacy.
Limitations. Our sample set contains users from the most active countries,
providing geographical locations in metadata. The user-generated content was col-
lected for one week. It is reasonable to assume that real-life activities might affect
user behaviours. This is why we plan to explore user microblogging activities while
assessing different models and feature combinations for predicting user origins and
communication patterns to evaluate our approach in a larger time frame and ex-
tended locations set.
7.5 Conclusions
We analysed microblogging activities for persons from the top 13 most active coun-
tries on Twitter. We investigated different feature sets extracted from the microblog-
ging content and metadata of publicly available tweets. Our findings reveal that
combining user-related microblogging features and features obtained from a follow-
ers’ network enables user country prediction with an accuracy of more than 90%.
Considering sociological studies and previous works on behavioural differences on-
line, we proposed an approach for mining individual culture-specific microblogging
preferences which we abstracted from country information, often revealed in user
metadata and content. This provides insights on the adaptation for web applica-
tions’ and personalisation options to preserve individual privacy while improving
user satisfaction online by providing application features/content which is of inter-
est for the cultural origins of the user. Finally, we investigated user interactions
and found out that users from the same cultural groups tend to communicate more
with each other. Moreover, user communication amongst cultural groups in the long
term could be analysed, aiming to uncover recommendation approaches for further
improving user experience on the Web. Also, other Twitter-specific features such
as tweeting frequency, topics found in the tweets’ content, and an in-depth tagging
behaviour could be explored. Next, we proceed with uncovering privacy preferences
in Twitter microblogs.
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Privacy Settings Usage in Twitter
“Friends don’t spy; true friendship is about privacy, too.”
- Stephen King, Hearts in Atlantis [133]
In this chapter, we analyse Twitter settings usage and their relation to the us-
age of main Twitter features. The main findings of this chapter were previously
published in the workshop paper “Usage and Consequences of Privacy Settings in
Microblogs” [53]. Herein we provide more details on the experimental setup and
results. We conclude with a discussion and our insights into implications for further
research.
Social networks can reveal much information about the personal life of users.
This information may be explicitly provided or harvested with machine learning
tools, to mine specific user traits, for instance, such as home locations [156], out of
microblogging data. It might be argued, that the primary purpose of microblogging
is to share information and network, such that microblogging content should be
openly available for others. However, human privacy needs should be respected and
better supported online and in research as well.
To address this controversy, we investigate how microbloggers exploit privacy
and geolocation setting controls in [53]. This chapter is built on findings published
in [53] and further discussed data mining approaches applicable to microblogs and
related ethical considerations. Additionally, we analyse how the persons from the
defined cultural groups exploit privacy setting controls in Twitter.
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Feature Description Feature Description
INFLUENCE Ratio of Followers to
Following (Friends)
STATUSES Number of published
tweets
FAVOURITES Number of
favourites user
posted
LISTED Number of lists in
which user was in-
cluded
FOLLOWERS Number of followers FRIENDS Number of friends
SOURCES Number of Twitter
applications that
were used to post
CHANGES Number of pri-
vacy setting (en-
abling/disabling
geolocation ser-
vices or protect-
ing/opening user
profiles) changes
Table 8.1: Features analysed in respect to privacy settings
8.1 Research Questions
In this chapter, we address the research Objective 3: “Monitoring Twitter privacy
settings usage”. Firstly, we want to find out whether different cultural groups and
countries have different fractions of protected and open profiles. For answering
the RQ 3.1. “Are there differences in privacy settings usage by different cultural
groups?”, we setup up the following hypotheses:
• H3.1.1. MA users have a larger fraction of open profiles compared to RE and
LA users.
• H3.1.2. RE users have a smaller fraction of open profiles compared to MA and
LA users.
The next research question RQ 3.2. of the Objective 3 was to find out if pro-
tecting user accounts hampers an effective communication in Twitter. We selected
a non-exhaustive list of features mostly available in the Twitter profile and listed in
Table 8.1. Next, we compared protected users activity with microblogging activity
of users with open profiles, and tested the respective statistical hypothesis as follows
(we based our hypothesis on the assumption that users with protected profiles are
less active on Twitter, not so influential and have smaller social networks size when
compared with users with open profiles, which content is openly available, can be
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found with search engines and potential followers do not require an approval for
establishing a following relationship 1):
• H3.2.1. Number of friends (FRIENDS feature) which user follows is fewer for
protected user accounts;
• H3.2.2. Number of followers (FOLLOWERS) is smaller for the protected user;
• H3.2.3. User influence (INFLUENCE), defined as the ratio of followers to
friends, is smaller for the protected users;
• H3.2.4. Status updates (STATUSES), or twitter microblogs posted by the
user, are less posted by protected users;
• H3.2.5. Number of lists (LISTED) in which user was included is smaller for
the protected users;
• H3.2.6. Number of favourites (FAVOURITES) is smaller for protected users.
Since the privacy control designs differ amongst Twitter software clients, we
also analyse the use of Twitter client software. Our last hypotheses assume that
protected users tend to exploit and try out different software products and setting
changes at the beginning of Twitter usage, to find out which software and settings
fit the best to their needs:
• H3.2.7. Number of setting changes (CHANGES) of protected users is greater
compared with the “open users” in average.
• H3.2.8. Number of software clients (SOURCES) of protected users is greater
compared with the “open users”.
Finally, we discuss the security and social implications of culture-related privacy
preferences in microblogging (RQ 3.3).
1see “About public and protected Tweets” at https://help.twitter.com/en/safety-and-
security/public-and-protected-tweets
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8.2 Methodology
Despite the “openness” culture widely appreciated in Twitter, we argue that for
some of the users, privacy still matters. However, due to the lack of information
on privacy issues and insufficiency of the privacy-protecting mechanisms online, it
is paramount to investigate real user needs, which further might be governed by
different purposes of and modes of microblogging usage.
To approach the problem of microbloggers’ privacy online, we overview the pri-
vacy protection means provided by Twitter. We do not provide or suggest privacy-
protecting solutions, which are in practice implemented by SN and mobile app de-
velopers. Instead, we analyse user behaviour online to raise awareness towards pro-
tecting privacy on Twitter. We observe how Twitter users exploit twitter privacy
settings. Particularly, we focus our analysis on the usage of Twitter profile protec-
tion and geographic location sharing features. For this, with the help of Twitter
API, we followed a set of users for about six months and analysed their privacy
controls’ usage. We distinguish between different usage purposes, which we relate
to the use of geolocation and profile protecting features. Our main contribution is
to study the usage of online privacy controls for a set of selected users in Twitter.
8.2.1 Experimental Setup
It is important to mention that users change their settings over time and we analyse
which settings are mostly exploited by each particular user. This is why we follow
users starting their microblogs on the same day and observe their setting changes
for about half of year as follows:
• STEP 1: Collect a set of 21,600 users (we planned to visit each of these profiles
on a daily basis considering Twitter rate limitations of 350 requests per hour
for an authenticated user, with the help of three user accounts; see 5.3.2 for
more details on Twitter access) registered with Twitter on 26th November
2014 by listening to the Twitter sample stream for about three days, from
26th to 29th November 2014 2;
2Please refer to Table G.1 in appendices
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Figure 8.1: Dynamics of Twitter profile changes (based on the “Privacy” dataset,
slice of 195 randomly selected users and 186 days of data collection; blue points
denote open user profiles without geolocation, red points for open profiles with
geolocation, green for protected profiles without geolocation, magenta points for
protected profiles with geolocation enabled)
• STEP 2: Visit the selected user profiles in about six months and monitor their
usage of the geographic location sharing and profile protection features, and
statistics on status updates and friendship/followers network growth in time;
• STEP 3: Analyse and interpret the collected data for addressing the hypothesis
stated above.
8.2.2 Data Collection
In the first step, we collected a sample of tweets from 26th to 30th November 2014,
from which we randomly selected 21,600 users (considering Twitter rate limitations
and our data collection setup), which are registered with Twitter on 26th of Novem-
ber 2014 to be further followed for the next six months. We exploited our three
Twitter accounts with Twitter Representational State Transfer (REST) Applica-
tion Profile Interface (API) for visiting user profiles of the selected users. These
user profile settings were stored into the “Privacy” dataset (a summary is in the
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Figure 8.2: Settings changes in six months
Table D.5 3) including information on the number of published tweets, followers,
friends, listed, favourites count; and also on the geolocation settings turned on, ver-
ified (if a person is a celebrity or verified on Twitter) and protected (the protected
accounts’ content is only visible to the user friends) fields’ settings.
We experienced some interruptions while storing user profile settings as white
vertical strokes appear in Figure 8.1. This picture represents the exploited privacy
setting per user per day since we visited each user profile only once a day. It is
important to mention that we do not consider daily change patterns due to Twitter
REST API limitations4 imposed. It is seen from the colour differences, that some
of the users change their settings to enable geolocation sharing (change from blue
colour to red), while others protect their profiles (green colour).
We also observed an increase of protected profiles and geolocation sharing profiles
towards the end of data collection as seen in Figure 8.2.
Having the data on Twitter usage and user settings for the sampled half of year,
we aggregated the most exploited settings of client software usage, geolocation shar-
ing and profile protection, and the maximal number of tweets, friendships, lists and
favourites. These data comprised a “Privacy Aggregated” data table (see Table D.5
summarising the data), which we further study to find out general behaviour differ-
ences amongst Twitter users having certain privacy and geolocation sharing setting
preferences.
3It is important to mention that not all of 21,600 user profiles ended up in our dataset. We
could explain this that some of the accounts were blocked by Twitter or closed.
4https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/rate-limits
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Table 8.2: Privacy and geolocation settings in “Privacy Aggregated” table:
T (True) for enabled setting, otherwise F (False)
Geolocation Protected Verified Description Number of
Users
Open User Profiles
F F F Open profiles without ge-
olocation setting acti-
vated
17182
T F F Open profiles with geolo-
cation setting enabled
2973
Protected User Profiles
F T F Protected profiles with-
out geolocation
733
T T F Protected profiles with
geolocation setting acti-
vated
243
Disregarded User Profiles
F F T Protected profiles of pub-
lic persons (or celebri-
ties) disabled geolocation
setting
2
8.3 Findings
8.3.1 Setting Groups
To summarise, about 95% of our users keep their user profiles openly available.
Geographical location sharing feature is exploited mostly by 15% of our users. Table
8.2 lists our main setting combinations. It is important to mention that we did not
have any other public user settings than “FFT”, referring to geo-disabled and open
profiles. The greatest group of 17182 users prefer open profiles without geographic
information available. The second largest group of 2973 users have public profiles
with geolocation setting enabled.
We are interested to find out whether there are any differences in Twitter usage
for users with protected and open Twitter profiles. When concluding with our
hypothesis outcomes, we consider the overall open and closed profiles without respect
to the geo-location sharing. We are however aware that there might be differences
in respect to different modes of Twitter usage when users also share or do not share
their geographic locations. This is why we performed additional statistical tests
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while breaking down the user groups for open and closed user profiles into separate
groups for geo-enabled and geo-disabled profiles. This enabled us to do more-finer
grained conclusions (differences between geo-enabled and geo-disabled user profiles)
while addressing the main hypothesis stated in section 8.1 and referring only to open
or protected user profiles (page 139).
8.3.2 Twitter Feature Usage Compared
Having “Privacy Aggregated” table (see Table D.5 in appendices) with user prefer-
ences accumulated during half of the year of data collection, we compared networking
and other Twitter features usage, as shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. In the box plots,
shown averages also include “verified” users (FFT) of two public persons, in our case
a music band and politician, which are disregarded in the group comparisons when
performing unequal variances statistical tests (next section, Table 8.3). We might
see that these two users have larger social networks when compared with other user
groups. They also included into more listings as shown in Figure 8.4.
Friends and Followers. Interestingly, the cumulative distribution function with
logarithmic scale helps to visualize differences between user groups. Particularly,
protected users with enabled geolocation services (TTF) have a greater number
of FRIENDS and FOLLOWERS compared with users with closed profiles without
geolocation settings (FTF). The INFLUENCE of the last mentioned is however
slightly larger than of the former ones.
Status updates, Listed and Favourite Counts. Users (TTF and TFF) with
protected and open profiles, with geolocation services enabled do post more STA-
TUSES on average. TTF and FFF has no significant differences in their status
updates (Table 8.3). Users with open and geo-enabled profiles (TFF) tend to be
included into more lists (LISTED), while the protected users with geo-sharing set-
tings (TTF) compete in the number of FAVOURITES with open users who do share
their geolocations (TFF) as well.
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Figure 8.3: Networking with different profile settings
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Feature µgr1 σgr1 µgr2 σgr1 t p
Group1 (Ngr1 = 17182): FFF vs. Group2 (Ngr2 = 733): FTF
INFLUENCE 2.72 105.46 1.76 19.31 0.88 0.37
STATUSES 1810.87 7844.50 1208.69 2321.30 5.75 < 0.01
FAVOURITES 323.78 1793.38 503.16 1782.19 -2.66 < 0.01
LISTED 1.27 7.37 0.74 2.53 4.85 < 0.01
FOLLOWERS 367.30 1902.00 119.79 245.46 14.46 < 0.01
FRIENDS 421.12 1591.38 183.78 349.27 13.39 < 0.01
SOURCES 1.03 0.20 1.03 0.18 0.26 0.78
CHANGES 1.08 0.32 1.92 0.39 -56.34 < 0.01
Group1 (Ngr1 = 17182): FFF vs. Group2 (Ngr2 = 243): TTF
INFLUENCE 2.72 105.46 0.75 1.18 2.43 < 0.05
STATUSES 1810.87 7844.50 2157.59 4259.59 -1.23 0.21
FAVOURITES 323.78 1793.38 1301.08 4150.01 -3.66 < 0.01
LISTED 1.27 7.37 1.27 10.93 0.00 0.99
FOLLOWERS 367.30 1902.00 182.81 349.50 6.90 < 0.01
FRIENDS 421.12 1591.38 298.31 474.33 3.74 < 0.01
SOURCES 1.03 0.20 1.03 0.17 0.26 0.79
CHANGES 1.08 0.32 2.76 0.74 -35.13 < 0.01
Group1 (Ngr1 = 2973): TFF vs. Group2 (Ngr2 = 733): FTF
INFLUENCE 2.39 68.48 1.76 19.31 0.43 0.66
STATUSES 2144.56 4579.74 1208.69 2321.30 7.79 < 0.01
FAVOURITES 1128.26 3391.42 503.16 1782.19 6.90 < 0.01
LISTED 1.81 6.14 0.74 2.53 7.29 < 0.01
FOLLOWERS 320.75 978.62 119.79 245.46 9.99 < 0.01
FRIENDS 339.87 632.67 183.78 349.27 8.99 < 0.01
SOURCES 1.05 0.23 1.03 0.18 2.18 < 0.05
CHANGES 1.68 0.69 1.92 0.39 -12.60 < 0.01
Group1 (Ngr1 = 2973): TFF vs. Group2 (Ngr2 = 243): TTF
INFLUENCE 2.39 68.48 0.75 1.18 1.30 0.19
STATUSES 2144.56 4579.74 2157.59 4259.59 -0.04 0.96
FAVOURITES 1128.26 3391.42 1301.08 4150.01 -0.63 0.52
LISTED 1.81 6.14 1.27 10.93 0.76 0.44
FOLLOWERS 320.75 978.62 182.81 349.50 4.80 < 0.01
FRIENDS 339.87 632.67 298.31 474.33 1.27 0.20
SOURCES 1.05 0.23 1.03 0.17 1.51 0.13
CHANGES 1.68 0.69 2.76 0.74 -21.98 < 0.01
Group1 (Ngr1 = 20155): Open FFF and TFF vs. Group2 (Ngr2 = 976):
Protected FTF and TTF
INFLUENCE 2.67 100.86 1.51 16.75 1.30 0.19
STATUSES 1860.09 7454.24 1444.94 2952.54 3.83 < 0.01
FAVOURITES 442.45 2125.85 701.82 2603.56 -3.06 < 0.01
LISTED 1.35 7.20 0.87 5.87 2.45 < 0.05
FOLLOWERS 360.44 1795.96 135.48 276.22 14.57 < 0.01
FRIENDS 409.13 1489.56 212.30 387.15 12.12 < 0.01
SOURCES 1.03 0.21 1.03 0.18 0.74 0.45
CHANGES 1.17 0.45 2.13 0.62 -47.51 < 0.01
Table 8.3: Unequal variances t-test for various Settings: Mean (µ), Standard Devia-
tion (σ), Welch’s Test statistic (t), two-tailed p-value (p). The first four comparisons
were performed additionally to extend the last comparison of open and protected
user profiles, which is used for concluding on RQ3.2.
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Client FFF TFF FTF TTF
Twitter for Android 24% 52% 38% 51%
Twitter for IPhone 23% 26% 40% 34%
Twitter Web Client 14% 13% 9% 6%
Table 8.4: Top three Twitter Clients: Software (percent of users preferring it, overall
we observed 501 different Twitter client names in our dataset including these three
most used)
Frequency of Setting Changes and Software Clients. Table 8.3 shows
statistically significant (p-value < 0.01) differences in CHANGES feature between
open and closed user profiles. Geolocation sharing users (TFF) changed their appli-
cations (SOURCES) more often compared with the users with protected accounts
(FTF), which in turn change their settings more on average. Interestingly, users
with protected profiles (FTF) change their settings more than geolocation sharing
users (TFF), which in contrast use more SOURCES. Despite user profile protection,
Twitter still provides information on client software usage shown in Table 8.4 list-
ing top three Twitter clients. Twitter for Android software is used by about 30%
of our users, followed by Twitter for iPhone used by 24% and Twitter Web Client
used by almost 14% of users. Twitter Web Client is used the least by geo-enabled
users with closed profiles (TTF). It seems that this user group prefers to use mobile
device applications instead.
8.3.3 Cultural Differences in Privacy Settings Usage
As seen in Figure 8.5, MA users have a larger fraction of open profiles, while RE have
the smallest fraction of open profiles. Therefore, we could accept our hypotheses
H3.1.1 and H3.1.2. It seems that privacy perceptions or needs differ amongst the
cultural groups analysed.
8.3.4 Facebook References
Since we collected user tweets for the first days of data collection, we were able to
capture also 60 users sharing their Facebook pages in tweets. We were interested
in their purpose of Facebook usage. We manually labelled these 60 users into the 5
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Figure 8.5: Privacy settings’ preferences and cultures
main categories including “Personal” (personal pages), “Business” (including com-
panies such as news broadcaster, Instagram, farm, a t-shirts seller amongst others),
“Music” (including music bands, an entertainer and a professional pianist), “Com-
munity” (strokes support and a sport team), and also two categories “Not Available”
and “Not Accessible”, in which two user pages become respectively closed and not
available anymore. Table 8.5 below shows the breakdown of users by categories and
defined in the Facebook gender.
Next, we compare Twitter and Facebook usage purposes for these 60 users. We
found out that Twitter users with Facebook profiles were classified into “Music”
category are the most influential in respect to Followers to Friends ratio. How-
ever, Business and Community users have higher inclusions in Twitter lists. This
might explain why users associated with Personal and Music Facebook accounts
have highest favouring averages compared with the rest. It seems that favouring
Twitter feature might be used to seek attention from other users as we mentioned
in respect of Twitter users with the protected accounts.
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Gender (in percentage) Averages
Category Users
#
Female Male Not De-
fined
Influence Favourites Lists
Personal 36 94.7 94.7 – 1.3 27.5 0.03
Music 9 5.3 – 36.4 2.1 13.1 0.00
Business 8 – – 36.4 0.5 4.4 0.12
Community 5 – – 22.7 0.3 6.8 0.2
Not
Accessible
1 – – 4.5 0.4 7.0 0.00
Not
Available
1 – 5.3 – 1 5 0.00
Table 8.5: General statistics of 60 Users from our Twitter dataset shared their
Facebook account
Hypothesis Conclusion
H3.1.1 MA users prefer open profiles the most Accepted
H3.1.2 RE users prefer closed profiles the most Accepted
H3.2.1 Protected users have fewer friends Accepted
H3.2.2 Protected users have fewer followers Accepted
H3.2.3 Protected users are less “influential” Rejected
H3.2.4 Protected users have fewer status updates Accepted
H3.2.5 Protected users are less listed Accepted
H3.2.6 Protected users have less favourites Rejected
H3.2.7 Number of setting changes of protected users is greater
compared with the open user
Accepted
H3.2.8 Number of software products (SOURCES) of protected
users is greater compared with the open users
Rejected
Table 8.6: Hypothesis revisited: while comparing open (FFF+TFF) and protected
(FTF+TTF) user profiles
8.3.5 Open vs. Closed (Protected) Profiles
Table D.5 shows the descriptive statistics of feature values, which are continous. Our
sample distributions could not satisfy normality and equal variances assumptions in
the majority of cases. This is why we selected Welch’s unequal variances statistical
test (using Scipy Python library) to compare users with particular setting groups.
This test allowed us to test if two independent samples have similar averages. When
p-values were p < 0.05 we disregarded the null hypothesis that the averages are sim-
ilar. Table 8.3 (page 148) shows results for comparing means between paired setting
groups, which we used to accept or reject our research hypothesis revisited in Table
8.6. We arranged the table to compare settings groups for open profiles, including
FFF (open profiles without geolocation services enabled) and TFF (open profiles
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with geolocation enabled), and protected profiles, including FTF (closed profiles)
and TTF (closed profiles with geolocation services enabled). At the bottom of the
table we placed the features comparison for answering our hypothesis statements for
combined user groups, with open (FFF and TFF) and protected (FTF and TTF)
profiles.
Overall, we accept H3.2.4 and H3.2.5 since users with publicly open profiles
exploit the Twitter features STATUSES and LISTED the most compared with users
with protected user profiles, with significance p − value < 0.01 for STATUSES
(µgr1 = 1860.09 versus µgr2 = 1444.94) and p−value < 0.05 for LISTED (µgr1 = 1.35
versus µgr2 = 0.87) respectively. Generally, open profiles attract more followers
(µgr1 = 360.44 versus µgr2 = 135.48) and have more friends (µgr1 = 409.13 versus
µgr2 = 212.30) when compared with closed profiles (with significance p < 0.01
for both features), therefore we could accept our hypotheses H3.2.1 and H3.2.2.
However, we could not find significant differences in the INFLUENCE feature for
the geolocation enabled users (TFF and TTF). As seen from the bottom of the
table Table 8.3, the INFLUENCE does not differ significantly (p-value = 0.19) for
the users with open (µgr1 = 2.67) and protected profiles (µgr2 = 1.51). Similarly,
number of SOURCES is comparable for both user groups (µgr1 = µgr2 = 1.03 with
p− value = 0.45). This is why we cannot accept hypotheses H3.2.3 and H3.2.8.
Interestingly, users with protected profiles (FTF and TTF) tend to exploit
FAVOURITES feature more actively in contrast with open profile users (FFF).
However, when users with open profiles enabled their geolocation settings, their
favouring statistics were not significantly different compared to the users with closed
profiles (TTF). When comparing overall PROTECTED and OPEN user groups, we
found that PROTECTED user profiles exploit significantly (p-value < 0.01) more
FAVOURITES (µgr2 = 701.82) compared to OPEN user profiles (µgr1 = 442.45),
therefore we reject H3.2.6.
Interestingly, the protected user profiles with geolocation feature enabled (TTF)
showed no significant differences when compared with open user profiles (FFF and
TFF) in the number of STATUSES, LISTED and SOURCES. Thus, these users
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quite active in their publishing behaviour, they included in lists and exploited var-
ious devices and software clients. It seems that we still need to have profile pro-
tecting feature to address this user group needs. Their motivations and purpose of
microblogging usage could further be investigated with a user feedback.
Moreover, we found different cultural preferences towards protecting and opening
user accounts in Twitter. Users from MA countries are more likely to prefer opened
user accounts, while RE users prefer closing their accounts on average.
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Reflection on Our Results
Even though protecting Twitter profiles might seem to be counterproductive due
to the microblogging nature of networking, borderless communication and word of
mouth advertising. However, we noticed that 4.62% of our users prefer to close their
accounts form the public view. We observed a two-fold increase in the number of
protected accounts in a half year period of following user accounts. A word of caution
should be said that protecting user accounts in microblogs could be misleading users
into false perceived safety since personal data could still be automatically mined or
revealed by online friends.
We found no significant differences in user influence and number of sources for
protected and open user profiles. However, the number of status updates, listed,
followers and friends were greater for the open user profiles. The open user profiles
with geolocation enabled were the most active user group in terms of all features
we analysed. One of the interesting findings is that protected user profile tend to
favourite the most. Does it mean that they like to keep the favourite tweet for later
and do not want to further propagate the tweet as when using retweet? Alterna-
tively, favouring might mean that protected users personally appreciate authors of
their favourite tweets and might motivate their following behaviour. Additionally,
we could not find significant differences of posting status updates and number of
list inclusions between geolocation enabled users with protected profiles and users
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with open profiles. We think that a further investigation into purposes of different
microblogging usage modes and privacy preferences should be further investigated
preferable with the feedback of the microbloggers actively using Twitter services.
8.4.2 Ethical Considerations and Twitter Research
To summarise, social applications and web services enable personal data collection
in order to provide state-of-the-art communication tools. Providing users with com-
plete control over their shared data is essential. In accord with [178], personal data
gathering should adhere to national regulations and be performed with permission
of the persons involved. The goal of data collection should be clearly communicated,
while data collected should only serve the intended goal. The personal data should
be stored, accessed, processed, and exploited securely to preserve human privacy
rights [178].
Furthermore, openly available Twitter content and metadata could provide scien-
tists with much required data for performing research experiments. However, would
it be ethical to access user data without appropriate consent? The Twitter corpo-
ration provided their public tweets archive to the Library of Congress [224, 239].
Twitter states that tweets collection opens new perspectives for research and ways
to retrieve information related to past events [233]. Twitter together with Facebook
and Buzz also made their public content searchable via the Google Search engine
[233]. The ethical dilemma of using Twitter data in research while protecting user
privacy was discussed in [201] suggesting the main steps of supporting ethical re-
search on Twitter:
• Experimental setup should be thoroughly described and communicated;
• User context should be considered while protecting privacy rights;
• User geographic locations should be well secured and scaled to the larger area
to avoid compromising precise user locations;
• Researchers should avoid the use of other external resources for further infer-
ring user details;
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• When research studies microblogging behaviour of particular users rather than
dealing with the aggregated statistics, Institutional Review Board’s approval
procedures should take place;
• Researchers should consider sharing settings defined in the user profile.
In our research, we preprocess the collected data to further work with aggregated
user profiles while analysing user behaviour patterns and preferences. We thus
avoid data retention of individual users, and anonymise usernames and tweets when
needed.
Moreover, Twitter’s terms of service postulate that it is users’ responsibility to
share their content online [245]. It states that users’ content is published following
the royalty-free licence and will be posted as provided by the user [245]. Twitter
also informs that they do not disclose personally identifying information unless the
user decides to publicly share it online or in special cases as defined in the privacy
policy [245, 248]. Users also have control over the advertisement shown and the
collection of browser information by Twitter [249].
8.4.3 Open vs. Commercial Exploitation
Commercial companies can also use Twitter as a marketing and communication tool
for influencing their customers, as was studied in [30]. The effectiveness of Twitter
and Facebook usage for hotel marketing purposes was investigated in [147] showing
a strong relationship between social media user experience, hotel perceptions and
further booking intentions. In opposite of the openly available social media content,
followers’ control could open a possibility to paid services [57]. However, this ap-
proach could change microblogging as it is now, and its impact on the openness of
content and society at large requires further consideration.
8.4.4 Usage Purposes and Protected Messages
In contrast to the Twitter usage motivations discussed in [126], we do not aim to
perform manual analysis of Twitter microblogs to determine the primary user moti-
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vation during microblogging. We also do not exploit the suggested classification of
Twitter messages into four categories in accordance with the goal of microblogging.
We of the opinion that there might be more Twitting purposes, such as organis-
ing content with the help of hashtags, or propagating the news with the help of
retweets. There might be other user intentions including not only personal goals,
but also marketing, advertisement and other goals of businesses and non-profit or-
ganisations. Besides good usage intentions, there also the antisocial behaviour of
Twitter usage studied in [209], terrorism decision making using social networks [179].
As we observed in the previous section, there are users such as music bands
and sports groups, which intentions might differ quite a bit from personal users
often having a lesser influence and authority in their communication networks. We
thus might partially agree with the user roles including information source and
seeker described in [126]. The same user, however, might have different user roles
in different communities [126].
Roughly we classify Twitter usage into personal and business/non-profit cate-
gories. Twitter is widely used by corporations, agencies and in show business to
promote and advertise products or services. Twitter is a great messaging and news
sharing platform, also providing business feedback from their customers. Sensitive
corporate data can be protected and Twitter could provide a relatively secure mes-
saging tool. All Twitter users can also block unwanted users and spammers, which
eventually get suspended from using Twitter.
Personal Twitter accounts allow informal communication and networking for
sharing personal messages, which is similar to Facebook status updates. Facebook
allows building social networks based on real-life connections such as school class-
mates, friends and family members and enabling more sophisticated privacy controls.
In opposite, Twitter provides a simple protection feature for blocking non-followers
from seeing messages of a user. In short, we need to ask permission to follow pro-
tected user tweets. It seems sufficient for protecting sensitive and personal data,
however, as we discussed above, the protected data still can be leaked from the user
friendship network.
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8.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we analysed usage of Twitter profile protection and geolocation
sharing controls. Since the majority of users prefer to keep their profiles open
and avoid using geolocation sharing, we were interested to find out if users with
protected profiles do not exploit Twitter features to their full advantage. For this,
we statistically compared user groups of protected and openly available profiles
regarding their status updates, contact networks and other features. We found
out that protected users have smaller social networks, however, not less influential.
Protected users actively favourite other content compared to the open-profile users
without geolocation services enabled. When with users with protected profiles enable
their geolocation services, their tweeting behaviour does not differ significantly from
users with open profiles but without geolocation enabled. When users with open
accounts enable geolocation services, they become the most active while using the
aforementioned Twitter features except of privacy setting changes. Protected users
change their software settings and prefer to use mobile Twitter client applications
the most. It seems that users preferring to exploit protected profiles have their
motivation to microblog and thus have their own privacy needs. However, despite
of the small fraction of the protected user profiles, human privacy in microblogs
cannot be underestimated, in practical applications and also in research. We suggest
more thorough exploitation of the user-generated content while rising user attention
towards possible privacy threats in microblogs. Social networks and data mining
techniques can help in attaining user sensitive information despite of the privacy
controls available.
Additionally, we observed cultural privacy preferences in microblogs while ex-
tending our experimental setup with our further developed user location detection
classifier. Therefore we might suggest adapting default user privacy settings in ac-
cord with user cultural preferences in web applications and SN websites.
Moreover, despite the open availability of royalty-free users’ data on Twitter and
its value for research, users privacy should be duly supported in research. It is nev-
ertheless paramount to respect privacy settings and seek IRB approval when dealing
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with individual user profiles. There are no standard guidelines for using the openly
available content in research yet. However, it is clear that researchers should adhere
to the rules imposed by Twitter for accessing and sharing their datasets while being
accurate when disseminating potentially sensitive personal data. Sharing individ-
ual user geographic locations might lead to security harms. Other personal data
collected from microblogs could also become sensitive when viewed in a particular
context or provided with additional data from external resources. Therefore, we
aim to exclude precise geographic information of users in our dataset comprised of
publicly available tweets collected and maintained in accord with Twitter rules of
conduct. For sharing our research datasets, we store only aggregated usage statis-
tics. The initial tweets’ IDs could be further communicated upon request when the
related tweets are publicly available in the Library or other archiving services.
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Abstract
Prior studies in sociology and human-computer interaction indicate that persons
from different countries and cultural origins tend to have their preferences in real-life
communication and the usage of web and social media applications. With Twitter
data, statistical and machine learning tools, this study advances our understand-
ing of microblogging in respect of cultural differences and demonstrates possible
solutions of inferring and exploiting cultural origins for building adaptive web ap-
plications. Our findings reveal statistically significant differences in Twitter feature
usage in respect of geographic locations of users. These differences in microblogger
behaviour and user language defined in user profiles enabled us to infer user country
origins with an accuracy of more than 90%. Other user origin predictive solutions
we proposed do not require other data sources and human involvement for training
the models, enabling the high accuracy of user country inference when exploiting
information extracted from a user followers’ network, or with data derived from
Twitter profiles. With origin predictive models, we analysed communication and
privacy preferences and built a culture-aware recommender system. Our analysis of
friend responses shows that Twitter users tend to communicate mostly within their
cultural regions. Usage of privacy settings showed that privacy perceptions differ
across cultures. Finally, we created and evaluated movie recommendation strategies
considering user cultural groups, and addressed a cold-start scenario with a new
user. We believe that the findings discussed give insights into the sociological and
web research, in particular on cultural differences in online communication.
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Chapter 9
Culture-aware Social
Recommenders
“Adapt what is useful, reject what is useless, and add what is specifically
your own.”
- Bruce Lee, https://www.goodreads.com
This chapter’s ideas are based on the publication “Mining Microblogs to Exploit
Culture-Awareness in Web Adaptation”, co-authored with N.K.Taylor and Y.Jing,
and presented at the SICSA PhD Conference 2015 in Glasgow, June 2015.
In Chapters 6 “User Origin Prediction” and 7 “Communication Preferences”
we demonstrated a machine-learning approach for inferring tweet country origins
based on openly available user profiles. For country-specific adaptation an inferred
country location might be exploited in personalisation scenarios. Personal movie
preferences might be related to a cultural origin. However, it remains to be seen if
movie recommendations with cultural origin information mined from social media
would outperform other strategies where this information is not readily available.
We propose to exploit inferred tweet locations for movie recommendations based on
IMDB movie ratings extracted from user-generated content. Building on previous
recommender-system related research works outlined in this chapter, we describe
our experimental setup and results achieved, emphasising benefits and drawbacks of
our approach.
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9.1 Introduction
A widely used movie Recommendation System (RS), such as provided by Netflix1,
predicts user ratings of unseen movies based on previously rated movies. The movie
recommendation list is sorted in accord with calculated ratings, showing the highly
rated items in the beginning. Predicting movie ratings is a challenging task, in
particular when there is limited information on user tastes, characteristics or user
feedback on watched movies is not yet available. For improving recommendation
outcomes, a RS can employ additional information on user or movie traits. Finan-
cial gains when including different user and item-related traits such as user location
and music genres into context-aware RS were studied in [5], exploiting matrix fac-
torization models. The findings showed the importance of exploiting user locations
for predicting user interests of music concerts, that considering all contextual traits
resulted in the highest prediction accuracy and economic value [5].
Despite the potential advantages of including user or movie context information,
there are challenges related to particular methods for context-awareness due to differ-
ent sparsity levels. As discussed by Agarwal with co-authors [8], the number of users
and recommended items might differ across contexts, in which larger contexts (with
greater number of users/items) can “overpower” predictive performance in small
contexts, negatively influencing recommendation outcomes. To deal with “sparse
contexts” and challenges of sharing the same factors in different settings, Agar-
wal with co-authors [8] proposed a recommendation approach considering “local”
context-specific factors extending matrix factorisation. In the case of culture-aware
recommendation settings, some cultural groups are more likely to be present in the
ratings dataset. Thus minority groups would be recommended with items mostly
referred by the majority group. This might result in a movie recommendation of
top movies without respecting locality or languages.
Other approaches of adapting recommendations to user contexts include pre-
filtering and post-filtering for removing ratings unrelated to selected context be-
fore and after an employed recommendation technique [185]. However, imposing
1https://www.netflix.com
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location-specific information filters might be detrimental to the coverage of recom-
mendations and therefore restrict content shown to users. The case of information
filtering application for building location-based recommendations becomes more ap-
parent in the following situations. In the movie recommendation setting, restricting
user choices based on user locations might considerably limit user choices and result
in recommendations which are not so new for the user. While in other recommen-
dation systems such as location-specific news and entertainment events, limiting to
specific locations could be desirable for the end user.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that recommending movie and television
programs requires knowledge on user location and languages, next to demographic
data and history of previous ratings. When the user is new to the system, RS might
just exploit user locality traits when available, for instance, from social media web-
sites. For instance, Twitter microblogs can be used to extract user locations out
of user-generated content as described by Hecht with co-authors [104]. In previous
chapters 6 and 7 we proposed a country predictive models based on user microblog-
ging behaviour patterns [121]; and free-text location field, language and timezone
metadata available in open Twitter profiles [52]. Moreover, Twitter streams could
provide additional information such as social popularity as exploited in [143] using
the Singular Value Decomposition-based (SVD) algorithm with implicit feedback
for predicting user ratings. SVD is also used by Rowe [206] considering dynamics of
user tastes towards movie genres. Regarding previous ratings history, Dooms with
co-authors [60] proposed to collect IMDB movie ratings from Twitter micro-posts,
which resulted in follow up of other research works into application of various movie
recommendation approaches. Therefore, Twitter microblogs can be used not only
as an experimental data source for user opinions on movies, but also to provide an
additional data on user traits, extracted or inferred out of microblogs.
However, IMDB ratings posted via Twitter might be biased towards well-voiced
and positively rated movies and shows. Will an experimental setup based on the
IMDB ratings collected from Twitter be useful for running recommendation exper-
iments despite of the high sparsity and possible rating biases towards most-popular
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movies? Additionally, predictive country modeling might not lead to performance
gains when considering a short-term data collection time-span with no information
on user demographics such as age or gender. The effect of including inferred loca-
tions might be insignificant when compared to other features, for instance, movie
average ratings which might reveal higher rated movies while missing out personal
user preferences. We are interested to find out whether our country and cultural
region inference improves performance of movie recommendation in absence of users’
demographic characteristics as gender and age. We compare culture context-aware
RS strategies, build on regression techniques and factorization machines proposed
by Rendle [199]. We evaluate RS performance based on movie ratings predicted
with and without information on user and movie traits. Our contributions include
the following:
• Recommender system experimental setup with IMDB movie ratings collection
from Twitter microblogs and collection of user and movie traits from Twitter
profiles including user languages and inferred locations; IMDB records includ-
ing movie genres, runtime and votes number amongst others;
• Analysis of genre preferences for users coming from the top cultural regions
and countries as defined in accord the sociological model of cultures proposed
by Richard Lewis [148];
• Comparative performance analysis of RS strategies including average-based
baselines, culture-aware strategies based on inferred locations, and using the
whole feature set with additional user and movie traits;
• Recommendations in performance evaluation of culture-aware RS in light of
previous RS studies considering different RS operation modes such as cold-
start mode and pre-filtering in accord with inferred user origins.
Next, we briefly outline previous research works pertinent to context-aware RS
and exploitation of social media sites. After discussing previous research gaps, we
describe and evaluate our recommendation system prototype, concluding with the
performance results, further research and industry implications.
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9.2 Background
The previous research [180, 262, 225, 80] points out cultural behaviour differences of
users online and suggests culture-aware adaptive applications. It remains however
unclear whether knowledge on user cultural background could help in improving
recommendation performance as compared to country-related recommendations in
certain application domains. For instance, some IMDB users might be more inter-
ested to different shows and movies which are not really limited to their residence
locations, while others might be solely interested in national entertainment options.
Panniello and Gorgoglione [184] investigated applications of contextual pre and
post-filtering, user modeling approaches in different shopping situations, whether
customers seek presents or shop for personal goods, taking into account the time
of the year [184]. The contextual post-filtering idea is to apply a context filter
after actually computing the recommendations, and could lead to better results
as compared with pre-filtering. It is advised to carefully select post-filtering ap-
proaches when simple RS without additional context data outperform pre-filtering
[184]. Moreover, context-awareness requires context information to be available.
9.3 Research Questions
There are several issues to be addressed in this chapter. We want to understand
whether we could find out location-specific user preferences towards movie genres
and if including user context information such as country locations or cultural di-
mensions could have a positive impact on movie recommendations. For instance,
could pre-filtering and factorisation machines be used to exploit the benefits of the
additional information on user origins inferred out of Twitter profiles? Could we
exploit the social media content in cold-start situations when user is new to the
system? Next, in order to understand whether user cultural context could be useful
in movie recommendation scenarios, we define the following research questions:
• RQ 4.1: Could we find statistically significant movie genre preferences in re-
lation to user inferred origins?
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• RQ 4.2: Could we improve movie recommendation performance when consid-
ering user origins or user-related features?
9.4 Experimental Setup
First and foremost, we extract and mine movie ratings and user context information
out of openly available Twitter streams. The movie ratings collection is performed
similarly to the approach as described by Dooms with co-authors in [60]. Addition-
ally, we store Twitter user profiles data associated with the tweet’s author. We use
user language, location and timezone for further country predictive user classifica-
tion model, which allows us to infer tweets’ country origins and associated cultural
regions.
We also compute “user influence” metric by computing fraction of user followers’
from the total number of user contacts. The IMDB related data we collect includes
the number of IMDB user votes, IMDB genre (we retain only main genre for our
experiments) and the runtime of movies.
Since user locations on Twitter are mostly missed or not accurate [104], we
exploit previously introduced cultural dimensions and country predicting model
for adding an additional culture-specific user information (please refer to chap-
ter 7). This data is further analysed and pre-processed to create several recom-
mender strategies, including the most recent factorisation machines [199] and gradi-
ent boosting regression. Therefore, we address the movie recommendation problem
as a machine-learning task of ratings prediction. While regression models help us
to factor in additional locality-specific features, we also experiment with context
pre-filtering in oﬄine tests.
9.4.1 Methodology
Overall, we perform the following steps:
• for a half of year we collect movie ratings using Twitter search API as explained
in [60] while predicting user countries and thus associated cultural dimensions
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(using the PLACE feature set used for building country predictive models in
chapter 7);
• analyse movie ratings (we extract movie ratings shared by Twitter users in
the collected tweets) dataset and find out culture and country-specific genre
preferences;
• using the movie ratings dataset, compare a simple non-personalised average-
based baseline recommendation approach with several recommendation strate-
gies using different feature combinations including user and movie labels,
adding user locality and movie-related features such as movie genres for build-
ing context-aware recommendations;
• based on rating prediction outcomes considering test performance metrics such
as RMSE and NDCG, and cross-validation score of R-squared, find out the
best performing strategies in oﬄine recommendation tests.
When addressing RQ4.1, we perform independent t-tests while comparing ratings
assigned to movies within the genre and country/culture groups. While answering
RQ4.2 we also perform two-tailed t-tests using paired samples, and positively ac-
cept the hypothesis that user locality traits inferred out of social media help in
improving personalised recommendation approach when at least one of the three
aforementioned performance metric values outperforms the average-based baseline
recommendation.
9.4.2 Data Collection
With Tweepy Python library, we searched tweets containing a string “I rated IMDB”
and stored them into MySQL database when the inferred country was within the list
of 15 selected countries (in accord with our country predictive model’s performance,
see Table H.2). For each of the rated IMDB movies, we also extracted movie-related
features such as the primary genre using IMDBpie Python library. It is important
to mention that we extracted user-related features while accessing user profiles with
Tweepy and further predicted microblog’s origin.
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Feature Description Data Type
VOTES Number of votes at IMDB Integer
RUNTIME Runtime in seconds Integer
GENRE IMDB genre, the main genre assigned Text String
GENRE AVG An average movie rating for the respec-
tive inferred country and movie genre
Real Number
Table 9.1: Movie features for rating predictive modeling
(three first features retrieved using IMDB API with help of imdb-pie Python Library, the last
one is created based on inferred country statistics )
Using information published by IMDB website, we considered several movie fea-
tures showed in Table 9.1. We assumed that the number of IMDB votes could have
an influence on user ratings, and user preferences might also differ for particular
movie lengths (runtime). Genres were considered in the aspect of culture-specific
user preferences. It is also important to mention that we consider the main genres
assigned at IMDB. We observed that Drama, Action, Comedy, Crime and Biography
are the top most frequently rated by Twitter users in our dataset.
Table 9.2 presents the user features extracted from Twitter. The WEEKEND
feature denotes whether movie rating was posted on weekend, LANGUAGE (user
language) and LISTED (the number of Twitter lists) were extracted out of Twitter
profile, while COUNTRY was inferred with help of the location-predictive classifica-
tion model and cultural DIMENSION was assigned for each inferred country using
dictionary presented as Table E.1 in appendices. The INFLUENCE is a widely used
metric showing fraction of user followers to the total size of user network.
9.4.3 Inferring Countries
For building culture-aware recommendation strategies, and comparing user genre
preferences in respect to user cultural origins, we require to know user origins which
we mine out of Twitter profiles. We re-use the feature set of the previously created
country-predicting classification model developed in chapter 7 “Communication
Preferences” (page 122). The classification model was built with location free-text
field, timezone and user language extracted from Twitter (comprising PLACE fea-
ture set) to create character-based n-gram features, which are represented as a count
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Feature Description Data Type
WEEKEND Extracted from the posting
date
Boolean, equals to True (1)
when posted on weekend.
Otherwise False (0)
LANGUAGE User language defined in
Twitter profile
Text String
COUNTRY User country predicted us-
ing LOCALITY feature
Text String
DIMENSION User cultural dimension as-
sociated with the inferred
country using dictionary
Text String
INFLUENCE Ratio of followers to the to-
tal network size
In percent, Integer
LISTED Number of lists into which
this user profile is included
Integer
Table 9.2: User features for rating prediction models
(INFLUENCE and LISTED features are derived from user profile using Tweepy Python Library)
matrix and further converted into its normalised Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency statistics. Instead of using Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes classification, we ex-
ploited character-based Linear Support-Vector Classification2, which enabled lower
test error than word-based and smaller number of features as compared to model
unifying the both feature sets (Figure H.6 on page 270 in appendices).
9.4.4 Recommendation Experiments
To address the second research question, we compare several recommendation strate-
gies’ outcomes, while considering user preferred language defined in Twitter profile,
automatically inferred tweet origin country and associated cultural group. We thus
create a hybrid recommendation engine taking into account user cultural origins,
social networking traits and movie-related traits.
Evaluation process and experimental goals In order to get insights into
culture-aware recommender performance, we perform series of experiments with of-
fline data extracted from Twitter streams. We are interested to learn whether infor-
mation on tweet origins would be useful for providing better recommendations when
2using http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/
sklearn.svm.LinearSVC.html
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compared with simple average-based recommendation baseline and non-context en-
hanced regression models. While comparing different recommendation approaches
and context data inclusion strategies, we evaluate ratings predictions aiming at a
smaller prediction error. We also consider ranking accuracy for top 10 recommenda-
tions list and goodness of regression fit in cross-validation tests as described further.
It is important to mention that we separate Cross-Validation, test and training sets
in all our experiments. We use separate training and testing sets also when searching
for regression model parameters.
Performance Metrics To evaluate an accuracy of recommendation systems, sev-
eral information retrieval, decision-based and ranking based metrics are employed
in respect of recommendation system objectives [107]. Decision-based metrics such
as Precision and Recall arguably are challenging to apply to the RS evaluation tasks
due to the non-binary ratings and their natural subjectivity for defining real user
interests and thus assessing the recommendation relevance in practice. Receiver Op-
erating Characteristics (ROC) curve is alternative to decision-based metrics above
and is suitable when it is required to find all good items in binary recommenda-
tion/prediction tasks. However, ROC curve usage requires a considerable test set
for each user [107]. Therefore ROC curve is not applicable to our (very) sparse
ratings dataset.
In this thesis, we employ Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which is widely used
in practice and theory for evaluating the accuracy of predictive or recommendation
systems, for instance, it was used for comparing the movie recommendation perfor-
mance in Netflix grand prize competition [207]. The winning solution (see [136])
achieved a 10% improvement over the defined baseline 3. RMSE measures the dif-
ferences between predicted and observed ratings and requires to be minimised when
possible [207]:
RMSE =
√∑
(yˆ − y)2
n
, (9.1)
3https://www.netflixprize.com/community/topic 1537.html
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where yˆ is the predicted rating, y is actual rating, n is total number of ratings.
Ideally, the list of the movie recommendations is sorted from the “most inter-
esting” top movie to the “least interesting” for the user movie. This way users can
focus on the highly ranked movies located on the top of the recommendations list.
To assess the quality of the ranking, Discounted cumulative gain (DCG) is widely
used in web applications including search engines [266]. As explained in [266], DCG
value can be normalised by dividing it by the Ideal Discounted Cumulative Gain
(IDCG) denoting perfect ordering of the recommendations list. For our calculations,
we use the formula for NDCG at position N (assuming that users are interested in
top-N movie items) as follows [31, 266] :
NDCG@N =
DCG@N
IDCG@N
, (9.2)
DCG@N =
N∑
i=1
2r(i) − 1
log2(1 + i)
, (9.3)
in which, applicably to our movie recommendation task, we consider N=10 in all
our tests (however, in practice users could be provided with more recommendations),
i is i-th element in movie list (sorted by decreasing rating score) and r(i) is its
relevance (or rating). We can achieve the best ranking performance value when
NDCG equals one.
Moreover, since we test and evaluate several regression models, which are re-
quired to be provided with their own parameter settings, it was important to con-
sider the metric we use for cross-validating different parameter combinations. We
want to understand how much of the variation in user ratings can be explained by
our model with the tested parameters and context inclusion strategies. For this, we
compute the coefficient of determination as follows4:
R2(y, yˆ) = 1−
∑n
i=1(yi − yˆi)2∑n
i=1(yi − y¯i)2
, (9.4)
where yˆi is the predicted value of the i-th movie rating and yi is the corresponding
4http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/model evaluation.html
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true value, y¯ = 1
n
∑n
i=1 yi is the average movie rating.
Overall, we exploit R2 for models’ comparison and parameter tuning in CV tests.
While performing tests on separate testing sets, we aim to minimise the RMSE value
while considering higher values of NDCG@10 and R2 while selecting recommenda-
tion strategies which outperform non-personalised baseline such as based on rating
averages. We employ NDCG@10 due to the assumption that users might prefer to
see the higher rated items in the top-10 list of recommendations.
Parametrisation and Evaluation steps. Having about 19 weeks of data collec-
tion and several regression models, it was necessary to tune the model parameters.
For that, from the whole movie ratings table “ALL” we randomly select a small
sample of 7K Twitter user ratings (the data table “SAMPLE” is summarised in Ta-
ble J.1). To evaluate their performance, we established a set of baseline strategies
based on average ratings as follows:
• MU : the simplest rating predictor based on the overall average movie rating;
• ITEM : the rating predictor based on the average movie rating of the selected
movie;
• USER: the rating predictor based on the average movie rating of the selected
user;
• OFFSET : the rating predictor based on movie rating offsets for particular
users and movies with their averages, this strategy is widely used as a baseline
as described in [63];
For each rating we retain user and movie labels, also user and item-related traits
discussed above. These additional features are excluded from the average-based
baseline strategies, based on item and user labels together with their respective
average ratings in case ofOFFSET strategy. The aim is to understand if the context
traits help to achieve a better performance (smaller RMSE or higher NDCG@10/R2
values) in user modeling strategies (when we enhance recommendation models with
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these traits) and in cold-start situations when there are little or no user ratings
available.
While deciding on the initial parameters ranges for our regression-based models,
we performed random search and parameters tuning. The models selected were eval-
uated on the “TIMELINE” data , which does not overlap with the “SAMPLE” data
used for parametrisation experiments and tests. In the final test on “TIMELINE”,
we train our tuned models while adding user ratings week by week. The last week
is used for testing purposes. This test helps us to analyse how recommendation
models’ performance changes when adding more training instances.
Recommendation Strategies Tested. Having data on movie ratings provided
by Twitter users and related contextual information described in section 9.2 above,
we evaluate the following models with several context attribute combinations defined
in Table 9.3.
Strategies Included user and item features
IDs herein we do not exploit any additional user or movie
attributes besides user ID and movie ID labels
BASE IDs with added user and movie average ratings
LOCALITY is built on BASE model and includes inferred coun-
try and related cultural dimension (Lewis Model of
Cultures[149]), language defined in the user profile
COUNTRY is built on BASE model and includes inferred country
DIMENSION is built on BASE model and includes cultural dimension
associated with the inferred country
LANGUAGE is built on BASE model and includes user language de-
fined in the Twitter profile
ALL includes all user and movie-related features in-
cluding “DIMENSION”, “COUNTRY”, “LAN-
GUAGE”, “LISTED”, “WEEKEND”, “INFLU-
ENCE”, “VOTES”, “GENRE”, “RUNTIME” and
“GENRE AVG” (an average movie rating for the
respective genre and inferred country)
Table 9.3: Context inclusion strategies
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Parameter Description Tested Values
FACTORS : Random search of parameters in 15 3-times CV tests
num iter number of iterations [1..100]
num factors number of hidden factors
(feature interactions)
[1..50]
learning rate initial learning rate 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01
BOOSTER: Using boosting iterations, we estimate test deviance loss function
max depth maximum depth of the de-
cision trees (having shallow
trees)
3, 5, 7
learning rate the minimum number of in-
stances at leaf nodes
0.01, 0.015, 0.025
n estimators number of of boosting
stages, larger number is
generally leads to better
performance
min(number of features,
600)
subsample the fraction of samples used
for fitting shallow trees
0.8, 0.9, 1
Table 9.4: Value ranges for model parameters’ tuning
For creating context-aware and un-contextual RS models, we consider the fol-
lowing regression techniques (in our pilot tests, we also tested Random Forest and
LASSO further disregarded as justified in Appendix J.1):
• FACTORS : state-of-the-art Factorisation machines proposed by Rendle
[199];
• BOOSTER: Gradient Boosting Regressor with least squares loss function,
provided by scikit-learn.org team.
Table 9.4 shows the tested initial values and ranges of model parameters. The
best-performing parameter settings were exploited for final models creation and
testing. The final tests are performed using 5-times CV on the ”SAMPLE” and
“TIMELINE” data tables. In “timeline” tests, we perform tests while adding user
ratings on a weekly basis, resulting in the overall 19 tests which we compare for all
recommendation strategies, using paired t-tests.
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Figure 9.1: Data collection in time
(Collecting tweets with movie ratings using Twitter search interface [242] resulted in 3 data tables
with movie ratings as a part of dataset “Recommender” listed in Appendix D: 1. All collected: all
tweets, 2. Sample: used for models’ tuning, 3. Timeline: for running timeline tests using tuned
models. The ratings distribution is skewed towards higher ratings with median of 8.)
9.5 Findings
9.5.1 Dataset
Using Twitter search API, we collected a set of about 39,596 tweets with the search
phrase “I rated IMDB movie” from 1st of January till 27th of May 2017. Out of this
data table “ALL”, we randomly selected 7K of tweets comprising “SAMPLE” and
the rest included into the “TIMELINE” table as shown in Table 9.5. The average
rating in “ALL” data table was 7.6± 1.8 5. After running some trial data collection
tests, we experienced a steady data collection trend whereas the majority of days
had at least 22 hours of movie rating collection with 221 ± 75 ratings per day in
average as shown in Figure 9.1.
We can observe that very few movies have a high number of ratings, while very
few movies are very often rated, similar “Long-tail” distribution is seen for users in
the all three cultural groups in Figure 9.2.
5We see here the standard deviation after “±” sign
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Table Ratings Users Movies Countries Inferred User Languages
SAMPLE 7000 3001 2411 15 17
TIMELINE 32596 6349 6711 15 20
ALL 39596 6891 7446 15 20
Table 9.5: Rating tables and unique names counts
(ALL: all collected tweets, SAMPLE: used for models’ tuning, TIMELINE: for evaluation tests)
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Figure 9.2: Number of ratings log distributions shows ratings of users and movie
ratings (ALL: followed users are grouped into LA: Linear-active, MA: Multi-active,
RE: reactive in accord with the Lewis Model’s cultural categories [148])
9.5.2 Tweet Origin Prediction
We used our country-predictive classification model using PLACE feature set based
on free-text location field, timezone and user language defined in the Twitter profile
(Table J.2 shows country inference examples). All tweets were assigned with their
respective inferred 15 countries (we omitted other tweets while collecting dataset)
including following shown in Table 9.6
In the “ALL” ratings table we observed only 42 messages with country location
information out of 39596 Twitter messages in total. Since our goal was to find out a
match of defined country locations with the results of the country predictive model,
we extended the geo-tagged tweets set with all tweets we collected during the trial
data collection tests. Overall, we counted 432 tweets published by 56 users used
for creating a classification report showing an overall accuracy of 75% as seen in
Table 9.5.2. However, when looking at particular country classes, such as Japan or
Thailand, we observe unsatisfactory classification performance. This happens due
to unbalanced countries, as GB and US “out-powers” other country groups. For
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Dimension Country (ISO Code a) Users Ratings µrating σrating
LA United States (US) 2547 14249 7.60 1.89
LA Great Britain (GB) 783 6213 7.46 1.62
LA Sweden (SE) 74 455 7.07 1.96
MA Saudi Arabia (SA) 2243 11228 7.99 1.91
MA Turkey (TR) 430 2813 7.18 1.65
MA Russian Federation (RU) 407 1060 7.10 2.02
MA Italy (IT) 96 680 7.15 1.53
MA Brazil (BR) 88 539 7.58 1.81
MA Spain(ES) 84 495 7.61 1.80
MA Venezuela (VE) 22 233 7.36 1.66
MA Greece (GR) 22 149 6.77 1.98
RE Indonesia (ID) 62 638 7.39 1.74
RE India (IN) 95 457 7.84 1.79
RE Japan (JP) 56 211 7.45 1.74
RE Thailand (TH) 45 176 8.16 1.33
Table 9.6: Inferred countries and their average (µ) movie ratings with standard
deviations (σ)
aISO codes available at http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/country code list.htm
instance, almost 40% of Twitter users predicted as tweeting from the USA, and from
other locations including Great Britain (3.12%), Greece (6.25%) , Japan (3.12%),
Turkey (3.12%), India (3.12%), Saudi Arabia (15.62%) and Thailand (6.25%).
This information was used in an additional human assessment of the country
predictive model by two raters including the thesis author. Next, we report the
rater agreement percentage and the agreement reliability. In Methodology chapter
5.3.2 we provided an overview and discussed usage of several Inter-Rater Reliability
(IRR) coefficients. With help of Python libraries we computed Krippendorff’s α
[91], Cohen Kappa [213] and Fleiss’ Kappa [192] with the results in appendices,
chapter H.2.
During the human assessment test, raters were provided with languages defined
in Twitter user profiles, their free-text location descriptions, time zones when en-
abled in the user device. To make the assessment easier for the raters, we included
also links to all 56 Twitter profiles, tweet content with the movie rating, “about me”
information retrieved from the Twitter 6. The country locations, both inferred and
6For privacy reasons, we removed this data from the Table H.3 in appendices
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Country ISO Code (Country name) Precision Recall F1-score Support
ES (Spain) 1.00 1.00 1.00 2
GB (Great Britain) 1.00 0.92 0.96 13
GR (Greece) 0.00 0.00 0.00 2
ID (Indonesia) 1.00 1.00 1.00 3
IN (India) 0.00 0.00 0.00 1
JP (Japan) 0.00 0.00 0.00 1
RU (Russian Federation) 1.00 1.00 1.00 4
SA (Saudi Arabia) 1.00 0.17 0.29 6
TH (Thailand) 0.00 0.00 0.00 2
TR (Turkey) 1.00 0.50 0.67 2
US (United States) 0.59 0.95 0.73 20
average / total 0.75 0.75 0.70 56
Table 9.7: Country prediction classification report comparing automatic country
detection with the data provided by the user device
(using classification report provided in Sklearn Python library with met-
rics.classification report)
provided by user devices, were not initially available for the raters’ review. First
of all, raters independently assigned country codes for 56 of users (1 user account
was not available, possibly suspended by Twitter). Secondly, raters reviewed the
ratings together and in 52 cases out of 56 users agreed on the country origins of 56
users ( 93% of cases). Table H.4 (a) shows Krippendorff’s α = 0.94 (corresponds
to very good reliability outperforming the benchmark level of α = 0.80 advised by
Krippendorff in [140]), while (b) shows Cohen and Fleiss Kappas of equal values
κ = 0.92 (almost perfect results in accordance with the benchmark scale by Landis
and Koch [145]).
Table H.4 (a) shows that Twitter country locations provided by the user device
agreed with the country-predictive model in 42 of cases (75%), which was slightly
higher than the match of human raters and the predictive model ( 70% and 68%).
Human raters agreed with the country labels provided by Twitter in 84% and 79%
of cases. This demonstrates that to achieve the model match with both raters is
quite challenging as compared with the output of a Twitter device, proving a rea-
sonable source of labelling information for automatic creation of supervised country-
predictive models.
It is important to reiterate that we computed all coefficients to monitor their
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possible disagreement as discussed in the chapter 5 “Methodology” referring to
the critique by Zhao [281]. We observed that in most of the cases the conclusions
based on these three coefficients agreed, except of the case of Krippendorff’s α
reaching less than moderate results for IRR between Classifier and Human Rater1
α = 0.60, Classifier and Human Rater2 α = 0.59 and Classifier and Twitter α =
0.66 (below Krippendorff’s α threshold of 0.67 for ”tentative conclusions”). Table
Table H.4 (b) presents Fleiss’ and Cohen Kappa coefficients of moderate and good
values (three values for both coefficients are in range from 0.58 to 0.65) in accord
with the benchmark scale by Landis and Koch in [145]. Table H.4 (c) with IRR
results for more than 2 annotators showed considerable results for Fleiss’ Kappa and
Krippendorff’s α in range from 0.7 to 0.82 and from 0.72 to 0.84 respectively. The
highest values of Fleiss’ Kappa of 0.82 and Krippendorff’s α of 0.84 were for Human
raters and Twitter country annotations. All four annotators, human and automatic
(Twitter and country predictive model) have reached substantial agreement levels
in accordance with the benchmark scales aforementioned, with Fleiss’ Kappa of 0.72
and Krippendorff’s α of 0.74 as shown in the last row in Table H.4 (c).
9.5.3 Movie Genre Preferences
The previous research [5] findings using user survey reveal that persons coming from
different cultural groups have their own genre preferences. Assuming that movie
genre preferences might also differ across inferred location groups, we performed
independent t-tests for comparing the movie rating means for the inferred locality
groups. In total, we had 25 movie genres assigned to all rated movies from our
dataset. Next, we compared user ratings for the top 5 most referred genres in
the “ALL” data table (Table D.6), including Drama (11135 ratings), Action (8981
ratings), Comedy (5490 ratings), Crime (3543 ratings) and Biography (2635 ratings).
Users were broken into groups in accord to with their inferred country, user language
defined in user profile and cultural dimension associated with the inferred country.
The ratings of users from the defined user groups were compared to the rest of users.
Based on t-test results, significant rating differences (with p < 0.05 and p < 0.01
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levels) were found in respect of user origins and genres of rated movies presented in
Appendix I.
It is interesting to note that a majority of persons with defined Arabic in their
user profiles (language-based user group) and persons with inferred country of Saudi
Arabia tend to rate Drama movies in average higher as compared with other re-
spective locations (test #53 in Appendix I: for Arabic language in the user profile
µ1 = 8.11 and σ1 = 1.94 versus other µ2 = 7.66 and σ2 = 1.76; test #38: for in-
ferred country as Saudi Arabia µ1 = 8.07 and σ1 = 1.93 versus other µ2 = 7.64
and σ2 = 1.75) with t(4649.44
7) = 10.73, p − value < 0.01 and t(6432.82) =
10.95, p − value < 0.01 respectively, while persons inferred as coming from Turkey
or having Turkish language defined in user profile tend to rate Drama movies sig-
nificantly lower (test #55: for Turkish language in the user profile µ1 = 7.05 and
σ1 = 1.64 versus other µ2 = 7.83 and σ2 = 1.82, test #39: for inferred country
as Turkey µ1 = 7.22 and σ1 = 1.64 versus other µ2 = 7.84 and σ2 = 1.83) with
t(10, 291) = −10.34, p − value < 0.01 and t(10, 291) = −9.88, p − value < 0.01
respectively. It is interesting to learn that even though that localities belong to the
same cultural dimension of Multi-Active persons, their preferences for the Drama
genre differ considerably. We further explore whether cultural origins of Twitter
users (which are also users of IMDB database) have some effects in several movie
recommendation scenarios.
9.5.4 RS Performance
Parametrization Outcomes. As described above, we performed 3-fold CV
while finding model hyper-parameters in random search for FACTORS model,
while BOOSTER model parameters were found using “Out-of-bag” estimates.
Table 9.8 shows the found parameters for the selected context inclusion strategies.
We further exploit these parameters in the final tests on “TIMELINE” data and
user oﬄine tests.
7Herein for tests #53 and #38 we report the degrees of freedom with Welch-Satterthwaite
correction used with Welch’s t-test, not assuming equal population variance (based on the Levene’s
test output with p− value < 0.05).
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Context Strategy (parameters) µR2 ± σR2 RMSE NDCG@10
BOOSTER: gradient boosting regression
COUNTRY (n estimators=600, subsam-
ple=1, learning rate=0.01, max depth=5)
0.75±0.03 1.79 0.59
ALL (n estimators=600, subsample=1,
learning rate=0.015, max depth=3)
0.74±0.03 1.77 0.59
LANGUAGE (n estimators=600, subsam-
ple=1, learning rate=0.015, max depth=5)
0.74±0.03 1.79 0.56
DIMENSION (n estimators=600, subsam-
ple=1, learning rate=0.015, max depth=5)
0.74±0.03 1.79 0.62
BASE (n estimators=600, subsample=0.8,
learning rate=0.025, max depth=3)
0.73±0.03 1.77 0.60
LOCALITY (n estimators=600, subsam-
ple=0.9, learning rate=0.025, max depth=3)
0.73±0.03 1.77 0.59
IDs (n estimators=600, subsample=0.8,
learning rate=0.025, max depth=7)
0.10±0.02 1.71 0.73
FACTORS: factorisation machines
COUNTRY (num factors=42, learning
rate=0.0001, num iter=95)
0.72±0.03 4.64 0.32
DIMENSION(num factors=16, learning
rate=0.0001, num iter=67)
0.72±0.02 3.78 0.54
ALL (num factors=17, learning rate=0.01,
num iter=1)
0.71±0.03 6.90 0.44
LANGUAGE (num factors=23, learning
rate=0.0001, num iter=71)
0.71±0.02 4.17 0.73
BASE (num factors=5, learning rate=0.001,
num iter=16)
0.65±0.15 4.95 0.29
LOCALITY (num factors=42, learning
rate=0.001, num iter=66)
0.61±0.18 5.06 0.74
IDs (num factors=42, learning rate=0.001,
num iter=93)
0.17±0.02 1.86 0.51
Table 9.8: Tuned model parameters and performance using movie ratings from
“SAMPLE” data table (first column shows the tuned model parameters, second
column shows R2 in 5-times CV, two last columns show RMSE and NDCG@10
using separate test set)
We observed that parameters search improved the overall R2 performance for the
both models within the all context feature sets as shown in Figure 9.3. The most
importantly, BASE model’s R2 was comparable with the all context-aware strategies
as result of the regression models’ tuning.
Cross-Validation using “SAMPLE” set. Using the parameters selected for
each of the context strategies, we performed 5 times cross-validation tests with the
“SAMPLE” data. Figure 9.4 shows that the inclusion of user and movie averages
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Figure 9.3: Parametrisation results performed on a small “SAMPLE” movie ratings
set, mean performance with 95% confidence intervals
(BOOSTER: Gradient Boosting Regression Model was tuned by minimising the regression error
on the test set, FACTORS: Factorisation Machines was parametrised using random parameters
search with 3 times Cross-Validation in 15 iterations)
Figure 9.4: Average R2 values with st.dev. errors in 5-times cross-Validation tests
on “SAMPLE” data (BOOSTER: gradient boosting regression model was tuned
by minimising the regression error on test set, FACTORS: factorisation machines
was parametrised using random parameters search with 3 times cross-validation in
15 iterations)
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helped to improve the coefficient of determination R2 and thus fraction of variance
explained increased when compared with the “IDs”-based models. The means for
R2 in “BASE” models do not differ significantly from the models using inferred
from Twitter location features. The standard deviation is considerably larger for
FACTORS model when employing “BASE” and “LOCALITY” strategies as com-
pared to other model settings. Even though we might disregard all locality-based
context strategies, it is important to mention that the tests were performed on a
relatively small sample of 7K ratings. We further analyse how these models’ per-
formance metrics change when adding more ratings on a new “TIMELINE” data.
Since we get the lowest R2 mean values for “IDs” context strategy, we disregard it
in further timeline tests.
Baseline Recommender Selection. To assess performance of culture-aware
recommendation strategies, we considered several non-personalized baselines based
on average user and movie ratings. We tested several average-based baseline strate-
gies including OFFSET , USER, ITEM, and MU described above and depicted in
Figure J.8 in appendices. The OFFSET was of comparable NDCG performance
with USER recommendation strategy (p-value = 0.56, USER µ = 0.81±0.11, OFF-
SET µ = 0.83±0.09). In all other cases, the OFFSET baseline significantly outper-
formed USER, ITEM and MU for all tested performance metrics (p-value < 0.05),
therefore, we consider the OFFSET for further comparison of the context-aware
recommendation strategies.
Context-aware Recommendations. Figures J.9 (RMSE), J.10 (NDCG)
and J.11 (R2) in the appendices show performance of the context-aware strate-
gies (BOOSTER and FACTORS) using “TIMELINE” data. The RMSE perfor-
mance is comparable (not significantly different with p-value > 0.05) for OFFSET
and all FACTORS-based strategies except “ALL” (when using all user and item-
related features). The RMSE performance for FACTORS:ALL strategy is sig-
nificantly higher than RMSE for OFFSET (p − value < 0.05, FACTORS µ =
1.74 ± 0.06, OFFSET µ = 1.69 ± 0.07 ). In opposite, the RMSE performance
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of all BOOSTER context-aware strategies outperforms OFFSET with statistical
significance of p− value < 0.01.
Figure J.10 shows that the NDCG performance is comparable for all strate-
gies in FACTORS and OFFSET models. In opposite, all BOOSTER context-
aware strategies outperform OFFSET in the NDCG performance with significance
(p − value < 0.01). We can see trend lines for the OFFSET model do not show
a positive increase for NDCG values as we add more ratings week-by-week. The
“BASE” average-based strategy shows slightly negative trend for ranking perfor-
mance reflected in the NDCG metrics values. However, context-aware recommen-
dation strategies for FACTORS model, such as COUNTRY, ALL, LOCALITY,
DIMENSION, demonstrate that NDCG performance can be further improved in
time.
As seen in Figure J.11, however, all R2 performance lines show negative trends
for both regression models. All context-aware strategies for BOOSTER model
outperform OFFSET in R2 with statistical significance (p − value < 0.01). Sim-
ilarly, we observe that FACTORS model significantly (p − value < 0.01) outper-
forms OFFSET model in almost all context-aware strategies except “LOCALITY”
(p− value ≈ 0.1).
Performance Improvement over the Baseline. We observed that inclu-
sion of locality traits inferred out of Twitter microblogs can help in achieving bet-
ter performance values. Compared with the OFFSET average-based predictive
model, inclusion of additional data gathered from Web and exploitation of Gra-
dient Boosting (BOOSTER) regression model led to an improved R2 (with sta-
tistical significance p − value < 0.01) by 41.96% from .45±.05 to .65±.06 using
BOOSTER:COUNTRY (see Table J.5 case #39), followed by BOOSTER:ALL
(case #35, improvement of 41.35%), BOOSTER:LANGUAGE (case #38, improve-
ment of 40.56%), BOOSTER:DIMENSION (case #41, improvement of 40.54%),
BOOSTER:LOCALITY (case #40, improvement of 39.22%). Similarly, we ob-
served R2 improvement (from 30.36% to 32.99% with p− value < .01) for context-
aware FACTORS strategies including COUNTRY, LANGUAGE, DIMENSION
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and ALL. The FACTORS:LOCALITY showed the R2 improvement of 12.03% (case
#33, with p− value < 0.05). The BASE strategy in BOOSTER and FACTORS
models showed the improved R2 by 39.37% (case #37) and 27.33% (case #30) re-
spectively (p− value < .01). The IDs-based strategies could not compete with the
baseline and showed the considerably worse R2 performance (with p − value < .01
for both cases #29 and #36).
The NDCG’s statistically significant increase (with p − value < .01) over the
OFFSET baseline was observed for BOOSTER strategies including LOCALITY
(by 17.94%, case #26), DIMENSION (by 17.07%, case #27), COUNTRY (by
17.10%, case #25), ALL (by 16.55%, case #21), LANGUAGE (by 14.75%, case
#24). In opposite, FACTORS did not benefit from the added variables showing
no significant differences (all p − value ≥ 0.05), and even a statistically significant
however small decrease in NDCG when we added all possible variable (decreased
by 8.69% in case #14, p− value < 0.05).
The BOOSTER model achieved a better (decreased by from 12.78% for ALL to
11.75% for LANGUAGE) RMSE performance for all context inclusion strategies,
and also for BASE strategy (all with p− value < .01). The IDs-based FACTORS
strategy showed a decrease in RMSE by 1.73% (case #1), while BOOSTER:IDs
showed an increase in RMSE by 4.15% (case #8). All the rest of FACTORS
strategies showed quite small or statistically insignificant RMSE changes.
It is important to mention that all context-aware strategies included user and
movie average ratings as a standard practice. Therefore it was reasonable to compare
the BASE feature set with the context-aware strategies. We added locality traits
into the BASE feature set using Gradient Boosting regression model (BOOSTER).
Table J.6 shows that BASE baseline is very competitive for most of our strategies
across all performance metrics. For instance, RMSE of BOOSTER:BASE is smaller
than BOOSTER:IDs (case #1) and BOOSTER:ALL (case #8) by 19.19% and
17.19% respectively (with p − value < .01). However, when can also achieve an
improved NDCG (p − value < 0.05) when adding all parameters (by 2% in case
#14) or using LOCALITY strategy (by 3.21% in case #18). Therefore the inferred
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locality helped to improve the NDCG performance even with the stronger BASE
baseline and using data extracted from Twitter accounts.
Ranking the recommendation stratagies. Further, we ranked 8 the afore-
mentioned recommendations strategies. Table J.3 in appendices summarises the
ranks (higher ranks indicate that the related performance metric values are better
compared to the other strategies, while lower ranks indicate that the worst perfor-
mance outcomes). The best context-aware RS strategies include
BOOSTER:COUNTRY, BOOSTER:ALL and BOOSTER: LANGUAGE in R2
values. In test NDCG performance the best ranked strategies include
BOOSTER:LOCALITY, BOOSTER:COUNTRY and BOOSTER:DIMENSION.
In test RMSE values we observed the best performance ranks for BOOSTER:ALL,
BOOSTER:BASE andBOOSTER: LOCALITY. Overall, the mean ranks amongst
the all parameters showed the best values forBOOSTER:ALL,BOOSTER: COUN-
TRY and BOOSTER:LOCALITY as seen in critical differences diagram for the
average ranks in Figure 9.5. However, would these strategies be beneficial for indi-
vidual users? Having a large dataset we might select a users’ sample and perform
the recommendation ”simulation” tests while breaking collected users’ movie ratings
into test and train sets in the next section.
Oﬄine Tests with Selected Users. We are further interested to know whether
the inferred locality might help also in individual user tests. For this, we selected a
sample of users having at least 3 ratings in our “TIMELINE” data. With the aim to
test pre-filtering approach using cultural dimension group, and also considering the
aforementioned context strategies and models (FACTORS , BOOSTER ) in cases
of cold-start problem when having no previous user ratings available while training
the recommendation model. We created a sample of 270 users, whose average ratings
and number of ratings distribution is depicted in a scatter plot in Figure 9.6.
8https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.16.0/reference/generated/
scipy.stats.rankdata.html
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Figure 9.5: Critical difference for ranking of the recommendation strategies (plotted
with the help of “stats.rankdata” provided by Python library Scipy using average
method for dealing with tied ranks, and the “evaluation.scoring.compute CD” for
computing and plotting the critical difference for Nemenyi test with α = 0.05 pro-
vided in the Python library Orange)
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Figure 9.6: Selected sample of users (270 users depicted in colored circles have rated
at least three movies) for further movie recommendation tests
Pre-filtering and locality usage. Table J.4 in appendices shows results of
paired two-tailed t-tests using selected users’ set. Herein we report statistically sig-
nificant results with α < 0.01 while comparing the tested recommendation strategies
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with the OFFSET baseline based on average movie ratings. Using the Shapiro-
Wilk statistical test for normality we accepted the assumption of normality for pared
performance metric differences in 10 out of 90 test cases with α < 0.05, we ignored
the normality assumption violation having hundreds of observations (from 164 to
270 in all tests) as discussed in [16].
We observed R2 performance improvement from .43 to 0.48, which accounts
for at least 10% increase when using BOOSTER:LOCALITY (based on 204 user
comparisons, case #41) and by 11% when using dimension-based pre-filtering (164
user comparisons, case #72) thus using only dataset respective to the inferred user
cultural group. We also emulated cold-start situation by using all individual user
ratings in the test sets (the train sets were empty and using only data of other
users). By applying user dimension pre-filtering in cold-start, we observed almost
9% improvement in R2 values, from .49 to 0.53±.06 with p−value < 0.01 significance
(case #72), and also RMSE decrease by 4% (case #42) from 1.09 to 1.04±.52 with
p− value < 0.05.
Summary of tests. Table 9.9 summarises the most significant findings from
the oﬄine tests with selected users sample test and timeline tests, wherein data was
added on a weekly basis. The gradient booster (BOOSTER) strategies helped to
reach the best performance especially when using ALL, BASE and LOCALITY fea-
ture sets. In cold-start, pre-filtering helped to improve RMSE and R2 performance.
Overall, the worst performance was observed for IDs-based recommendation strate-
gies.
Cases Impact Findings
Selected user tests in Table J.4 (pre-filtering approach)
51 - The RMSE increase by 33% (with significance of p− value51 < 0.01) when
using the BOOSTER:IDs strategy with pre-filtering (using cultural dimen-
sion) compared with the OFFSET.
9, 2 + BOOSTER and FACTORS models using BASE feature set showed a de-
crease by 7.62% and 8.45% respectively (p−value9 < 0.05 and p−value2 <
0.01) in RMSE performance as compared with the OFFSET.
Table 9.9 : continued on the next page
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Cases Impact Findings
57, 68,
61, 62,
63, 60,
71, 67
+ When using pre-filtering on inferred user dimension, the NDCG metric was
comparable to OFFSET or slightly improved in few cases by almost 2%,
from 1.88% to 1.51% (with p− value < 0.05).
72 + R2 improved by 11.04% when using OFFSET pre-filtering using inferred
cultural dimension (with p− value < 0.01).
41, 37 + When using BOOSTER:LOCALITY, R2 improved by 10.19% as com-
pared to the OFFSET (p − value < 0.01), BOOSTER:LOCALITY fol-
lowed by BOOSTER:BASE with R2 improvement by 9.83% (for both cases,
p− value < 0.01).
29, 74,
36, 81
- IDs-based approaches were poorly performing in R2 (from 42.91 to 63.10%
decrease) for BOOSTER and FACTORS models as compared with OFFSET
in usual recommendation and pre-filtering strategies (with p−value < 0.01).
Selected user tests in Table J.4 (cold-start cases)
51, 44,
8, 1
- IDs-based showed the poor performance in the RMSE values in cold-start
test cases, with RMSE increase from 41.71% to 36.50% (p−value < 0.01).
42, 72 + Pre-filtering in accordance with the user dimension helped to decrease
RMSE by -3.88% in cold-start in case #42 (p − value < 0.05) and R2
increase by 8.85% in case #72 (p− value < 0.01).
29, 74,
36, 81
- IDs-based approaches are poorly performing in cold-start use cases when
comparing with the OFFSET strategy’s R2 values (with p− value < 0.01).
Timeline tests comparisons with the OFFSET in Table J.5
8 - RMSE values are about 4.15% greater in BOOSTER:IDs strategy com-
pared with the OFFSET (p− value < 0.01).
1 + RMSE in FACTORS:IDs is about 1.73% less than in OFFSET (p−value <
0.01).
12, 9,
7
+ When using BOOSTER model with ALL, BASE and LOCALITY feature
set, we could achieve the smallest RMSE values, from 12.60% to 12.78%
less, when comparing with the OFFSET (p− value < 0.01).
26, 23 + We can improve the NDCG metric by 17.94% with p− value < 0.01 when
using BOOSTER:LOCALITY as compared to the OFFSET strategy in case
#26 (versus NDCG improvement by 14.27 % in BOOSTER:BASE in case
#23 with p− value < 0.01).
Table 9.9 : continued on the next page
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Cases Impact Findings
39, 35,
38, 41,
37, 40
+ When comparing BOOSTER with the OFFSET strategy, we achieved in-
creased R2 values by at least 40% when using COUNTRY, ALL, LAN-
GUAGE and DIMENSION feature sets, followed by BASE and LOCALITY
with about 39% increase in R2 (for all mentioned cases, p− value < 0.01).
Timeline tests comparisons with the BASE in Table J.6
1 - The RMSE values for BOOSTER:IDs were 19.19% greater than
BOOSTER:BASE (p− value < 0.01).
8 - The RMSE values for FACTORS:ALL were about 17.91% greater than
BOOSTER:BASE (p− value < 0.01).
0 + The BOOSTER:ALL showed about -0.19% smaller RMSE values (p −
value < 0.05).
18, 14 + The BOOSTER:LOCALITY and BOOSTER:ALL showed increased NDCG
by 3.21% and 2.00% respectively (p− value < 0.05).
25, 24,
21, 26,
27
- The FACTORS model, using COUNTRY, LANGUAGE, BASE, LOCAL-
ITY, DIMENSION feature sets, is outperformed by BOOSTER:BASE in
the NDCG metric values from 13.52% to 18.79% (p− value < 0.01).
31, 28,
30, 33
+ The BOOSTER strategies with COUNTRY, ALL, LANGUAGE (p −
value < 0.01), and DIMENSION (p − value < 0.05) outperform
BOOSTER:BASE in R2 from 1.86 to 0.84%.
34 - The OFFSET model had lower R2 performance, by 28.25% with p−value <
0.01, than BOOSTER:BASE.
36, 41,
38, 39,
35, 40,
37
- All models based on factorisation machines showed a lower R2 perfor-
mance when compared to BOOSTER:BASE, from 4.54% decrease for FAC-
TORS:ALL in case #36 to 82.34% decrease for FACTORS:IDs in case #37
(all with p− value < 0.01).
29 - The biggest decrease in R2 of 94.59% was observed for BOOSTER:IDs (p−
value < 0.01).
Table 9.9: The main findings of the recommendation tests (we
specify the positive and negative outcomes in the column “Impact”)
9.5.5 Research Questions Revisited
RQ 4.1. Could we find significant differences in user movie genre prefer-
ences for different cultural groups in Twitter? The answer is affirmative,
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we could find statistically significant preferences towards Drama, Action, Anima-
tion, Crime and Biography for several cultural groups as shown in appendices I on
page 278. Particularly, users tweeted from the inferred Saudi Arabia locations pre-
ferred Drama and Action movies when compared to persons from UK and Turkey.
Animation was more preferred for persons tweeting from the USA over persons
from UK. Overall, Crime was preferred by Multi-Active users when compared with
Linear-Active. Considering language locality, Arab speaking users prefer Biography
more than English speaking users. It is important to mention that countries and
cultural dimensions were inferred, while language preferences were defined in user
profiles.
RQ 4.2. Could we improve movie recommendation performance when
considering rating locality origins? Overall, BOOSTER:LOCALITY and
BOOSTER:BASE were deemed to be one of the best performing strategies in
TIMELINE and user-based oﬄine tests. We observed R2 performance improve-
ment by 10% using pre-filtering based on user cultural dimension. We achieved
3% improvement in NDCG values for BOOSTER:LOCALITY as compared to
BOOSTER:BASE (case 18 in Table J.6, followed by case 14 for BOOSTER:ALL
with 2% improvement over the BASE and also having a slight but significant im-
provement of RMSE values of 0.2% in average in case 0). Interestingly, we also
observed a considerable improvement of RMSE by 12% for almost all context inclu-
sion strategies in BOOSTER model as compared with the baseline average-based
OFFSET strategy (see cases #12, 9, 7 in Table J.5). The BASE feature set (case
#9) was, however, competing with the LOCALITY (case #12), but was outper-
formed by ALL (case #7).
In cold-start, pre-filtering using user cultural dimension helped to increase R2 by
8.85% (with p− value < 0.01, case #72 in Table J.4). This indicates that selection
of one performance metric might be quite misleading when concluding on the rec-
ommender performance. In a nutshell, selection of recommendation approaches and
the evaluated performance metrics could have an influence on the interpretation of
results. It is therefore paramount to consider several recommendation metrics and
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perform parameters tuning when possible. Since we were able to successfully exploit
inferred cultural dimension in pre-filtering user tests, in usual operation and cold-
start, we conclude that inferred locality is indeed helpful for better recommendation
outcomes to a certain extent, while average based approach could provide a robust
baseline especially when used with the pre-filtering step.
9.6 Discussion
9.6.1 Social Media Exploitation and Domain Needs
We investigated the exploitation of pre-filtering and user modeling approaches dis-
cussed by Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [7] for creating culture-aware recommendations.
As suggested by Hannon with co-authors in [101], user friendship networks could
also be exploited for building recommendation strategies. We thus might utilize user
networks for mining cultural contexts to complement the lack of information in user
profiles and content. However, it is paramount to mention, that particular prac-
tical applications could require additional domain-related information as discussed
by Swinke [236]. Therefore, a more thoughtful assessment is needed for evaluat-
ing culture-aware recommendations in social networking settings when considerable
efforts are required to harvest user-related and contextual information useful for
particular application goals. As suggested in [5], financial losses and gains should be
considered when exploiting additional user or item data in recommender systems.
Also, according to Sir Tim Berners-Lee, a possibility of manipulating information
contents should not be disregarded in relation with political or commercial gains
involved [259].
9.6.2 Movie Genre Preferences
The findings suggest that in some cases (for instance, differences in Drama movie
preferences in Arab and Turkish-speaking countries discussed on page 187) we
need to be cautious when recommending movies regarding cultural dimensions of
users. For particular users, a better recommendation outcome can be achieved
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by considering their country and language preferences besides other user traits. A
further online study is needed to analyse user feedback on received recommendations
in different locality settings.
9.6.3 Movie Recommendation Outcomes
We considered the pre-filtering and user modeling approaches as described by Pan-
niello and Gorgoglione [184] while exploiting the contextual information on user cul-
tural origins for creating culture-aware movie recommendation stratagems. Instead
of using the information which could be explicitly provided, we infer our contex-
tual data automatically using social media user-generated content. For factoring
in user cultural origins (inferred countries, preferred languages, or cultural groups)
in our oﬄine user tests, we explored mostly regression models, which are however
challenged by robust average-based models not relying on user cultural origins (such
as “BASE” model using user and movie numbers with the average movie ratings).
We observed that using the gradient boosting model with the “LOCALITY” fea-
ture set helped to improve R2 by 10% over the baseline (case #41). Additionally,
we observed a considerable improvement (R2 increased by 11%, case #72 in Ta-
ble J.4) while employing pre-filtering based on user cultural dimension and when
using average-based baseline.
The overall recommendation performance (in our “timeline” tests) showed even
higher increase in R2 performance when factoring in the inferred country, up to
almost 42% over the baseline (case #39 in Table J.5), and the NDCG increase
by 17.94% over the baseline (case #26). Even though we achieved a performance
improvement while including locality traits into the recommendation models, we
must be cautious about selecting predictive model parameters and underlying rec-
ommendation technique. Different mixes of contextual parameters lead to different
performance outcomes for the selected metrics.
Additionally, we distinguish between different modes of RS operation such as
regular operations when user ratings present in the training set, the cold-start prob-
lem when there are no previous ratings available. We found out that pre-filtering is
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quite useful in cold-start situations even with context extracted out of social media.
Using user cultural dimensions for pre-filtering, we achieved R2 increase by 9% (case
#72 in Table J.4) and RMSE decrease by 4% (case #42).
9.6.4 Filter Bubble and User Control
Panniello and Gorgoglione [184] showed that in certain e-commerce situations con-
textual pre-filtering is a feasible approach and might result in better recommenda-
tion outcomes considering better precision and lower RMSE, while, however, this
could lead to lower recall values when compared with simple collaborative filtering
approach without contextual information added. The context is therefore provided
explicitly, and users could not have any control over possible missed items due to
the exact filtering limitations applied. Users are thus “confined” to the set of pre-
selected items, and this might explain why the recall values drop in the contextual
pre-filtering.
When the recommendation system or search engine exploits user context infor-
mation while limiting information output to specific user characteristics such as
location or even particular ideological preferences, a user might be restrained to the
predefined information pool while experiencing a lack of “freedom” in information
supply. “Filter bubble” (please see [189] referred in [175]) might affect the user
experience negatively and even be exploited by political propaganda influencing the
behaviour of information systems when possible. When having access to personal
data, political parties might utilize information on user preferences and political
views to build targeted political messages that could sever not only user privacy
right, but their security and democracy could be at stake [259]. In this sense, the
content-based recommendation strategies might be more elaborate as compared to
the information filtering approach imposed by the collaborative filtering systems
such as considering user location information. This is why we might suggest provid-
ing a user with the complete control over the filters imposed. Ideally, the information
on possible drawbacks of filters usage and thus imposed lack of broad information
sources should be available to the user.
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Interestingly, Nguyen with co-authors [175] discuss the application of collabora-
tive filtering algorithms for movie recommendations, which overall diversity might
be narrowing over time, however, could lead to the more positive user experience
for the most actively rating users. Therefore, more research is needed on different
recommendation algorithms to study how the recommendation diversity and user
satisfaction changes over time in the view of possible filter bubble effects.
9.6.5 Inferring User Locality Traits from Social Media
Throughout this project, we based our culture-awareness and analysis on the as-
sumption that the user origins would match with their locality traits inferred out
of user social content and profiles. We might have several reservations about the
accuracy of the country/dimension predictive models, which might require further
updates with new data published online. User social content might also be mislead-
ing. On the other hand, microbloggers might share their posts while travelling to
different countries, and therefore their time zones and localities defined in Twitter
profiles would not match real user origins.
We tested our country prediction model using the country information provided
by Twitter (thus focusing only on the tweets with the country information available).
We observed that there are 29 countries predicted with the true positive and negative
rates of 75% and above (see Figure H.7 in appendices). When collecting the movie
rating dataset, we focused on fifteen countries with the high prediction accuracy of
above 90% and most actively rating movies (Table H.2).
However, what if the tweet origins do not correspond with user cultural ori-
gins? To find out about country matches between human assessors and geolocations
assigned by Twitter, we manually labelled users (who posted their movie ratings
with geo-coded tweets) into their countries of origins, and observed a high interrater
agreement with Krippendorff’s α = 0.84 for two human raters and the country la-
bels provided by Twitter (see Table H.4(a)). Persons also might tweet when they
live, work or travel in other countries. In accord with GlobalWebIndex research
summarised in Twitter infographic [155], 50% of British Twitter users tweet about
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their holidays, and even more Spanish people use Twitter on holidays tweeting at
least once a day while travelling. More than 60% of British persons keep in touch
with friends at home using Twitter. Therefore, a persons’ social networks could
shed light into actual user origins when users travel. The more precise user local-
ity might still be extracted out of social media of the friendship network analysis,
and more data can be obtained out of other social networks including Facebook or
LinkedIn, potentially providing more finer grained results on user actual locations
and also user cultural preferences and origins. The WWW was designed to be a free
and open environment for border-less communication, and, social networks could,
however, be discouraging sharing free opinions when user privacy and security could
be endangered [259].
9.6.6 Movie Ratings Sharing and Self-Image of Users
It is important to think about user intentions of sharing movie ratings and their
inherited subjectivity. What is the purpose of sharing movie ratings in Twitter
streams, whether it is personal or possibly marketing influence on Twitter followers?
Also, some users might also be concerned by their self-image projection while rating
movies which might seem to be out of their roles or positions in society. Would
a serious adult person be sharing his favourite comedy which would likely appeal
more to his son’s friends? The possible personal reasons of providing certain ratings
cannot be disregarded entirely and thus we might consider more factors than just
merely cultural origins, like age, gender, social status, possibly job, personality and
other parameters related to users and movies as well.
9.6.7 Application of the Sociological Model
While classifying our users into cultural groups, we based our experiments on the
assumptions that the Lewis Model of Cultures is more appropriate to apply to the
microblogging communication styles as compared to other models including Hofst-
ede’s sociological model. We explain our preference with the focus on communica-
tion patterns rather than non-verbal behavioural differences amongst cultures. Even
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though Lewis model is more flexible in the sense that it does not assume that all
persons from particular nations share very similar cultural profiles such as in Hofst-
ede’s model, we still stereotype persons into one cultural dimension per country such
as in Hofstede’s model. We realise that it might have an influence on our results.
Notably, for large countries, for instance, the United States of America or Russian
Federation, where there are many different cultural groups. In further work, we
propose to refine our locations to a higher level of granularity. Some geographic
areas might have more diverse populations, while other locations might be more
homogeneous. Some locations could match Lewis cultural stereotypes to a larger
extent as opposed to others. For instance, we might define Linear-Active cultural
dimensions to persons living in Moscow or Saint-Peterborough areas of Russia, or
in the East coast of the US. We are aware that languages could provide additional
information on person origins. However, we do not want to strictly confine ourselves
to stereotyping pitfalls, we instead use the cultural dimension, languages and coun-
tries of microposts for user modeling purposes to analyse the strength of the effects
of this information when included into recommendation outcomes as an example of
“culture-awareness” in adaptive applications such as recommender systems.
9.7 Conclusions and Future Work
One of the primary purposes of recommendation systems is to decrease information
overload while providing its users with relevant item suggestions within their context.
For instance, in movie recommenders, various factors influence user preferences and
needs. User culture is an essential factor, however, less researched in recommender
system studies. The integration of culture-related user traits needs more research
to find out if this leads to performance gains and improved user satisfaction in
particular application areas. With a focus on recommendation performance, we
realised several culture-aware recommendation approaches including inferred user
origins based on user micro-blogging profiles. In our oﬄine tests, we achieved an
improved ranking performance when using added user and movie traits considering
locality-specific features including countries, languages and cultural regions based
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on the existing cultural study. We found user cultural preferences towards movie
genres. We also demonstrated challenges of choosing appropriate evaluation metrics.
Further research might include online tests to address possible culture-awareness
limitations and benefits based on actual user feedback.
The exploitation of the cultural-specific user traits for building culture-aware
software applications could provide advantages when the user requires relevant con-
tent or functionality, which relate to one’s countries or regions. In this respect, we
exploited the knowledge on user cultural user origins such as extracted out of user
microblogging patterns for building up culture-aware social movie recommendation
system. Other possible practical applications could be a friend or local news rec-
ommendations. The cultural context of the users could also be used for filtering or
ranking recommended items while considering the user cultural traits. In further
work, user cultural traits could be exploited for providing more customisation in
the context of recommendation diversity. Similarly with the music recommendation
diversity needs discussed by Ferwerda with co-authors [69] in relation with user per-
sonality traits, we suggest to analyse movie diversity needs in respect to cultural
and country-level adaptation contexts.
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Conclusions and Further Work
“The best way to predict your future is to create it.”
- A. Lincoln, source: goodreads.com
State-of-the-art web applications in e-commerce, e-learning, collaborative plat-
forms for distributed work groups and social networking serve diverse populations
of users coming from different places, having their personal preferences and needs
for web design, content and functionality. To improve the usability of such web
applications and user satisfaction, web developers work on adapting their software
to specific, and also culture-related, user needs. For instance, e-learning applica-
tions could be further adapted while providing learning material and instruction
style according to students’ cultural origins [190]. The information overload of users
seeking information on the Web might be addressed by applying locality filters.
User expectations are not only application dependent, but might also be guided by
their personal and cultural preferences. Therefore, we need to create user profiles
with information on related user traits and preferences. Such information can be
provided explicitly by users, or implicitly extracted from user-generated content,
shared opinions and history logs.
We proposed an approach to mine user origins out of social media content, in par-
ticular, Twitter microblogs. Previous sociological studies informed us about different
culture-specific behaviour patterns in oﬄine communication. We found microblog-
ging patterns in user communication online and discussed culture-specific privacy
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preferences using openly available microblogging data. Our methodology of creating
culture-aware user profiles also enabled us to experiment with movie recommenda-
tion strategies, showing a performance improvement in cold-start situations, when
user ratings were not yet known to the recommender system. The methodology of
mining and exploiting user origins is particularly interesting from a social informatics
point of view when technology and society are studied in relation to each other. The
described methods use machine learning techniques for profiling microbloggers into
cultural groups. This might be interesting for further sociological research aiming
at inter-cultural studies in the blogosphere, without approaching persons individ-
ually. Instead, for user privacy, such profiling could be performed by aggregating
openly-available content without regard to particular users. The profiling outcomes
could be used to infer and exploit specific application-specific user preferences. For
instance, recommender systems could be provided with user country locations and
preferred languages for the benefit of the user.
Figure 10.1: Research scope revisited
We can analyse the thesis outcomes at the intersections of several overlapping
research fields, as depicted in Figure 10.1, including social informatics, microblogging
and recommender system design.
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Objectives Achieved results
Goal 1: How cultural differences impact user behaviour in Twitter?
Objective 1 Determined microblogging patterns in terms of Twitter
feature usage including URLS, Hashtags, User Mentions,
Replies and Days of Microposting
Objective 2 Found important features for analysis of communication
preferences in respect to their cultural origins
Goal 2: How to exploit user microblogging patterns in further web adaptation?
Objective 3 Using microblogging patterns for user origin prediction
enabled (to a certain extent) identification of microp-
osting country and region origins, and analysis of user
privacy preferences
Objective 4 Exploited user locality context inferred from microblog-
ging user profiles enabled creation of culture-aware rec-
ommendation strategies outperforming average-based
baseline recommendations
Table 10.1: Project objectives achieved
Research Question Answer Pages
Objective 1: Finding Cultural Cues Online, addressed in [121]
RQ 1.1: Could we find differences in
Twitter features usage for persons micro-
posting from different geographic regions
(origins)?
Yes, we found significant differences of
Twitter features usage for five countries
in Twitter (Japan, Spain, Germany, the
US and Brazil) with p < .001 significance
level using t-tests.
ch. 6,
pp. 100
RQ 1.2: Could we exploit these differ-
ences for predicting user origins on a
country and geographic region level?
Yes, user behavioural differences in Twit-
ter enabled us to achieve 10-fold cross-
validation error of 0.42 and 0.29 for Coun-
try and Cultural region levels. When
adding the user language, the cross-
validation error decreased respectively to
0.06 and 0.04.
ch. 6,
pp. 106
Objective 2: Determining microblogging features importance for predicting user origins and
communication preferences [52]
Table 10.2: continued on the next page
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Research Question Answer Pages
RQ 2.1: Could we exploit user contact
network, i.e., friends, for predicting user
cultural origins?
Yes. Although we could not exploit user
contacts’ network meta-data match for
inferring user country locations, however,
FOLLOWERS feature set extracted from
the user followers network enabled us to
infer the user country locations with a
3-times cross-validation test results accu-
racy of more than 84%, when FOLLOW-
ERS features set was combined with user
language we achieved 94% of accuracy for
users having top most used language in
respective country.
ch. 7,
pp. 127
RQ 2.2: What microblogging features
(user-related and friend-related) are the
most prominent in revealing user cultural
traits in Twitter?
We found that user language, followers’
majority country, and time zones are
the most revealing user country locations
based on the importance of the features
extracted from the decision trees.
ch. 7,
pp. 129
RQ 2.3: Could we find communication
preferences in respect to user cultural ori-
gin?
Yes. We found that cultural dimen-
sion match is associated (statistically sig-
nificant) with 23% higher probability of
user responds when analysing statistics
on logit marginal effects, and found that
users tend to respond mostly within their
cultural regions.
ch. 7,
pp. 133,
130
Objective 3: Monitoring Twitter privacy settings usage [53]
RQ 3.1: Are there differences in pri-
vacy settings usage by different cultural
groups?
Yes, Multi-active users group has a larger
fraction of open profiles, while Reactive
user group has a greater fraction of closed
profiles.
ch. 8,
pp. 150
Table 10.2: continued on the next page
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Research Question Answer Pages
RQ 3.2: How does protecting user ac-
counts affect user communication styles
in Twitter?
Interestingly, protected user profiles have
a smaller contacts network and less listed,
however, not less influential compared
with open user profiles. The higher num-
ber of setting changes characterises pro-
tected user profiles. They also favourite
other user messages more frequently.
ch. 8,
pp. 148
RQ 3.3: How could user privacy prefer-
ences be exploited in real-life scenarios
(discussion on security implications and
related issues)?
User locations could be leaked via
user friendship networks, or from user-
generated content and meta-data when
user profiles are open. Users should be
provided with full control over their con-
tent and profile storage. The privacy
needs differ across the cultures.
ch. 8
Objective 4: Creating culture-aware social recommender
RQ 4.1: Could we find statistically signif-
icant movie genre preferences in relation
to user inferred origins?
We found statistically significant genre
preferences for many locality groups, in-
cluding different country, language, and
cultural dimension groups. For instance,
users from Saudi Arabia prefer Drama
and Action movies more (give higher rat-
ings in average) compared to users from
the UK and Turkey.
ch. 9,
pp. 278
Table 10.2: continued on the next page
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Research Question Answer Pages
RQ 4.2: Could we improve movie recom-
mendation performance when considering
user origins and other item or user-related
features?
Yes, to a certain extent, in a cold-
start situation when pre-filtering on user
cultural dimension while using average-
based OFFSET model. However, the
oﬄine user tests analysis showed that
user modeling was not successful as com-
pared to pre-filtering using user cultural
dimension helping us to increase R2 by
11% in usual conditions (case 42) and by
9% in the cold-start situation (case 72)
for average-based recommendation strat-
egy. In timeline tests, usage of the LO-
CALITY feature set enabled improve-
ment NDCG@10 metric values of the
BOOSTER user modeling compared to
BOOSTER BASE by 2.7% (case 18).
Generally, we achieved slightly better rec-
ommendation performance when adding
ALL user and item related features, in-
ferred country, or when using LOCAL-
ITY feature set based on recommenda-
tion strategy average ranks in timeline
tests.
ch. 9,
pp. 313,
313,
193
Table 10.2: Research questions answered
Table 10.1 outlines the the achieved research objectives and Table 10.2 provides
the answers to the related questions.
Since user locations on Twitter are not available or inaccurate in the majority
of cases, we created user models which were further used for predicting user origins
(addressing Objective 1, in which the patterns found enabled us to distinguish be-
tween cultural and country groups, chapter 6 “User Origin Prediction”). For this,
we used Twitter-specific features extracted from users’ content and social networks.
With the information on user origins, we analysed user communication (Objective
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2, in which we observed that microbloggers tend to respond the most within their
cultural groups, chapter 7 “Communication Preferences”) and privacy preferences
in Twitter (Objective 3, our study of Twitter settings usage in chapter 8 “Privacy
Settings Usage in Twitter” revealed the most “private” cultural group in Twitter).
We assessed different recommendation approaches (Objective 4, chapter 9 “Culture-
aware Social Recommenders”) considering cultural contexts of the users. With this,
we partially (in the case when culture-awareness is advantageous in the recommender
system application) addressed the cold-start problem, which is widely discussed in
recommender systems research, and lesser-known culture-aware adaptation. Fur-
ther, we critically discuss the contributions mentioned above, their standing in the
light of previous research, applicability in practice, research implications, limitations
of proposed solutions and conclude with further work insights.
10.1 Microblogging Behaviour Patterns
The main emphasis of the current Web is on Social Networking and as a consequence,
large volumes of user-generated content could be analysed for a better understanding
of user behaviour online and their preferences. The prominent research works inform
us of cultural differences of exploiting SN services such as microblogs [80, 225, 180].
Based on the insights of previous work and sociological studies [148, 149, 112],
we assumed that persons from different origins might also have different online
behaviour patterns. Our contributions further summarised helped us to confirm
this assumption.
In chapter 6 “User Origin Prediction”, we analysed how users from different
cultural origins employ Twitter. Interestingly, our results correspond with some
findings of Poblete with co-authors [193], in which users from the USA lead in
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) sharing. Similar user behaviour was observed in
[121, 119], in which users from the USA and Germany tend to share URLs and Twit-
ter hashtags the most compared to other user groups analysed. The main findings
reveal a culture-specific user behaviour on Twitter discussed regarding previous so-
ciological research by Lewis [148]. Since the results enable us to distinguish between
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different cultural origins of user groups, a culture-oriented user modeling approach
was proposed based on the analysis of microblogging behavioural patterns in [121].
From a practical point of view, we might exploit user online activities for pre-
dicting user origins and adapting web applications when culture-awareness is ben-
eficial. For instance, e-commerce websites could provide their users with goods or
content tailored to their cultural backgrounds. We could also design social network-
ing sites with user culture in mind. For instance, a tagging functionality could be
appreciated by users from Germany, while reply functionality would be more acces-
sible to Japanese users. Further work might be performed on whether such design
adaptations would be met with better user satisfaction. Further, we based the re-
search on a microblogs analysis. This limitation could be addressed by applying
the methodology described using other social media sources where user profiles are
openly available. A longitudinal study could also inform us whether culture-specific
microblogging patterns change over extended periods of time. However, we should
refer to the previous research by Soliman with co-authors [229] indicating that user
tweeting activities usually reduced within few months.
10.2 User Origins Prediction
In our experiments, less than 2% of tweets were geographically tagged. Nevertheless,
microblogging behaviour patterns enabled us to exploit Twitter-specific features for
building up country and cultural groups predicting models based on Decision Trees.
Even though our best performing country prediction strategies achieved an accuracy
of more than 90%, other feature sets and classification methods such as Support
Vector Machines could be considered.
Compared with other related works, for instance, by Alex [13] achieving 90% of
precision in user city location prediction for several countries, our location detection
technique is not finely-grained, and we aim to predict locations on a country-level
only. We work however with many nations and languages while combining tweet
location and profile location data together with the timezone and user languages de-
fined in the Twitter profile. This enables us to avoid reliance on gazetteers, and also
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external services such as Yahoo geo-parser exploited by Kulshrestha in [142] while
achieving a reasonable country location detection without extensive resource con-
sumption when building on tweets with geographic location enabled for training and
testing purposes. When considering only country-level predicting, we outperformed
the “Calgali” algorithm by Hecht [104] which uses Twitter contents as compared to
our approach of considering follower networks and languages defined in user profiles,
as described in chapter 7 “Communication Preferences”.
We agree with Alex [13] that there are more application possibilities not re-
stricted to sentiment analysis and information flows. Using user country inference
could help in more general tasks like adapting e-commerce and e-learning and while
building distributed international teams when information on user cultural origins
is paramount for the application goals.
10.3 Communication Preferences
The information on inferred user countries allowed us to study user communication
in Twitter. In chapter 7 “Communication Preferences”, we analysed microblogs
of users from the top 13 most active countries on Twitter. We exploited Tweets’
content and metadata as features for building a classification model for predicting
user countries. The results showed that using user-related microblogging features
and features extracted from a followers’ network enabled the prediction of user
countries with an accuracy of more than 90%. The most important features included
user languages, countries and time zones of their followers, followers influence (the
number of followers divided by the sum of followers and friends), and microblogging
days of the week. While mining user country locations might be useful, the privacy
concerns should be observed. Our approach showed a good efficiency for detecting
tweet origins. This information could, however, be abused in situations when user
whereabouts should be protected.
Having knowledge of user origins, we analysed user replies to their friends. Our
findings showed that Twitter users were most likely to reply to friends coming from
the same region; however, country matches were less important for getting user
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replies. Future work might reassess the social networking and related cultural mod-
els in view of online communication preferences since a person tends to respond
more actively within their cultural group. We might hypothesise that creating more
nationally diverse teams can lead to greater communication when their (team) mem-
bers are within similar cultural regions. We proposed to further exploit these cultural
regions in recommender systems (for instance, friend or collaborator suggestions),
which require a user cultural context. We also discussed the subject of web appli-
cation adaptation in the scope of preserving online privacy.
10.4 Privacy Needs
Even though we work with aggregated data for building user profiles, and do not
operate with individual sensitive data, the possibility of exploiting user contextual
information, for instance, out of social networks, could not be disregarded as we
suggest in chapter 7 “Communication Preferences”. Further in chapter 8 “Pri-
vacy Settings Usage in Twitter”, we analysed user microblogging preferences in
respect to privacy considerations, which are paramount when personal and sensitive
information could be leaked out of publicly available microblogs, for instance, via
friendship networks. Our findings revealed that a relatively small fraction (about
5%) of our followed users still require protecting their profiles. Interestingly, “Reac-
tive” users from Indonesia and Japan have the largest fractions of protected profiles
compared to other cultural groups analysed. We propose to further analyse culture
and country-specific privacy preferences in other social networking platforms and
web applications. Privacy settings in social networks and default user profiles might
be defined with user cultural needs in mind. Additionally, users’ complete control
over shared data is needed.
In this thesis, we focused mostly on the culture-awareness for web applications
that adapt to user origins. We must be aware however that in the movie recommen-
dations or other personalised services, the culture of users is not the only factor to
consider. In the practical applications, we want to analyse the benefits and possi-
ble drawbacks of using different features, for instance, personal preferences, tastes,
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moods and even personality traits. For example, a study by Chorley et al. [41] on
personality and visited places on Foursquare informs us about a positive relationship
between usage of location-based social networks and conscientiousness. In this case,
we might re-evaluate the cases of privacy needs for persons willing the share their
geographic locations as opposing to persons who do not share their places in social
networks (referring to chapter chapter 8 “Privacy Settings Usage in Twitter”). Noe¨
et al. [176] discuss the correlation between personality traits and network-based
features extracted from Facebook data, they found that extroversion and social net-
work size are positively correlated. The future research might further investigate the
possible scenarios of mixing culture-related factors and personality traits to study
their relative impact on recommendations or web search outcomes.
10.5 Culture-awareness Using Inferred Origins
Finally, we demonstrated the exploitation of inferred locality traits in a movie rec-
ommendation domain. While adding inferred locality traits, we improved recom-
mendation performance when compared with the average-based baseline and also
non-locality-aware recommendation strategies. The results are especially pertinent
to cold-start situations when users are new to the system, and no previous history
of ratings is available. Using pre-filtering on user cultural regions and factoring
user locality traits into our user modeling approach enabled us to improve movie
rating predictive performance (R2 particularly) by at least 10%. We also observed
significant differences in movie genre preferences amongst the analysed inferred lo-
cations. We are however aware of possible limitations due to our specific dataset
retrieved with the Twitter API. We also cannot ensure that the oﬄine tests could
be used to reflect user satisfaction in reality. This is why we further plan to perform
online tests to get real-life user feedback on the proposed culture-aware recommen-
dations. Online tests would enable us to additionally evaluate our locality prediction
classification model based on metadata extracted from Twitter profiles.The movie
recommendation domain is not the only potential application of culture-awareness.
Since 2010, we observe that research in the area of culture-centered user interface
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design is rapidly evolving [106]. E-commerce and e-learning domains might benefit
from knowledge on user cultural origins. Learning styles and e-learning environ-
ment preferences also differ for persons from particular cultural backgrounds. Social
networks could be used to obtain such information unobtrusively. However, such
information gathering should be performed respecting user privacy and full user con-
trol over the accessed data. We emphasised online user privacy issues in respect of
existing online privacy guidelines and challenges to date. We also discussed dealing
with sensitive user information while doing social networking research. We proposed
to work with anonymous and aggregated user context instead of dealing with finer
user data such as precise user locations. The privacy and security threats should
not be underestimated when thinking about human life reflected in social media.
Nevertheless, the possibility of mining cultural user traits and preferences provides
immense application potential. Further research might go more in-depth into an
evaluation of the financial benefits and overall user satisfaction with adapted sys-
tems, recommenders or other intelligent state-of-the-art web applications benefiting
from knowledge on person origins.
10.6 Research Scope Limitations
It is important to mention that the project scope did not include other exciting di-
rections such as sentiment analysis of the social media content and usage of different
machine techniques, for instance, clustering, for grouping users into their respective
cultural groups automatically. We intentionally excluded these topics for several
reasons.
First of all, our objectives were designed to demonstrate a possible solution for
inferring user origins for further web adaptation. Twitter microblogs were used for
training our models in a semi-supervised way. We have considered the geolocations
attached in the metadata of user-generated content. First of all, the machine learning
approach employed was based on decision trees and using geolocations as labels
might provide a precise solution. We, however, performed manual labeling to test
our automatic approach, with about 66% agreement between human raters and
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the automatic classification, and about 78% agreement between human raters and
Twitter geolocations (on a small sample of 56 users actively tweeting on movie
ratings and also having geolocations attached). We are aware of this limitation and
propose to extend our approach to improve the accuracy of user location inference.
Clustering methods could also be considered in further work which focuses on
the defined number of user cultural groups. Our approach, however, aims at a
flexible way to infer user country locations without looking into the context. This
allows us to be less dependent on translation services and the external assistance
of human translators to do content analysis, which is prone to human errors. This
research, however, might benefit from more in-depth content analysis of different
cultural groups while building on the previous research work by [40] (exploring
tweets usage for geolocating users on a city level), [226] (websites content analysis
revealed the influence of cultural values) and the country inference solution proposed
in this thesis. The further work could extend the proposed approach for detecting
user locations on a city level while analysing culture-specific content features. For
instance, different cultural groups might have their own online content preferences
and marked online products.
Moreover, analysis of the user-generated content published in borderless com-
munication requires also language-specific considerations. For instance, the polarity
phrases and related words in sentiment analysis require to have related language
expertise. The meaning of the free-text could also be changed due to different
semantics attached by the content publishers and their emotional state or another
context. Therefore, more work needs to be done in the sentiment analysis field within
cultural online behaviour research. We can learn from the previous work [208] on
multilingual sentiment analysis using classification techniques while analysing the
distribution of sentiment values for several cities and languages.
Cultural sociology could benefit from big data sources and their state-of-the-art
analysis techniques [18]. Specialised search engines and social media analysis tools
such as provided by LexisNexis, application program interfaces for access to big
data, automated text classification and clustering for topic extraction techniques,
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topic modeling, and other tools could benefit from big data streams, which can
be supplied with geolocation metadata [18]. Our solution was built on top of the
social media content, and we are grateful for the thousands of Twitter users for their
contributions.
However, the exploitation of the existing computational techniques remains chal-
lenging for sociological researchers [18]. The lack of technical knowledge might pose
a difficulty while accessing and mining big data of user-generated context. Secondly,
the data might be quite unstructured and lack user context. The free-text could lack
semantics, and we cannot access non-verbal cues coming from individual users [18].
Therefore, we propose to further extend our approach with sensory information,
for instance, provided with the help of ubiquitous computing techniques, web cam-
eras, voice recognition, and other modalities helping to understand user context,
psychological and emotional traits.
10.7 Application of Machine-learning Algorithms
Figure 10.2: Learning user preferences and context from social streams
In this thesis, Twitter streams of user-generated context and associated metadata
were used to extract application-specific features while addressing particular research
questions. Figure 10.2 shows that we infer user traits out of social data while pre-
processing the extracted features.
We exploited several machine learning techniques such as decision trees, gradi-
ent boosting regression and factor machines. For our research goals, this “oﬄine
learning” approach was sufficient. However, further research could benefit from the
application and assessment of incremental or “online learning”. We might consider
exploiting neural network-based algorithms for incremental learning in the context
of personalised solutions such as described in [77] enabling us to learn user prefer-
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ences rapidly in real-time. However, caution is required when designing algorithms
without previous knowledge of the dataset set when learning online. The feasibility,
performance, and scalability of the algorithm’s adaptation to online learning are yet
to be investigated. This becomes very important due to the rapidly increasing user-
generated content over time, and also the development of decentralised cloud-based
platforms potentially facilitating research in the social studies and human-computer
interaction fields.
10.8 Summary
Figure 10.3: Future work directions (the flower chart depicts the research issues
discussed throughout thesis as flower petals, its stamens point into further research
work in (coloured in orange) and related engineering problems (coloured light green)
To summarise, we applied the existing sociological model of oﬄine communica-
tion to online communication in microblogs. We found Twitter microblogging pat-
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terns allowing us to infer user origins, and exploit this information for investigating
microblogger communication preferences with their networking friends and privacy
settings usage while addressing the cold-start problem in a movie recommender. We
could not find an explicit mapping between the Lewis model of cultures and mi-
croblogging behaviour. However, we found notable behaviour differences between
different cultural groups (particularly Reactive users from Japan). Our methodology
is a possible solution to perform user locality inference for further user profiling and
creating adaptive applications when user origins are paramount. While being re-
stricted to Twitter microblogs and within a set of analysed countries, we believe that
our approach could be extended to investigate different social media sources while
building on the current sociological research with new findings on user behaviour
online. The full extent of the financial and societal implications will be assessed in
future research. Overall, we created a set of solutions and discussed further research
insights outlined in Figure 10.3 including sentiment and opinion analysis of data
streams coming from different inferred locations, social web behaviour changes in
time, scalability and applications of machine learning algorithms for big datasets
for various applications in web research and e-commerce. We also recommend fur-
ther adapting and assessing the proposed approach for the application of fast online
incremental learning algorithms in the personalisation domain and adaptive social
applications while benefiting from modern cloud-based solutions.
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Appendix A
Twitter Features Usage Among
the Country Groups
We performed a two-step analysis to identify significant difference for each Twitter
feature usage among the selected country groups in chapter 6 “User origin Predic-
tion”. First, the one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed to find
out that there are statistically significant differences between the means of features
analysed as shown in Table A.1. For each of the ten analysed features, we tested
the null hypothesis Ho, which was rejected when at least two group means were
significantly different from each other. The ANOVA F-value was estimated with
5% significance level for all features analysed. To summarise, we concluded that
there is a significant difference among the country groups for all features analysed
with p < 0.05. Due to normality and variances equality assumptions violations,
we performed features transformation onto their square roots and report also non-
parametric Kruskal-Wallis test results in Table A.2. Secondly, Table A.3 shows the
two-sample Welchs t-test1 results on the country level assuming non-equal variances
(please refer to 98 for justification of the selected test).
1Using MATLAB two-sample t-test (ttest2 with ‘unequal’ option for ‘Vartype’ parameter)
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Sum of
Squares
df Mean
Square
F Sig.
Mobility: Number of Different Countries Detected in Tweets minus one
Between Groups 177.39 4 44.35 259.12 p < 0.01
Within Groups 2052.57 11993 0.17
Total 2229.96 11997
Followers: Number of Followers
Between Groups 19686.92 4 4921.73 p < 0.01
Within Groups 1241088.9 11993 103.48
Total 1260775.82 11997
Friends: Number of Friends
Between Groups 8353.19 4 2088.3 28.24 p < 0.01
Within Groups 886927.03 11993 73.95
Total 895280.21 11997
Languages: Number of Languages detected in Tweets minus one
Between Groups 1546.93 4 386.73 1653.67 p < 0.01
Within Groups 2804.71 11993 0.23
Total 4351.64 11997
Tags: Number of Hashtags found in Tweets
Between Groups 19876.81 4 4969.2 956.05 p < 0.01
Within Groups 62335.27 11993 5.2
Total 82212.07 11997
Tags: Number of Web Links found in Tweets
Between Groups 1669.86 4 417.46 73.96 p < 0.01
Within Groups 67693.53 11993 5.64
Total 69363.39 11997
Reply: Number of Tweets with Replies
Between Groups 865.34 4 216.34 53.01 p < 0.01
Within Groups 48944.42 11993 4.08
Total 49809.76 11997
Retweets: Number of Tweets with Retweets
Between Groups 7702.69 4 1925.67 612.12 p < 0.01
Within Groups 37729.13 11993 3.15
Total 45431.82 11997
Table A.1: continued on the next page
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Sum of
Squares
df Mean
Square
F Sig.
Mentions: Number of User Mentions found in Tweets
Between Groups 10685.48 4 2671.37 550.31 p < 0.01
Within Groups 58218.1 11993 4.85
Total 68903.57 11997
Weekends: Number of Tweets posted on Weekends
Between Groups 474.02 4 118.51 115.26 p < 0.01
Within Groups 12330.41 11993 1.03
Total 12804.43 11997
Table A.1: ANOVA results for country-level comparison of Twitter
feature usage
Feature H statistic p-value
Mobility: Number of Different Countries Detected in Tweets mi-
nus one
538.98 p < 0.01
Followers: Number of Followers 193.23 p < 0.01
Friends: Number of Friends 179.36 p < 0.01
Languages: Number of Languages detected in Tweets minus one 3578.18 p < 0.01
Tags: Number of Hashtags found in Tweets 3545.52 p < 0.01
Tags: Number of Web Links found in Tweets 317.12 p < 0.01
Reply: Number of Tweets with Replies 208.97 p < 0.01
Retweets: Number of Tweets with Retweets 2154.56 p < 0.01
Mentions: Number of User Mentions found in Tweets 2048.17 p < 0.01
Weekends: Number of Tweets posted on Weekends 434.71 p < 0.01
Table A.2: Kruskal-Wallis test results for country-level comparison
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Appendix B
Flight and Cultural Score
Distances between Countries
Tables B.1 and B.2 are used to draw Figure 4.2 in chapter 4 “Models of Culture”.
Scores for Geert-Jan Hofstede’s model provided by Markus [158], scores for cultural
dimensions of The Lewis Model were derived from the approximate distances to
the apexes of the triangle [45], scores for model by Fons Trompenaars and Charles
Hampden-Turner were assigned from the levels of “low”, “middle” and “high”, fur-
ther converted into numerical values, based on country lists [165, 166].
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Appendix C
Country Prediction using Twitter
C.1 Preliminary Tests
Herein we performed preliminary tests to assess the feasibility of tweet origin country
prediction using several clarification models. The feature set includes BEHAVIOUR
(described in “Experimental Setup” section in ch.6 on page 94) features. The clas-
sifiers were created on 11998 user profiles having geo-tagging information directing
to five countries: Germany, Brazil, Japan, Spain and the United States. Table C.1
shows the tested classification techniques, their accuracy and training time in sec-
onds. We observed that the Decision Tree classifier (selected for the country and
cultural dimension predictive modeling in chapter 6) enabled the highest accuracy
with the smallest training time.
Classification Technique Classification Rate Training Time
(seconds)
Decision Tree Classifier 100 0,003
Extra Trees Classifier 100 0,032
Multinomial NB 39,75 0,001
Nearest Centroid 28,61 0,002
Random Forest Classifier 98,76 0,026
Table C.1: Preliminary tests for selecting country-predictive classification model
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C.2 Confusion Matrices for Country and Culture
Group Predictions
In this section, we perform an error analysis using confusion matrices for country
and culture-group prediction experiments outlined in chapter 6 “User Origin Pre-
diction”, performance results in Table 6.3. All tests were realised with Decision
Trees in MATLAB. The confusion matrices were drawn with the Seaborn function
heatmapseaborn.heatmap.
Following confusion matrices depict for each actual class break down of the pre-
dicted classes (in percent) when using LANG feature (language defined in the user
profile) in Figure C.1, DEF (behaviour feature set using statistics of the Twitter
feature usage) in Figure C.2 and the feature set combining both LANG + DEF in
Figure C.3. It is important to mention that we had comparable group sizes, with
the largest user group from Spain (26%), and smaller user group from the USA
(11%) as shown in Figure 6.1. Therefore, our classification trees performed better
than the classifier predicting the most populated class in all the cases.
As we see from Figure C.1, LANG feature set usage results in quite a weak
prediction performance for “Germany” and “Brazil” classes. This could be explained
by the large fraction of English language defined in Twitter user profiles for persons
microblogging from Brazil and Spain (Figure 6.4 (a)). Figures C.2 and C.3 show
more robust prediction results showing smaller rates of misclassified predictions for
all classes.
C.3 Microsoft Azure
In this section, we briefly outline the country classification tests we performed on
BEHAVIOUR feature set using Microsoft Azure Machine learning platform provided
as a gift for this research project. This platform did not require any programming
effort and was used for confirming the feasibility of country prediction outlined in
[121] with the social data gathered from Twitter microblogs.
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Figure C.1: Country and cultural dimension prediction confusion matrices: tests 1
and 2 (using language defined in the user profile)
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Figure C.2: Country and cultural dimension prediction confusion matrices: tests 3
and 4 (using DEF feature set based on the behaviour Twitter feature)
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Figure C.3: Country and cultural dimension prediction confusion matrices: tests 5
and 6 (using LANG, which is language defined in the user profile and DEF feature
set based on the behaviour Twitter feature)
C.3.1 Features
Figure C.5 shows the distribution of features analysed in [121]. While performing
features selection in accord with the recommendations in [219] and with help of
Azure Filter-based feature selection experiment, we found the features’ importance
depicted in Figure C.4. We notice that for the majority of performed methods,
language, languages, tags, mentions, retweets, URLs are in the top features list,
while features such as replies, friends, and followers mostly the least important
features. The Filter-based feature selection is, however, might be not necessary for
the experimental setting we employ. The decision tree models allow us to find out
the most important features located at the top branches of the tree. As explained
in [89], feature selection is not required as a pre-processing step when using decision
trees already automatically defining the most important features.
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Figure C.4: Feature Importance
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C.3.2 Creating Classifiers in MS Azure
In this section we describe machine learning experiments performed in Microsoft
Azure Studio and using “Features” dataset (see Table D.2). The test and train
dataset split is 10% and 90% respectively. The label variables included country
(’germany’, ’usa’, ’brazil’, ’spain’ and ’japan’) and culture groups (’LA’, ’MA’ and
’RE’). We compared Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Decision Forest classifi-
cation models using all features, including language code and DEF as explained in
[121] and chapter 6. Figure C.6 shows the experimental graph for SVM and Decision
Forest multiclass classifiers. The classification modules’ settings are shown in Figure
C.9. Confusion matrices for both models are shown in Figures C.14.
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Figure C.6: Multiclass SVM and decision forest (country and culture groups predic-
tion)
Figure C.7: Two-class SVM and one-vs-
all multiclass (untrained) Figure C.8: Multiclass gemini decision
forest classifier (untrained)
Figure C.9: Classification modules’ settings
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Figure C.10: Confusion matrix for multi-
class SVM
Figure C.11: Performance of multiclass
SVM
Figure C.12: Confusion matrix for deci-
sion forest
Figure C.13: Performance of decision for-
est
Figure C.14: Country prediction performance results on all features (LANG+DEF)
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In this section, we describe datasets collected using Twitter API during the project.
In Table D.1 we provide a summary of all datasets, related publications, and chapters
in the thesis. The overall database size is around 32GB.
Dataset Description Related Chap-
ters / Publica-
tions
Features Aggregated user profiles for
the selected users tweeted from
Brazil, Japan, USA, Spain and
Germany, collected in 2012
chapter 6 “User
Origin Pre-
diction” /
[121, 119]
Communication Communication patterns research
for top countries in Twitter, col-
lected in 2014
chapter 7 “Com-
munication Pref-
erences” / [52]
Privacy Twitter privacy settings usage
data for a half of year data col-
lection performed in 2015
chapter 8 “Pri-
vacy Settings
Usage in Twit-
ter” / [53]
Recommender Movie ratings collection and rec-
ommender prototype developed
for oﬄine performance evalua-
tions, collected in 2016
chapter 9
“Culture-aware
Social Recom-
menders” /
[51]
Table D.1: Information on datasets
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D.1 Features Dataset
Table D.2 shows descriptive statistics for “Features” dataset representing aggregated
Twitter user profiles. Besides, we also retain the country of the first tweet origin for
each of our user profiles (Table 6.1 shows the number of users per country group).
The reasoning behind collecting the data and feature descriptions are explained on
pages 90-94.
Feature Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
1 Hashtags 0 434 20.81 28.57
2 URLs 0 235 33.52 27.10
3 Languages Detected 0 9 1.56 1.48
4 Mobility 0 5 0.83 0.51
5 Weekend 0 88 25.43 9.89
6 Friends 10 5227 332.71 419.35
7 Followers 0 4941 345.96 548.63
8 User Mentions 0 445 64.53 36.54
9 Retweets 0 100 15.17 14.79
10 Replies 0 100 26.16 19.06
Table D.2: Descriptive statistics for data table Features (11,998 records)
D.2 Communication Dataset
Table D.3 shows summary of the “Profiles” table in the “Communication” dataset.
The data collection process is described on page 119. Besides the presented nu-
merical features we stored user numbers, language defined in the user profile, most
used time zone, user country and cultural dimension associated. Using messages of
followers, we store the most frequent language, country and cultural dimension in
the followers’ network. Table D.4 shows descriptive statistics for features stored in
the “Communication” data table.
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Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
User-related features related to BEHAVIOUR feature set (described on page 120)
Languages 0 32 3.22 2.90
Hashtags 0 2699 17.11 86.16
URLs 0 1000 8.39 30.97
Replies 1 327 11.77 16.30
Retweets 1 1 1.00 0.00
Timezones 0 2 0.73 0.44
User Mentions 0 6922 95.97 186.17
Weekends 0 990 64.26 95.82
Tweets published 1 1000 118.80 156.33
Countries 1 27 1.01 0.27
Followers 0 713432 894.27 7598.80
Friends 0 204802 589.97 2731.45
Follower-related features for FOLLOWERS features set (described on page 122)
FTimezones 0 40 2.42 2.26
FCountries 0 21 0.41 0.62
FLanguages 0 18 1.38 1.27
FInfluence 0 1 0.50 0.17
Table D.3: Descriptive Statistics for data table Profiles (13,289 records)
Feature Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
1 Mobility 0 100 1.01 2.71
2 Languages 0 100 3.19 3.61
3 Tweets 1 1000 278.67 274.50
4 URLs 0 191 8.46 18.78
5 Retweets 0 100 1.14 3.01
6 Replies 0 100 9.36 8.14
7 Weekends 0 100 56.51 17.47
8 Followers 2 1224 351.17 196.32
9 Friends 0 1860 274.90 170.73
10 Hashtags 0 700 23.24 79.16
11 User Mentions 0 380 72.21 34.79
Table D.4: Descriptive statistics for data table Communication (107,960 records)
D.3 Privacy Dataset
Table D.5 shows a summary of the “Privacy Aggregated” table in the “Privacy”
dataset. The data collection process is described on page 142. Additionally, we re-
tain user geographic locations when available, inferred origins (based on the country
location detection using “PLACE” features set) and privacy settings.
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Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
FOLLOWERS 0 113746 350.12 1755.56
FRIENDS 0 81965 400.10 1457.69
INFLUENCE 0 5578.5 1.63 41.13
STATUSES 0 378168 1840.78 7307.81
LISTED 0 437 1.33 7.15
FAVOURITES 0 101704 454.39 2150.78
CHANGES 1 4 1.22 0.51
SOURCES 0 5 1.04 0.21
Table D.5: Descriptive statistics for “Privacy Aggregated” table (based on 21,133
user profiles)
D.4 Recommender Dataset
Table D.6 shows a summary of the “ALL” table in the “Recommender” dataset
comprising all movie ratings collected. Additionally, we store user and movie iden-
tification numbers, user geographic locations when available, timezone, language
defined in the user profile, inferred origins (based on the country location detection
using “PLACE” features set), IMDB user votes, movie genre and year of a movie
release. Additionally, Table J.1 (below) shows counts of movie ratings, users pub-
lished these ratings, movies tweeted, countries identified and languages defined in
the user profiles of tweet authors.
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
RATING 0 10 7.63 1.85
LISTED 0 3303 19.24 111.10
FOLLOWERS 0 283805 1063.05 4582.35
FRIENDS 0 75159 563.03 1589.13
Table D.6: Descriptive statistics for “ALL” movie ratings table (39596 IMDB movie
ratings)
Tables D.7 and D.8 summarise recommender performance results in timeline
and oﬄine user tests.
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Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
NDCG 0.11 1.00 0.80 0.20
RMSE 1.35 1.94 1.65 0.14
R2 -0.02 0.44 0.20 0.13
RATINGS # 3484 30716 18063.83 8246.65
MOVIES # 1802 6871 4686.36 1419.45
USERS # 1937.00 6702.00 4967.17 1352.52
VARIANCE 0 0.44 0.20 0.13
Table D.7: ‘Timeline” tests table summary (350 rows)
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
NDCG 0.14 1.00 0.91 0.12
RMSE 0 6.79 1.11 0.64
R2 -64.71 1.00 -0.35 2.04
RATINGS # 645.00 2809.00 1868.65 937.62
VARIANCE -28.32 1.00 0.26 0.81
Table D.8: “Oﬄine user tests” summary (22,942 rows)
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Dimensions
The following table shows the main geographic regions and their respective cultural
dimensions in accord with the Lewis Model of Cultures. The cultural dimensions
were manually assigned by human assessors as follows: Linear-Active (LA), Multi-
Active (MA), Reactive (RE), Undefined (UN).
To assess the reliability of human raters agreement, we computed Krippendorff’s
α coefficient with the help of Python package developed by Thomas Grill [91]. Krip-
pendorff’s α was selected since it can deal with the missing data as described in
[140](we estimated that almost 3 percent fo our dataset misses annotations). Krip-
pendorff’s α coefficient value of 0.91 was indicating good reliability following Krip-
pendorff’s agreement level of at least .80 threshold for good reliability α values
[140].
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Appendix E. Geography and Cultural Dimensions
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Appendix F
Communication Analysis Sample
Table F.1 summarises sample of 4250109 tweets published by 3198307 users and col-
lected from 17th to 18th of March 2014. This sample table is collected for commu-
nication preferences analysis discussed in chapter 7. Please note that the geographic
coordinates were only available for 2% of tweets.
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Appendix G
Privacy Sample Data
Table G.1 presents tweets sample created during 3 days of listing to Twitter stream
from 26th to 29th of November 2014 (see chapter 8). We observed that only 0.5%
of tweets included country information in metadata of recently registered users. In
total, we retained tweets from 49 defined by Twitter countries.
Country
Code
Tweets Users Country
Code
Tweets Users
Undefined 48020 22450 BR 51 41
US 43 35 TR 27 23
ID 17 13 JP 18 11
GB 10 8 CO 8 7
SA 6 6 DO 7 5
IQ 5 5 ES 5 5
AR 5 5 IN 5 5
MX 4 4 FR 4 4
TH 3 3 MY 3 3
IT 4 3 OM 3 2
RU 2 2 KR 3 2
PE 2 2 DE 3 2
CA 2 2 JO 2 2
VE 1 1 EG 1 1
NL 1 1 TZ 1 1
CL 1 1 BA 1 1
PK 2 1 AE 1 1
HK 1 1 PA 1 1
YE 1 1 NO 1 1
UA 1 1 DZ 1 1
QA 1 1 NZ 1 1
EC 1 1 NG 1 1
TW 1 1 MA 1 1
SE 1 1 RO 1 1
AZ 1 1 PH 1 1
Table G.1: Number of users and tweets by country
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Appendix H
Microblogs Origin Predictive
Models’ Comparison
To train our classification models, we selected geographically-tagged tweets having
country locations provided in the tweet metadata. During several days of data
collection (from 28/03/16 to 11/04/16), more than million of tweets were stored, out
of which 150 thousand tweets were randomly selected for countries having defined
cultural group defined and from which we had at least 100 tweets in our dataset as
seen in Figure H.1. The created dataset was divided into three parts: training set of
90 thousand tweets, cross-validation and test sets of 30 thousand tweets each. It is
important to mention, that as in the previous experiments we assume that majority
of users tweet from their countries of origin.
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Figure H.2: Performance of the word-based baseline classification models
We analysed the performance of several classification approaches described in
Table H. Overall, we exploited two feature sets: user language defined in the user
profile (“LANGUAGE”) and textual metadata including user language, time zone
and free-text provided in user location (“PLACE” feature set).
Name Description?
TREE Decision Tree using user languages defined in Twitter profile
for predicting user origins
SVC (WORD) Support Vector Classification using PLACE feature set de-
scribed above for creating word count vectors further trans-
formed into Tfidf representations
SVC (CHAR) Similarly to the SVC (WORD) using character n-grams
SVC (UNION) SVC-based combining features of SVC (WORD) and SVC
(CHAR)
MNB (WORD,
CHAR, UNION)
The multinomial Naive Bayes created in three variations:
based word n-grams (WORD), character n-grams (CHAR),
and their combination (UNION).
Table H.1: Classification approaches
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Figure H.3: Cross-Validation performance
Figure H.2 shows prediction accuracy and F1-measure average values for 10-
times cross-validation performed for three baseline classification models trained for
predicting 95 tweet origin countries. We observed a slight improvement of Accuracy
and F1 metrics for SVC CHAR and UNION strategies over SVC for all top fea-
tures percentiles we analysed except of 1st percentile in 10-times CV tests as seen in
Figure H.3. In the additional test, we observed similar picture indicating also that
usage of 10th percentile of all features allows comparable to the performance with all
features extracted as show in Figure H.4. Nevertheless when tested on geo-enabled
tweets with movie ratings, CHAR-based SVC did not show a superior Accuracy
performance (Figure H.5), in further experiments we exploited CHAR SVC, which
enabled lower test error than SVC WORD and smaller number of features as com-
pared to SVC UNION (Figure H.6).
Since we have 95 countries in our predictive model, it was paramount to evaluate
the performance of the particular classes. As we can see in Figure H.7(b) PLACE
model enables better performance regarding sensitivity and specificity. Figure H.7(a)
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Figure H.4: Test Performance (F1 rare is the F1 metric for the rarest class having
lowest performance values)
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Figure H.5: Accuracy for geo-enabled tweets set
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Figure H.6: Learning curves in test
shows that PLACE model enables the highest Sensitivity and Specificity for ”Oc-
casional” and ”Frequent” classes, while ”Rare” classes including 54 countries have
Sensitivity of 60% and above.
Overall, we predicted 27 “Rare” countries, which were included in less than
6% cases in the test dataset, with Sensitivity and Specificity of 75% and above.
Figure H.7 shows average performance metrics summary for all frequency groups and
top associated countries. In short, the countries predicted with the True Positive
and Negative rates of 75% and above include Makedonia (MK), United States (US),
Brazil (BR), Argentina (AR), Turkey (TR), Japan (JP), Russian Federation (RU),
France (FR), Nicaragua (NI), Sweden (SE), Italy (IT), Senegal (SN), Costa Rica
(CR), Indonesia (ID), Ghana (GH), Poland (PL), Saudi Arabia (SA), Venezuela
(VE), Czech Republic (CZ), Greece (GR), Portugal (PT), Thailand (TH), Panama
(PA), Spain (ES), Great Britain (GB), India (IN), Slovenia (SI), Kenya (KE) and
Zimbabwe (ZW) in order of decreased True Positive Rate.
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Figure H.7: Class Performance
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H.1 Automatic country prediction performance
To create culture-aware recommendation strategies, we wanted to focus on a set of
countries with good prediction performance. For this, we tested our data collection
process for searching Twitter for a string “I rated IMDB” (similarly to the main
data collection). We observed 29 countries with good prediction performance, out
of which we selected 15 countries with user profiles and item data available with more
than ten ratings in each. Their classification model support and country prediction
performance is shown in Table H.2.
Country Support Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy F1
Multi-Active
Brazil (BR) 3863 0.97 1.00 0.99 0.97
Turkey (TR) 811 0.96 1.00 1.00 0.97
Russia(RU) 381 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.90
Italy (IT) 251 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.89
Saudi Arabia (SA) 331 0.81 1.00 0.99 0.77
Venezuela (VE) 266 0.81 1.00 1.00 0.87
Greece (GR) 27 0.78 1.00 1.00 0.88
Spain (ES) 695 0.76 1.00 0.99 0.82
Linear-Active
US 9525 0.98 0.91 0.93 0.90
Sweden (SE) 63 0.87 1.00 1.00 0.87
Great Britain (GB) 1454 0.76 0.99 0.98 0.81
Reactive
Japan (JP) 1863 0.94 1.00 0.99 0.96
Indonesia (ID) 673 0.83 1.00 1.00 0.88
Thailand (TH) 604 0.77 1.00 0.99 0.83
India (IN) 261 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.82
Table H.2: Selected countries’ performance and cultural groups (support is the
number of country occurrences in the test set)
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H.2 Human assessment of tweet country origin
predictions
Table H.3 shows country assignments for the particular tweets of movie ratings
(accompanies by language defined in Twitter profile in “Language” column, the
timezone in “Timezone” and free-text location field in “Location”) by two human
assessors (Rater1 and Rater2). Please note that the user country location provided
by a user device (columns “Device”) and automatically inferred country (column
“Inferred”) were initially hidden from the raters. The Timezone information is
not always available and provided by the user device. Please consider that we
removed user tweets and descriptions (“About me” field) from this table due to
privacy concerns, however, the information was used by the human raters as openly
available additional information solely for the country location assignments.
In chapter 5 on Methodology, we discussed and justified the selection of inter-
rater agreement (or reliability) measures while referring to [42] for Cohen kappa,
[74, 73] for Fleiss’ kappa and Krippendorff’s [140, 141] with their respective arbitrary
benchmark scales. In Table H.4 (a) we show Krippendorff’s (above diagonal) and
agreement percentages (below diagonal), in Table (b) we show Fleiss’ kappa (above
diagonal) and Cohen kappa coefficients (below diagonal). We used several metrics to
emphasise how the interpretation might be different in respect to selected metrics.
For instance, as seen in Tables (a) and (b), Krippendorff’s for Classifier and raters’
assignments show lower IRR results, which are quite different from Fleiss and Cohen
Kappa. We observe here not sufficiently high values for Krippendorff’s (< 0.67),
however, moderate good values for Fleiss’ and Cohen’s Kappa. Table (c) shows
inter-rated reliability coefficients calculated for more than two annotators. This is
useful for finding out the overall inter-rater agreement between all annotations.
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Table H.3: Human assessment of the country predicting classifier
Device Language Location Timezone Inferred Rater1 Rater2 Rater 2, Comment
GB en
Clacton-on-sea, 
Essex GB GB GB
US en Northern Cali US US US
GB en Stafford London GB GB GB
US ar
Where I meant 
to be. Baghdad US IQ IQ
US en Sherman Oaks
Pacific Time 
(US & 
Canada) US US US
GB en London GB GB GB
US en 41200.00%
Central 
Time (US & 
Canada) US US CA
RU en russia, barnaul Novosibirsk RU RU RU
JP en Hawaii US JP US
ID en Pontianak , ID Jakarta ID ID ID
RU en
Ekaterinburg, 
Russia Ekaterinburg RU RU RU
GB en
Sheffield 
(Wednesday) London GB GB GB
GR en Goudi Athens US GR GR
US en US X X
ACCOUNT 
SUSPENDED
US en
Hampton Roads, 
VA
Eastern 
Time (US & 
Canada) US US US
TH en
13.873772,100.4
05297 Bangkok US TH TH
GB en
Leeds, West 
Yorkshire London GB GB GB
SA en Riyadh, Dhahran Baghdad US IQ IQ
US en US US US
Annotation results for two human raters, country location provided by Twitter ("Device" 
column) and the labels assigned by the country-predictive model ("Inferred" column)
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Table H.3: Human assessment of the country predicting classifier
Device Language Location Timezone Inferred Rater1 Rater2 Rater 2, Comment
US en Roseville, CA
Pacific Time 
(US & 
Canada) US US US
SA en Hawaii US US US
IN en
New Delhi, 
India New Delhi US IN IN
US en Chicago, ILL
Mountain 
Time (US & 
Canada) US US US
TR en Istanbul TR TR TR
GB en
Huddersfield & 
Leeds, England London GB GB GB
GB en
Haywards 
Heath, England London GB GB GB
US en
Ponca City, 
Oklahoma
Central 
Time (US & 
Canada) US US US
US en Cyprus US CY CY
SA en SA, Sudayr Baghdad US IQ IQ
US en Chicago
Central 
Time (US & 
Canada) US US US
TH en Phuket, Thailand US TH TH
GB en
Sheffield, 
England GB GB GB
GB en Amsterdam GB GB NL
US en Nashville, TN
Central 
Time (US & 
Canada) US US US
GB en
Plymouth, UK & 
Budapest, HU London GB GB GB 2ND LOC HU
US en New York
Eastern 
Time (US & 
Canada) US US US
GB en
Pluto (Yes, it's a 
planet too)
West Central 
Africa US NG
WEST CENTRAL 
AFRICA ?
ES en Barcelona Madrid ES ES ES
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Table H.3: Human assessment of the country predicting classifier
Device Language Location Timezone Inferred Rater1 Rater2 Rater 2, Comment
US en Vista, CA USA
Pacific Time 
(US & 
Canada) US US US
TR en world-wide Istanbul US TR TR
GB en
Tranent East 
Lothian Scotland Edinburgh GB GB GB
SA en Jubail - Dhahran Riyadh US SA SA
GR en Athens US GR GR
US en US IN IN
?RATES MOVIES 
FREQUENTLY
RU ru moscow, rf Moscow RU RU RU
GB en
iPhone: 
53.203595,-
0.606108 London GB GB GB
ES en Motril Madrid ES ES ES
SA ar
Camp Nou ❤  
Jc Baghdad US IQ IQ
US en
San Antonio, TX 
78217
Central 
Time (US & 
Canada) US US US
US en US US US ? US
US en
cary, north 
carolina
Eastern 
Time (US & 
Canada) X US US
ID id Bogor, Indonesia Jakarta ID ID ID
ID en Indonesia Jakarta ID ID ID
US en
Eastern 
Time (US & 
Canada) US US US ? US
RU en Volgograd RU RU RU
SA en
Al Khobar, 
Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia SA SA SA
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Rater 1 Rater 2 Classifier Twitter
Rater 1 0.94 0.6 0.81
Rater 2 92.86% 0.59 0.76
Classifier 69.64% 67.86% 0.66
Twitter 83.93% 78.57% 75.00%
Rater 1 Rater 2 Classifier Twitter
Rater 1 0.92 0.59 0.8
Rater 2 0.92 0.57 0.74
Classifier 0.61 0.58 0.65
Twitter 0.8 0.74 0.66
Fleiss' Kappa Krippendorf's α
0.7 0.72
0.82 0.84
0.72 0.74
Annotators
Human Raters + Classifier (Inferred)
Human Raters +Twitter (Device)
Human Raters +Classifier +Twitter (Device)
(we mark almost perfect results of  percentage and inter-rater reliability coefficeint values (as 
advised by Landis and Koch in [145] for Kappa values, and by Krippendorff [140] for α values 
while considering an additional level of α ≥.90 for excellent results) in green, good results in 
yellow and moderate results in pink color;  in place of country names we show ISO 3166-1 
alpha-2 codes)
Table H.4: Summary of the human assessment of the country 
predicting classifier
c) Inter-rater reliability coefficients for more than 2 annotators
To empasise almost excellent percentage results with values equal or above 90, we mark them 
in geen color, yellow and pink colors are used for showing good values in range [75, 90) and 
moderate values of at least 60% respectively. For  inter-rater reliability coeffiecint alpha we 
show almost perfect values in green (at least 0.9 and above), good results (values in range 
[0.80, 0.9)) in yellow, moderate results (values in range [0.67, 80) in pink color, and poor 
results (values less that 0.67) were in white cells in accordance with the suggestion by 
Krippendorff [140].
To mark almost excellent kappa results with values equal or above .81, we mark them in geen 
color, yellow and pink colors are used for showing good values in range [.75, .81) and 
moderate values in range [.40, .75)  respectively, referring to the benchmark scale by Landis 
and Koch in [145].
b) Fleiss' kappa (above diagonal) and Cohen kappa coefficients (below diagonal)
a)  Krippendorff's  α (above diagonal) and agreement percentages (below diagonal)
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Appendix I
Movie Genre Preferences in
Respect to Locality Groups
Countries are inferred based on location, user language and time-zone in Twitter
profiles; Lewis dimensions are associated with inferred countries using a dictionary.
Significance level when applicable was denoted by ** with p < 0.01 and * with
p < 0.05. To compare independent sample means, we employ t-test provided by
Python Library Scipy [216]. This library allows performing t-test when variances
are equal (by setting up parameter ‘equal var’=True), otherwise (‘equal var’=False))
calculating Welchs t-test. We assumed the sample variances equality with the help
of Levene test [214]; we assumed that the variability is about the same when signifi-
cance level p > 0.05. We also performed normality tests using normality test “based
on D’Agostino and Pearson’s test” [215] referring to [54] while considering p > 0.05
when the null hypothesis (that the sample comes from a normal distribution) cannot
be rejected. Based on the normality test results, we observed that only in 41 out
of 167 we could not reject the null hypothesis with p > 0.05 values, and we had 31
samples with too few test cases (less than 8 cases).
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Appendix J
Recommendation System
All manual and oﬄine experiments were performed on MAC OS X El Capitan
computer with CPU 3,4 GHz Intel Core i7 and 32GB memory.
J.1 Manual testing
In this section we provide the manual testing results of the developed recommender
system. The manual testing was performed using “SAMPLE” dataset described
below and constituting 7000 movie ratings . Besides the results described in the
thesis body, it was important to include the pilot tests working with LASSO (”Linear
Model trained with L1 prior as regularizer”) and (”Random Forest”) models realised
by scikit-learn.org. Both models were excluded from the further tests due to poor
performance of the LASSO model in NDCG and RMSE metrics. The random Forest
was excluded mainly due greater computation time, and also considerable rating
prediction error. Additionally, learning curves and feature rankings and performance
improvement cut-off summaries in individual oﬄine user tests are provided.
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Data Table SAMPLE TIMELINE ALL
ratings 7000 32596 39596
users 3001 6349 6891
movies 2411 6711 7446
countries 15 15 15
languages 17 20 20
mean rating 7.64 7.62 7.63
std. rating 1.84 1.85 1.85
Table J.1: Rating data tables for recommender system tests: extended Information
(data collection from 2017-01-01 to 2017-05-27
J.1.1 Summary of Rating Tables
Table J.1 above shows the extended information on rating data tables used in au-
tomated oﬄine and manual testing.
J.1.2 Country Inference Sample
Table J.2 rows show particular data samples with user’s country and language pro-
vided by Twitter API, free-text location field (typed in by a user in one’s profile)
and user time zone. The last column shows the inferred country when considering
PLACE feature set (combining user language, location and time zone).
provided
country
language location time zone inferred
country
GB en Clacton-on-sea,
Essex
GB
US en Northern Cali US
GB en Stafford London GB
US ar Where I meant
to be.
Baghdad US
US en Sherman Oaks Pacific Time (US &
Canada)
US
GB en London GB
US en 412 Central
Time
(US & Canada) US
RU en russia, barnaul Novosibirsk RU
Table J.2: Country inference sample using PLACE feature set (language, free-text
location and time zone)
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Figure J.1: Learning curve for FACTORS model
J.1.3 Learning Curves
In this section we demonstrate learning curves for three main recommendation ap-
proaches we further tested (FACTORS for factorisation machines, OFFSET based
on user and movie average ratings, and BOOSTER for gradient boosting regres-
sion) tests on all features available (“ALL” feature set). Additionally, a Random
Forest Regression (“FOREST”), which, however, we disregard in further tests due
to substantial training time demands when tuning and training using larger data
sample. The learning curves show the R2 performance when the related machine
learning approach is tested on training and cross-validation datasets. Figures J.1,
J.2 and J.3 for FACTORS, OFFSET and BOOSTER models respectively, indicat-
ing that the OFFSET model is limited to R2 cross-validation score less than 70%,
decreasing while adding more training instances, while BOOSTER model R2 cross-
validation score can reach 75% with about 1200 training instances. The FACTORS
model shows relatively poor cross-validation R2 score while having few training in-
stances, which, however, demonstrates a very rapid performance improvement trend
as compared with OFFSET and BOOSTER approaches.
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Figure J.2: Learning curve for OFFSET model
Figure J.3: Learning curve for BOOSTER model
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Figure J.4: Learning curve for FOREST (random forest regression) model
J.1.4 Feature Importance
Figure J.5 shows the relative importance of the top 15 features calculated using
BOOSTER (gradient boosting regression) and FOREST (Random Forest Regres-
sion). The user average movie rating is the top feature in the top 15 most important
features when both models are trained using small “SAMPLE” training dataset. We
observed that both models give the highest importance to user and movie average
ratings. More tests are required whether exploiting additional characteristics would
lead to improved performance. Please refer to the next Appendix J.2 for oﬄine tests
considering different context-inclusion strategies, pre-filtering, and “timeline” tests.
J.1.5 Performance for Context Variables Usage in Pilot Tests
Before performing tests on the larger dataset, we evaluated several machine learn-
ing approaches to create transaction-based recommendation systems. For each of
the machine learning techniques, we exploited different feature sets called “context
inclusion strategies”. Figures J.6 and J.7 show pilot test performance of different
recommendation models and context inclusion strategies for RMSE (rating predic-
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Figure J.5: Features importance for BOOSTER (gradient boosting regression) and
FOREST (random forest) models
tion error) and NDCG (ranking performance) metrics respectively. Figures J.6 indi-
cates that the OFFSET, FACTORS, and BOOSTER could enable the smallest and
comparable RMSE performance when tested on the “SAMPLE” dataset across all
feature sets. The ranking performance in NDCG metric was the best for FACTORS
when using inferred COUNTRY feature set (all averages and inferred country), LO-
CALITY feature set (all averages and inferred country, cultural dimension and user
language defined in the Twitter profile), and also 2AVERAGES (when only user and
movie average ratings were used). The BOOSTER model, however, benefited from
adding the average genre rating for the inferred country when using 3AVERAGES
feature set.
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Figure J.6: RMSE performance in pilot tests
Figure J.7: NDCG ranking performance in pilot tests (we also included two addi-
tional feature sets including “2AVERAGES”, composed of user and movie average
rating, and “3AVERAGES”, in which we also considered an average rating of the
associated with movie top genre and the inferred country)
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J.2 Oﬄine Tests
J.2.1 Ranking context-aware Recommendation Strategies
R2 NDCG RMSE Overall
Rank
BOOSTER:ALL 18.00 16.00 17.50 17.17
BOOSTER:BASE 15.00 14.00 16.50 15.17
BOOSTER:LOCALITY 14.00 19.00 15.50 16.17
BOOSTER:COUNTRY 19.00 18.00 14.50 17.17
BOOSTER:DIMENSION 16.00 17.00 13.50 15.50
BOOSTER:LANGUAGE 17.00 15.00 12.50 14.83
FACTORS:IDs 4.00 3.00 11.50 6.17
FACTORS:DIMENSION 11.00 7.00 10.50 9.50
FACTORS:BASE 9.00 9.00 9.50 9.17
FACTORS:COUNTRY 10.00 12.00 8.50 10.17
FACTORS:LOCALITY 8.00 8.00 7.50 7.83
OFFSET:IDs 7.00 13.00 6.50 8.83
FACTORS:LANGUAGE 12.00 11.00 5.50 9.50
ITEM:IDs 6.00 4.00 4.50 4.83
FACTORS:ALL 13.00 6.00 3.50 7.50
BOOSTER:IDs 3.00 5.00 2.50 3.50
USER:IDs 5.00 10.00 1.50 5.50
MU:IDs 1.50 1.50 0.00 1.00
Table J.3: Ranking context-aware recommendation strategies
J.2.2 Pre-filtering and Context Inclusion
“Baseline” and “Tested” columns indicate recommendation strategies in a form
“Case:Model:Context”. “Case” includes “REG” for regular recommendation state
when user ratings available in train and test sets, “FILT” when we pre-filter the
whole dataset in accord with the user cultural dimension, “COLD” when no rat-
ings data is available in the user train dataset, “COLD FILT” when we pre-filter
the whole dataset in accord with user cultural dimension while having cold-start
situation. Model includes “OFFSET” based on user and movie average ratings
and offsets, “FACTORS” using Factorisation Machines by [199], and “BOOSTER”
based on the Gradient Boosting Regression model. The “Context” feature sets are
described in Table 9.3.
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S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:B
A
S
E
0
.9
6
0
.0
9
0
.4
7
0
.9
4
0
.3
5
2
0
4
˜
23
R
E
G
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:B
A
S
E
0
.9
6
0
.0
9
0
.4
5
0
.9
3
0
.3
5
2
0
4
˜
27
R
E
G
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.9
6
0
.0
9
0
.4
5
0
.9
3
0
.3
5
2
0
4
˜
20
R
E
G
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.9
6
0
.0
9
0
.4
3
0
.8
5
0
.4
0
2
0
4
˜
14
R
E
G
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:A
L
L
0
.9
6
0
.0
9
0
.4
0
0
.8
0
0
.4
3
2
0
4
˜
26
R
E
G
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
0
.9
6
0
.0
9
0
.4
0
0
.8
1
0
.4
2
2
0
4
˜
25
R
E
G
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
0
.3
7
0
.7
6
0
.4
5
2
0
4
˜
18
R
E
G
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
0
.3
7
0
.7
6
0
.4
5
2
0
4
˜
T
ab
le
J
.4
:
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n
ti
n
u
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a
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g
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)
t
p
u
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rs
24
R
E
G
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
0
.3
1
0
.6
3
0
.5
3
2
0
4
˜
59
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.1
0
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:I
D
s
0
.9
4
0
.1
1
-1
.1
0
-1
.0
9
0
.2
8
1
6
4
˜
66
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.1
0
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:I
D
s
0
.9
3
0
.1
1
-1
.6
2
-1
.5
3
0
.1
3
1
6
4
˜
15
R
E
G
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:I
D
s
0
.9
3
0
.1
1
-1
.8
0
-2
.8
8
<
0
.0
1
2
0
4
-
22
R
E
G
N
D
C
G
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
5
0
.0
9
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:I
D
s
0
.9
3
0
.1
1
-1
.8
8
-2
.6
7
<
0
.0
1
2
0
4
-
72
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
8
0
.0
5
1
1
.0
4
1
3
.3
3
<
0
.0
1
1
6
4
+
41
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.4
8
0
.0
0
1
0
.1
9
in
f
<
0
.0
1
2
0
4
+
37
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:B
A
S
E
0
.4
8
0
.0
0
9
.8
3
in
f
<
0
.0
1
2
0
4
+
30
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:B
A
S
E
0
.4
7
0
.0
0
8
.5
2
in
f
<
0
.0
1
2
0
4
+
38
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.4
7
0
.0
0
8
.1
7
in
f
<
0.
0
1
2
0
4
+
39
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.4
6
0
.0
0
7
.1
7
in
f
<
0.
0
1
2
0
4
+
40
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
0
.4
6
0
.0
0
6
.6
9
in
f
<
0.
0
1
2
0
4
+
31
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.4
6
0
.0
0
5
.2
2
in
f
<
0.
0
1
2
0
4
+
32
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.4
5
0
.0
0
3
.2
2
in
f
<
0.
0
1
2
0
4
+
33
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
0
.4
4
0
.0
0
2
.7
3
in
f
<
0.
0
1
2
0
4
+
35
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:A
L
L
0
.4
4
0
.0
0
2
.4
4
in
f
<
0.
0
1
2
0
4
+
75
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:B
A
S
E
0
.4
4
0
.0
5
0
.7
3
0
.8
1
0
.4
2
1
6
4
˜
77
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.4
3
0
.0
4
-0
.1
5
-0
.1
9
0
.8
5
1
6
4
˜
T
ab
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J
.4
:
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n
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1
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1
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a
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g
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)
t
p
u
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86
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.4
3
0
.0
5
-0
.3
9
-0
.4
0
0
.6
9
1
6
4
˜
82
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:B
A
S
E
0
.4
3
0
.0
5
-0
.9
2
-1
.0
0
0
.3
2
1
6
4
˜
83
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.4
3
0
.0
5
-1
.1
0
-1
.1
4
0
.2
6
1
6
4
˜
34
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.4
2
0
.0
0
-1
.8
7
-i
n
f
<
0.
0
1
2
0
4
-
85
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
0
.4
2
0
.0
6
-2
.5
3
-2
.5
2
<
0.
0
5
1
6
4
-
84
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.4
2
0
.0
6
-2
.5
8
-2
.5
5
<
0.
0
5
1
6
4
-
28
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:A
L
L
0
.4
2
0
.0
0
-4
.0
2
-i
n
f
<
0.
0
1
2
0
4
-
76
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.4
1
0
.0
5
-4
.7
5
-4
.8
4
<
0.
0
1
1
6
4
-
80
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:A
L
L
0
.3
8
0
.0
6
-1
1
.3
1
-1
0
.3
5
<
0.
0
1
1
6
4
-
79
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.3
8
0
.0
3
-1
2
.8
4
-2
0
.4
5
<
0.
0
1
1
6
4
-
78
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
0
.3
8
0
.0
7
-1
3
.0
7
-1
0
.5
7
<
0.
0
1
1
6
4
-
73
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:A
L
L
0
.3
6
0
.0
6
-1
7
.8
7
-1
6
.8
0
<
0.
0
1
1
6
4
-
29
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:I
D
s
0
.2
5
0
.0
0
-4
2
.9
1
-i
n
f
<
0
.0
1
2
0
4
-
74
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:I
D
s
0
.2
1
0
.0
7
-5
2
.6
3
-4
4
.1
4
<
0
.0
1
1
6
4
-
36
R
E
G
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
R
E
G
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:I
D
s
0
.2
0
0
.0
0
-5
2
.7
4
-4
6
6
3
.9
8
<
0
.0
1
2
0
4
-
81
F
IL
T
R
2
R
E
G
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
3
0
.0
0
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:I
D
s
0
.1
6
0
.0
8
-6
3
.1
0
-4
4
.2
2
<
0
.0
1
1
6
4
-
C
o
ld
-S
ta
rt
51
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:I
D
s
1
.5
4
0
.6
1
4
1
.7
1
1
4
.9
4
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
T
ab
le
J
.4
:
co
n
ti
n
u
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e
n
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t
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#
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m
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c
b
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µ
1
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1
te
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ed
µ
2
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a
n
g
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)
t
p
u
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rs
44
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:I
D
s
1
.5
3
0
.6
1
4
0
.3
8
1
4
.2
1
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
8
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:I
D
s
1
.5
2
0
.6
0
4
0
.2
0
1
4
.9
5
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
1
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:I
D
s
1
.4
8
0
.6
1
3
6
.5
0
1
3
.9
4
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
49
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
1
.2
7
0
.5
5
1
7
.1
1
7
.9
6
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
6
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
1
.2
2
0
.5
7
1
1
.9
7
6
.0
4
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
43
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:A
L
L
1
.2
0
0
.5
1
1
0
.7
4
6
.5
0
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
48
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
1
.1
9
0
.5
5
9
.6
1
5
.1
0
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
2
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:B
A
S
E
1
.1
7
0
.5
2
7
.7
2
4
.5
7
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
50
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:A
L
L
1
.1
6
0
.5
1
6
.6
7
3
.7
0
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
0
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:A
L
L
1
.1
4
0
.5
2
5
.0
4
3
.3
4
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
45
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:B
A
S
E
1
.1
3
0
.5
1
4
.2
8
2
.7
8
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
7
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:A
L
L
1
.1
3
0
.5
4
3
.9
3
2
.4
7
<
0
.0
5
2
7
0
-
46
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
1
.1
3
0
.5
1
3
.8
5
2
.6
8
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
54
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
1
.1
2
0
.5
0
2
.9
1
1
.8
0
0
.0
7
2
7
0
˜
55
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
1
.1
2
0
.5
0
2
.8
2
1
.7
2
0
.0
9
2
7
0
˜
47
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
1
.1
2
0
.5
1
2
.6
3
1
.8
8
0
.0
6
2
7
0
˜
53
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
1
.1
1
0
.4
9
2
.5
4
1
.5
9
0
.1
1
2
7
0
˜
52
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:B
A
S
E
1
.1
1
0
.5
1
2
.2
1
1
.4
0
0
.1
6
2
7
0
˜
T
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J
.4
:
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56
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
1
.1
1
0
.5
1
2
.0
7
1
.3
2
0
.1
9
2
7
0
˜
5
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
1
.1
1
0
.5
3
1
.9
3
1
.4
6
0
.1
5
2
7
0
˜
3
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
1
.1
0
0
.5
2
1
.3
2
1
.0
0
0
.3
2
2
7
0
˜
4
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
1
.1
0
0
.5
3
1
.2
5
0
.9
7
0
.3
4
2
7
0
˜
10
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
1
.1
0
0
.5
2
0
.9
1
0
.6
3
0
.5
3
2
7
0
˜
11
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
1
.1
0
0
.5
3
0
.8
6
0
.6
1
0
.5
4
2
7
0
˜
12
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
1
.0
9
0
.5
2
0
.6
8
0
.4
8
0
.6
3
2
7
0
˜
13
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
1
.0
9
0
.5
2
0
.1
6
0
.1
1
0
.9
1
2
7
0
˜
9
C
O
L
D
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:B
A
S
E
1
.0
9
0
.5
2
0
.0
7
0
.0
5
0
.9
6
2
7
0
˜
42
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
M
S
E
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
9
0
.5
3
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
1
.0
4
0
.5
2
-3
.8
8
-2
.5
9
<
0
.0
5
2
7
0
+
57
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
1
0
.8
6
1
.3
4
0
.1
8
2
7
0
˜
63
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
0
.9
0
0
.1
1
0
.4
9
0
.8
2
0
.4
1
2
7
0
˜
62
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.9
0
0
.1
1
0
.4
8
0
.8
0
0
.4
3
2
7
0
˜
61
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.9
0
0
.1
1
0
.3
1
0
.5
1
0
.6
1
2
7
0
˜
27
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
0
.1
8
0
.3
2
0
.7
5
2
7
0
˜
23
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:B
A
S
E
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
0
.1
7
0
.3
0
0
.7
6
2
7
0
˜
60
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:B
A
S
E
0
.9
0
0
.1
1
0
.0
8
0
.1
3
0
.9
0
2
7
0
˜
18
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
0
.0
2
0
.0
3
0
.9
8
2
7
0
˜
T
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J
.4
:
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19
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
-0
.0
2
-0
.0
3
0
.9
8
2
7
0
˜
17
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.8
9
0
.1
2
-0
.2
3
-0
.4
1
0
.6
8
2
7
0
˜
71
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.8
9
0
.1
2
-0
.2
7
-0
.4
3
0
.6
7
2
7
0
˜
67
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:B
A
S
E
0
.8
9
0
.1
2
-0
.2
8
-0
.4
6
0
.6
5
2
7
0
˜
68
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.8
9
0
.1
2
-0
.2
9
-0
.4
6
0
.6
4
2
7
0
˜
25
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.8
9
0
.1
3
-0
.5
1
-0
.8
8
0
.3
8
2
7
0
˜
26
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
0
.8
9
0
.1
3
-0
.5
7
-0
.9
8
0
.3
3
2
7
0
˜
70
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
0
.8
9
0
.1
2
-0
.6
3
-0
.9
7
0
.3
3
2
7
0
˜
69
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.8
9
0
.1
2
-0
.6
3
-0
.9
7
0
.3
3
2
7
0
˜
14
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:A
L
L
0
.8
9
0
.1
3
-0
.7
4
-1
.3
1
0
.1
9
2
7
0
˜
24
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.8
9
0
.1
3
-0
.7
5
-1
.3
0
0
.2
0
2
7
0
˜
16
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:B
A
S
E
0
.8
9
0
.1
2
-0
.9
0
-1
.6
3
0
.1
0
2
7
0
˜
21
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:A
L
L
0
.8
8
0
.1
3
-1
.2
2
-2
.1
4
<
0
.0
5
2
7
0
-
65
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:A
L
L
0
.8
8
0
.1
3
-1
.3
5
-1
.9
8
<
0
.0
5
2
7
0
-
20
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.8
8
0
.1
3
-1
.6
8
-2
.9
9
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
58
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:A
L
L
0
.8
8
0
.1
2
-1
.7
4
-2
.7
0
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
64
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.8
8
0
.1
3
-2
.1
0
-2
.9
6
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
15
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:I
D
s
0
.8
5
0
.1
4
-5
.2
6
-7
.1
4
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
T
ab
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J
.4
:
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n
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22
C
O
L
D
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:I
D
s
0
.8
4
0
.1
5
-6
.4
1
-7
.5
4
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
59
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:I
D
s
0
.8
4
0
.1
5
-6
.5
2
-6
.9
2
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
66
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
N
D
C
G
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.9
0
0
.1
2
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:I
D
s
0
.8
3
0
.1
5
-7
.3
5
-8
.1
0
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
72
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
R
2
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
9
0
.0
0
C
O
L
D
F
IL
T
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.5
3
0
.0
6
8
.8
5
1
2
.2
6
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
+
38
C
O
L
D
R
2
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
9
0
.0
0
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.4
7
0
.0
0
-4
.4
1
-1
2
1
.0
6
<
0
.0
1
2
7
0
-
40
C
O
L
D
R
2
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
9
0
.0
0
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
A
N
G
U
A
G
E
0
.4
7
0
.0
0
-4
.5
7
-1
3
2
.3
7
<
0.
0
1
2
7
0
-
37
C
O
L
D
R
2
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
9
0
.0
0
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:B
A
S
E
0
.4
7
0
.0
0
-4
.6
0
-1
3
8
.8
2
<
0.
0
1
2
7
0
-
41
C
O
L
D
R
2
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
9
0
.0
0
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:L
O
C
A
L
IT
Y
0
.4
6
0
.0
0
-4
.6
7
-1
3
7
.6
7
<
0.
0
1
2
7
0
-
39
C
O
L
D
R
2
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
9
0
.0
0
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:D
IM
E
N
S
IO
N
0
.4
6
0
.0
0
-4
.8
2
-1
3
7
.3
3
<
0.
0
1
2
7
0
-
31
C
O
L
D
R
2
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
9
0
.0
0
C
O
L
D
:F
A
C
T
O
R
S
:C
O
U
N
T
R
Y
0
.4
4
0
.0
0
-9
.6
8
-1
8
8
.7
7
<
0.
0
1
2
7
0
-
35
C
O
L
D
R
2
C
O
L
D
:O
F
F
S
E
T
:A
L
L
0
.4
9
0
.0
0
C
O
L
D
:B
O
O
S
T
E
R
:A
L
L
0
.4
4
0
.0
0
-9
.7
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Appendix J. Recommendation System
Table J.4 above shows oﬄine user tests using selected users sample in following
situations: REG when there are user ratings in the training dataset, FILT when
all ratings are pre-filtered on user inferred cultural dimension, COLD when there
are no user ratings in the training dataset (cold-start), COLD FILT when using
pre-filtering with the inferred cultural dimension in the cold-start cases.
J.2.3 Recommender Performance in “Timeline” Tests
In the timeline tests, we add more ratings on a weekly basis with the aim to find out
the best model and context feature set combinations regarding recommender system
performance compared with the OFFSET and BOOSTER:BASE recommendation
strategies. Figures depict the overall recommendation performance over time. Fig-
ure J.8 shows the performance of baseline recommendation strategies which are
based on average ratings, while Figures J.9, J.10 and J.11 show the performance
of the context-aware recommendation strategies considering feature sets with addi-
tional data extracted from Twitter and IMDB sources. Tables J.5 and J.6 show the
t-test results of paired two-tail t-tests, in which all distributions of paired differences
were tested using Shapiro test provided by the Scipy Python library.
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Figure J.9: Context-aware recommendation strategies in timeline: RMSE
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Figure J.10: Context-aware recommendation strategies in timeline: NDCG
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GB:LOCALITY (µ=0.63, σ=0.06)
GB:ALL (µ=0.64, σ=0.06)
OFFSET (µ=0.45, σ=0.05)
Figure J.11: Context-aware recommendation strategies in timeline: R2
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Figure J.12: Explained variance in timeline tests with different context inclusion
strategies
J.2.4 Variance and Context Variables in “Timeline” Tests
Figure J.12 shows the explained variance metric performance in respect to used
feature sets (we call the related parameters as context variables). We can see that
the BOOSTER model outperforms OFFSET (average-based) and FACTORS models
for all context inclusion strategies except “IDs”, which denotes usage of only user
and movie labels (binarised). Interestingly, the IDs-based strategy can provide the
best performance for FACTORS model, which is, however, competing closely with
the OFFSET. Even though that we might prefer the BOOSTER model, we must
be aware of the relatively a good variance when using BASE strategy, considering
only averages together with movie and user labels.
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